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Abstract 
Over the spring and sununer of 1995, a series of forest fires in Western Canada left forest companies with the task 
of salvaging large volumes of burned fiber. Forest fires are not uncommon in this region and the requirement to 
recover burned timber is accepted, however, the magnitude of the problem this past year was more significant than 
experienced previously by most major forest companies in central Saskatchewan, Alberta. and British Columbia. 
To provide The Forest Engineering Research Institute of Canada (FERIC) member companies with current 
information on the salvaging. sawmilling and pulping of burned wood, FERIC organized a workshop for members 
directly affected by salvage operations. Twenty people representing five forest companies. two research 
organizations. the Alberta goverrunent. and one native band attended. Forest company representatives included 
individuals with forestry, wildlife, pulp mill and sawmilling expertise. The meeting was held in High LeveL 
Alberta. in mid-November, 1995. and was hosted by High Level Forest Products Ltd. These minutes surrunarize the 
presentations and the discussion relating to six general topics: Overview of 1995 Fires: Plarming Challenges: 
Logging Logistics; Harvesting Production Concerns: Harvesting Equipment Productivity; and. Milling and 
Processing. 
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and knowledge with others. The cover photograph was provided by Alberta-Pacific Forest Industries Inc. 

Disclaimer 
This report is published solely to disseminate information to FERlC members. It is not intended as an endorsement 
or approval by FERIC of any product or service to the exclusion of others that may be suitable. 
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Salvaging and Processing Burned Timber Workshop 
High Level, Alberta 
November 13-14, 1995 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Background 

Over the spring and swnmer of 1995. a series of forest fires in Western Canada left forest companies with the rask 
of salvaging large volwnes of burned fiber. Forest fires are not uncommon in this region and the requirement to 
recover burned timber is accepted. however. the magnitude of the problem this past year was more significant than 
experienced previously by most major forest companies in central Saskatchewan. Alberta. and British Colwnbia. 

High Level Forest Products (I-il...FP), faced with harvesting nearly their entire annual allowable cut for 1995/96 as 
fire killed salvage. approached the Forest Engineering Research Institute of Canada (FERIC) for technical 
assistance with this problem. Following some preliminary investigation into how other FERIC members were 
coping with fire salvage. it became apparent that the problem was immense and there was little common 
knowledge on operational strategies. A decision was made to organize a workshop that would explore the 
operational experiences of FERIC members directly affected by salvage obligations. HLFP volunteered to host the 
workshop in High Level. Alberta on November 13th and 14th. 1995. Twenty people representing five forest 
companies. two research organizations. the Alberta government, and one native band attended. Forest company 
representatives included individuals with forestry, wildlife, pulp mill and sawmilling expertise. 

Objectives 

The objectives of the workshop were to: 
I. Determine the extent of fire kill salvage operations expected over the next three years as a result of the 199 5 

tires 
2. Identify what harvesting and processing techniques were being tried by the forest companies in attendance. 

and describe how effective they were 
3. Propose research initiatives that would determine the most effective harvesting and processing techniques for 

burned wood. 

Discussion 

Representatives from TimberWest Forest Limited., Mackenzie, British Columbia; Mistik Management Ltd .. 
Meadow Lake, Saskatchewan; Millar Western Industries Ltd., Boy le, Alberta; Weyerhaeuser Saskatchewan Ltd .. 
Prince Albert, Saskatchewan; Little Red River Cree Nation. High Level. Alberta; Alberta-Pacific Forest Industries 
Inc .. Boyle. Alberta; High Level Forest Products Ltd .. High Level. Alberta and Daishowa-Marubeni International 
Ltd., Peace River. Alberta presented overviews of their burned wood salvage programs for the winter harvest 
season. 

Discussions then centered on the planning challenges of salvaging burned timber and how each of the forest 
companies was addressing these challenges. Further discussion topics addressed logging logistics. safety concerns. 
and harvesting productivity. 

Recommendations 

The recommendations of the workshop to FERIC were: 
l. Expand its study of log damage from spiked feed rollers to include processing problems with burned logs and 

the impact of charcoal inclusion in spike perforations 
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Document the outcome of actual salvage harvesting activities occurring in Western Canada to identify what 
works where and what could be done differently. 

3. Organize a follow-up workshop for the spring of 1996 to transfer experiences gained over the winter 
harvesting season. 

4. Proceed with a study proposed to the Alberta Economic Development and Tourism Branch to look at 
upgrading chips derived from burned deciduous and conifer stems. 

Next Workshop 
The next workshop is proposed for June, 1996 in Prince Albert, Saskatchewan. 
Agenda items will include operational overviews by all the companies active in salvaging burned wood during the 
1995/96 harvest season and preliminary results of the FERJC study on options for upgrading chip quality from 
burned logs 
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Salvaging and Processing Burned Timber '\-Vorkshop 
High Level, Alberta 
November 13-14, 1995 

Introduction 

During ~1ay and June. 1995. considerable areas of forests in nonheastem British Columbia. and central and 
nonhem Alberta. Saskatchewan and Manitoba were ravaged by fire. Forest companies with operations within or 
close to the fires must now salvage as much of the timber as feasible to minimize any future impact on their annual 
harvests. to maintain wood supplies to their mills. and to satisfy government demands to utilize as much of the ftre 
damaged flber as possible. The salvage of the timber requires forest companies to: 

• determine the amount of fiber that can be salvaged and identify appropriate markets where residual flber 
can be marketed. 

• identify harvesting. processing and quality control methods to ensure sawmills and pulp mills receive fiber 
that meets their quality criteria. 

• establish contract rates for harvesting that reflect any additional work or maintenance that may result from 
salvaging burned timber. 

• address issues put forward from government agencies with respect to utilization levels. forest regeneration. 
and rehabilitation of structures established during ftre fighting. 

In the past. when forest companies salvaged ftre damaged timber they relied on their previous experience or 
utilized their in-house resources to develop strategies for harvesting, debarking and sawing the timber. High Level 
Forest Products (HLFP) at High Level, Alberta was faced with harvesting nearly their total annual harvest in the 
1995-96 harvest season as salvage timber, and the sawmill would have to utilize a considerable volume of ftre 
damaged sterns. In addition, the pulp mill that receives chips from the High Level sawmill would require a 
constant volume of chips. and these chips would have to be essentially charcoal free. 

HLFP approached the Forest Engineering Research Institute of Canada (FERIC) for information on how to sort 
and maximize the lumber and chip recovery from the sawmill to ensure they would not loose volume from their 
coniferous landbase. One management unit had a ftre 80 km long that covered ground representing 10% of the 
annual allowable cut HLFP wanted to quickly harvest the maximum volume of timber, minimize any potential 
fiber losses from insect damage and blowdown, and get the burned areas back into timber production. Initially 
FERIC contacted companies with previous experience salvaging and milling burned timber. and prepared a list of 
contacts for HLFP (Appendix I). Throughout the summer, a number of other companies assessed their situations 
and began to experiment with harvesting and processing burned stems. In the fall of 1995, FERIC organized a 
workshop for member companies in nonhem Saskatchewan, Alberta and British Columbia that would be salvaging 
ftre damaged sterns to allow companies to learn from other's experience, and to determine whether there was a 
need to address unresolved issues. Twenty people (Appendix Il) representing seven forest companies (Timber West 
Forest Limited, Mackenzie, British Columbia: Mistik Management Ltd., Meadow Lake, Saskatchewan: Millar 
Western Industries Ltd., Boyle, Alberta: Weyerhaeuser Saskatchewan Ltd., Prince Albert, Saskatchewan: t\.lberta
Pacific Forest Industries Inc., Boyle, Alberta: High Level Forest Products Ltd .. High Level, Alberta: Daishowa
Marubeni International Ltd., Peace River, Alberta), two research organizations (forintek Canada Corp .. 

j( VancQUY,er. British Columbia; Forest Engineering Research Institute of Canada, Vancouver, British Columbia), the 
Alberta government (Alberta Economic Development and Tourism. Forest Industry Development Division, 
Edmonton, Alberta) and one local native band (Little Red River Cree Nation, Fox Lake, Alberta) attended the 
workshop hosted by High Level Forest Products. Forest company representatives included individuals with forestry. 
wildlife, pulp mill and sawmilling expertise. 
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The objectives of the workshop were to: 
I. Determine the extent of fire kill salvage operations expected over the next three years as a result of the 1995 

fires 
2. Identify what harvesting and processing techniques were being tried by the forest companies in attendance. 

and describe how effective they were 
3. Propose research initiatives that would determine the most effective harvesting and processing techniques for 

burned wood. 

The workshop was divided into five sessions: an overview of the 1995 fires at each participant's operation. 
operational planning concerns. harvesting logistics and concerns. silviculture plans. and plans and objectives for 
processing burned wood. The following notes summarize the presentations made at the workshop and the ensuing 
discussions. Following the discussion notes, are six appendices that include additional information. such as: brief 
notes relating company experience handling burned timber; a list of participants; log harvesting specifications for 
burned timber; selected bibliographies of references to the harvesting, storage and processing of burned timber; 
reprints of selected reports and articles describing fire salvage operations; and a description of the Simco,IRamic 
Pulpwood [Chip] Soner. 

Overview Of 1995 Fire Season 

TimberWest. Mackenzie, British Columbia 

• Operations are centered in Mackenzie, about 190 km nonh of Prince George 
• logging operations are located surrounding Mackenzie and 200 km nonh on Williston Lake 
• a barge operating all year round hauls logs from the nonh Williston Lake operating area 
• timber is directed to two mill complexes in Mackenzie: the TimberWest debarking and chipping plant. two 

sawmills. and a Kraft pulp mill operated by Fletcher Challenge Canada Limited 
• TimberWest's AAC is 1.485.000 m3 

• Operate a remote chipping facility near the mill complex in Mackenzie 
• consists of a double-ring debarker, chipper and merchandising deck that are all mounted on trailers 
• any pulp logs that are too good to go through the chipper are picked-out and run through a merchandiser 

where any saw logs are bucked out and sent to the sawmill and the rest of the log is sent to the contract drum 
debarker 

• chip yard gets the current value of any sawlogs produced 

• Fire probably staned by teenagers during an Extreme fire hazard period (Rank 6 fire spread index) in May 
when forest fire conditions were nearly explosive 
• the fire became large. very quickly during the first week. and came right up to the village of Fon Ware (pop. 

150-250), which had been evacuated 
• fJie spanned the Finlay River. and went up and over the adjacent mountain into the next valley 
• fire was very hot. nearly gaseous and flashed through many stands; trees are burned from ground to top. 

with needles and branches burned off. but most are not burned deeply into the stem 
• 150 people fighting the ftre at beginning of week. 250 at end of the week 
• found the Ministry of Forests does not have any method for notifying native communities of high to extreme 

crest frre hazard conditions 
• -ome of the burned timber on the steep slopes has blown over because the root wads were burned out 

• the sites are too sensitive for summer harvesting. but there is too much snow for winter harvest of 
blowdown 
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• timber adpcent to the Finlay River is beginning to blow over 
• ~tiruscry of Environment doesn't want any timber salvaged adjacent to the river because it is consider;!d 

wildlife habitat 
• probably won't be able to salvage the timber because it will all have blown over 

• timber to be salvaged this winter has a piece size of .65 m3/piece 
• volwne to be salvaged represents about 129C of the annual allowable cut. and about 709C of the volwne from 

one of five operating areas 

• Harvest operations have converted to 100% cut-to-length this year: a combination of Scandinavian harvesters 
and forwarders (Rottne. FMG and Valmet; single- and double-grip processors) as well as feller-bunchers 
equipped with Ultimate felling-processing heads on Cat carriers; cut-to-length stems are bundled and barged to 
Mackenzie 

(I 
• maximizes bush processing and sorting; estimate harvest costs have increased S3 .00hn3 but mills have been 

b.reaking production records and overall savings have occurred; less fiber losses now wood is barged 
compared to the old system where stems were dumped into the water. collected into booms, towed to 
Mackenzie and dewatered at the mill 

• are reluctant to put new equipment into the burned wood areas mainly because of additional maintenance on 
the units caused by working in flre salvage stands, reduced productivity due to additional processing and 
less recovery per unit piece. and additional equipment relocation to get the units into new operating areas 

• will use conventional roadside harvesting equipment to salvage the burned stands then process with slashers 
• have separate Jog sorts for Jogs> 18 in. diameter and also sort balsam separately from pine and spruce if the 

balsam is over 10% of stand volume 
• cut 2-ft nominal lengths from 12 to 20 feet 

• Traditionally , burned timber has been ignored because there were only minor volumes; when brought to the 
mill, burned wood was put into the back of the wood deck and used as ftre wood; anything was done to ignore 
milling burned stems 

• TirnberWest has traded its burned wood to Finlay Forest Industries Inc., and Finlay will process about 180,000 
m3 of burned stems 

• After the fire. established some burn classes and sampled the stands to detennine how much salvageable ftber 
was available for harvest 
• initially, regular provincial timber cruising standards and defect codes were used that indicated the burned 

timber would not affect sawmill recovery 
• any tree that was just burned and had no stem defect apart from scorching was classified as Tree Class l. a 

merchantable tree by the Ministry of Forests because there are no defect codes for 'burned' or 'scorched' 
trees 

• eventually the government amended their defect codes and allowed some reduction in value for burned 
stems 

• potentially 1.000.000 m3 that could be salvaged, but will only salvage about 50% because natives will not allow 
the timber to be harvested on a hillside adjacent to their village 
• can only harvest burned timber on about one-third of the area, and any green timber must be left 

• have been instructed to leave any small, isolated islands of green timber within the cutblocks 
• estimate 189 km of boundary for 180.000 m3 of salvage 
• green timber has been left for native use (firewood, cabins, etc.), wildlife habitat and visual quality 
• if TirnberW est does not recover the burned stems, the Ministry of Forests will allocate the timber to third 

parties and will not issue TirnberWest cutting permits to alternate areas until the timber has been 
salvaged 
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• Finlay Forest Industries Inc. began harvesting timber last summer 
• were able to access the timber quickly because the areas harvested were within leave strips: pre-harvest 

surveys for cutting pennits utilized pre-harvest silviculture prescriptions and cruise data for adjacent 
cutblocks: Ministry of Forests assisted with timely reviews of logging plans 

• cut mainly pine stands that were located on good summer ground 
• initial strategy was to dump and store as much as possible in Williston Lake to reduce stem deterioration 
• cut four log truck loads of timber and sent them to the mill for mill trial to test recovery of lumber and chips 

• found that more had to be done than just debark and process as normal 
• chips had too much charcoal and would not meet pulp mill specifications 

• mill has an extremely high brightness rating they do not want to compromise 
• Fletcher Challenge pulp mill will not accept any chips from Finlay sawmill that come from burned stems 

• Original strategy was to recover as much lumber as possible from the stems and run the chips into the burner 
because woodlands and the sawmill could not guarantee the pulp mill they would receive charcoal-free wood 
chips: have now traded the burned wood to Finlay Forest Industries 
• Fletcher Challenge pulp mill will not buy any chips that come from burned stems 

• Sturnpage on the timber was assessed at about $40Im3 

• Ministry of Forests reduced stumpage by $20/m3 to compensate for the lost chip recovery 
• estimate the volume of chips produced from the burned stems to be between 15-20.000 BDU's 

• Harvesting blown-down timber is not seen as a problem providing snow is not over .6 metres deep 
• have recovered blowdown in the past 
• no man is on the ground 
• blowdown saw mounted on a butt-and-top loader would work well 
• cut-to-length equipment should work well, but don't want the equipment working in salvage areas this year 

• Utilization levels are being looked at, however, the Ministry of Forests has not accepted any reduction in 

;) 
utilization standards at the present time 

~ • would like. to leave higher stumps and go to 5-6 inch diameter tops 

• TimberWest and Finlay sawmills have conventional single-ring debarkers 
• the two mills consume about 5,400 m3/day 
• Finlay mill is proposing to install a double, opposing-ring debarker (about $800,000) to handle burned 
~ stems: uncertain as to how effective it will be in removing all the charcoal: concerned that debarking knives 

will catch in stem cracks that will develop as the burned stems age 
• TimberWest sawmill is not planning on making any changes because they will not be handling any burned 

stems 

• Options looked at: 
if put a portable processing plant at a logging camp located about 10 km from the burn 

• originally an attractive option when company thought that 500,000 m3 of timber was to be salvaged and 
not the 180,000 m3 that will now be salvaged 

• plant would have consisted of a peeling unit, sawmill and a chipping plant 
• would hire natives to run plant 
• would collect debris and redistribute it over the burned area 

• the debris was considered an industrial waste by-product that had to be disposed of accordingly 
• proposed burning the waste but would have to install a Level C burner with an associated cost of 

$400.000. plus operating costs 
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Vbnng all burned wood in cut-to-length to a satellite yard 

• all pieces go through a double-ring debarker. then onto a merchandising table where the operaror has a 
good view of the log (merchandising yard is mounted on trailers. is portable. and can be moved around 
the operatmg area) 

• logs 5ent either to a portable chipper or to the sawmill 
~ mstall a Rosser Head debarker to debark stems and take 2.5 cm of wood off each stem 

• won't work on catfaces. burned tops. and places where branches were burned into the stem 
• estimated the installation and operating cost at S 17 /m3 

• couh.i still not guarantee charcoal free chips 
~ make a high-quality hog from the chips. bum in boiler and generate power 

• mill is currently oversupplied with hog fuel and do not need an additional 20,000 units 
\Y' utilize wood fiber. hog. chips or bark for road construction fUI 

• B.C.'s Forest Practices Code restricts the use of any organic material in the road subgrade 
• ill..FP has sold some of their bark and hog fuel to oil companies for access construction: where the bark 

was applied. the ground retained frost for a longer period and thereby lengthened the use of the access 
road: it meshed well with clay: must monitor the area for leachates 

..f composting the material was attractive. but it would take years to break down and would require about a 2.5 
ha area, and equipment to keep turning the material 

../ all options 1eviewed seemed to have an associated cost of S20hn3• that resulted in no saving because of the 
S20/m3 r~uction in sturnpage for lost chips 

t/ mill has an 80.000 unit surplus of chips and doesn't need additional, especially any chips that could be 
contaminated with charcoal 

• Will trade all the burned wood to the Finlay mill, after all the burned stems have been harvested and delivered 
to the mill yard 
• hope that lumber recovery doesn't suffer too much because of defects and the greater amount of white wood 

removed by the debarker than nonnal 
• originally wanted to bum all the chips recovered from burned stems in an under-frred pit burner that is 

licensed to operate untill996 and was not currently being used, however this was not possible because the 
amount of material to be burned exceeded what the permit allowed 

• Issues: 
• do not really know how to process the burned stems and get clean chips 
• the pulp mills fear that once charcoal enters a chip line, at any point, the chip furnish will be contaminated: 

want guarantees that chips will meet specifications 
• need a market for disposing of chips from burned stems that will at least pay for the transportation costs of 

sending the chips to the market 
• charcoal contamination is a serious issue in many products: may be acceptable as furnish for corrugated

board medium but not for face sheet material (Kitimat pulp mill makes linerboard, Port Albemi used to 
make corrugated medium) 

• What are the possible uses of charcoal contaminated wood chips. apart from pulp products?1 

• MacMillan Bloedel's cement-wood fiber roofmg tile (Cemwood) 
• do they need 20,000 units? 
• can be used as a filler in asphalt shingles but the companies can only handle a small volume of chips 

at a time 
• the stressed and blown down trees that are left along the Finlay River or on the hillsides may become major 

breeding grounds for insect attack 

1 Questions in italics were asked by workshop attendees, and were addressed to the individuals making the 
presentation or to the general audience. 
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• Why is it possible ro cur-off pieces of stems and branches in the curblock, and either burn them or leave 
them on-sire, bur woodfiber that is removed at a sire remote from harvesting must be treated as industrial 
waste and cannot be re-distributed? 
• Ministry of Environment appears to be more concerned with the potential impacts that could occur from 

leachates from redistributed or piled wood fiber, than with the real impacts a 15,000 ha flre has already 
had on the environment and creeks. 

• Can the Simco/Ramic Pulpwood [Chip) Sorter detect chips that have charcoal on them, and can it handle 
the volume of chips that may be delivered to a pulp mill at an affordable cost? 

• capability of the Simco/Ramic to detect and sort charcoal on wood chips is not known a1 this time 
• Can MDF plants utilize burned chips? 

• problem may be more related to how can the chips be delivered into the processing line 

• Silviculture and reforestation responsibility 
• are only responsible for regenerating the blocks salvaged 
• 45-m wide strip around each burned area or patch cannot be replanted because of hazard to crews working 

within reach of snags (flre killed trees) that flsh and wildlife department want left for habitat 
• band will be left to regenerate naturally, with no free-to-grow standards applied, however, the Ministry 

of Forests has not approved the prescription 
• good seed sources are present, but potential problems from aspen encroachment 

• experience has shown that stands that originated from flre do very well. and there is not a problem with 
seed germination on ash covered soils 

• preharvest silviculture prescriptions have tried to identify as much of the pre-harvest site and soil 
disturbance as possible so that audits after the harvest do not associate the disturbance to harvesting 

Mistik Management -Meadow Lake, Saskatchewan 

• Operations based in Meadow Lake. which is located about 200 km northeast of Prince Albert 

• Misti.k Management Ltd. was created in 1990 by NorSask Forest Products and Millar Western. to supply the 
companies' mills with wood from the NorSask FMLA using sustainable forest management practices; harvest 
800-900.000 m3 of hardwood timber for Millar Western and 300-400.000 m3 of conifer for NorSask 
• Millar Western and NorSask gave Misti.k the responsibility to base the forest operations on integrated 

resource management and community involvement 
• NorSask Forest Products was created in 1987 by the Meadow Lake sawmill employees and the Meadow 

Lake Tribal Council 
• bought the stud mill in June 1988, and turned an unprofitable operation into a winner 
• sawmill employs 100 people 

• Millar Western Pulp (Meadow Lake) Ltd. operate an environmentally advanced, chlorine free. zero 
effluent aspen chemi-thermomechanical pulp mill 
• mill began construction in 1990 and began operating in February, 1992 
• mill employs 183 people, 100 of whom were hired directly from the local community 

• Misti.k includes all those involved when planning woodland operations in the NorSask FMLA area 
• more than 250 people working as staff. consultants and contractors 
• work with eo-management boards. and advisory committee. government and university representatives. 

First Nation and Metis associations. and the employees of Millar Western and NorSask 

• Second year harvesting burned timber: two years ago (summer. 1993) a flre occurred within the Air Weapons 
Range (A WR). outside Mistik's Forest Management Licence Area (FMLA) 
• fire burned for nearly two months. in various patterns and sometimes back-traCked on itself 
• some of the area burned was 30+ year old regeneration established after a fire in the mid-late 1960's 

• wood delivered to Meadow Lake: sawlogs to NorSask sawmill and hardwood stems to the Millar 
Western pulp mill 
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• administered all activities within th~ A WR and the third pany salvage operations that were undertaken 
last winter 

• first winter (1993-94), constructed a 250 km winter access road to begin salvage. and salvage operations 
were completed last winter (1994-95) 

• salvaged 550.000 m3: 210.(X)Om3 first year and 340,000 m3 second year 
• no hardwood salvaged first year 
• 185.000 m3 hardwood harvested in the second vear 

V mechanical harvesting operation cut 4-6 foot srum.ps and then felled the standing srumps: handfallers 
cut st~m at ground level. then bucked off the butts 
• bucked-off portions left where they were cut 
• roadside processed full tree stems: debris picked-up by grapple skidders and distributed over the 

cutblock 
/additional quality control staff hired to check stems 

• three-way son on the landing for conifer 
• green - no appearance of char on the stem 
• orange- bark burned bottom 5 m: treated as green timber when it goes through the mill and chips 

are recovered 
• black- burned from top to bottom, or stem burned >5 m 

• only green and orange conifer logs sent to NorSask sawmill, and black conifer logs would be sawn by 
third parties 
• harvest specifications for NorSask: burned wood- 12.5 cm top and 17.5 cm butt; green wood- 8 cm 

top and 12.5 cm butt 
• ol)ly green ' charcoal free' hardwood stems sent to Millar Western pulp mill 

t/ harvest specifications: 10 cm top and 15.5 cm butt 
• hardwood stems (100% aspen) <7 inches butt diameter, or that have poor fonn are sent to a Peterson 

Pacific DDC5000 (four-drum flail) satellite chipping operation 
• softwood stems are sorted into saw logs and pulp1ogs (undersized); balsam is run with the spruce and 

pine when there are only a few stems or in batches when more stems are accumulated 
v no problems with chips produced: chips sent to Weyerhaeuser pulp mill at Prince Albert and were 
~into the green chips 

V in August at NorSask mill. chips from a trial run of black stems were chipped and sent to Weyerhaeuser. 
Prince Albert for a pulping trial 
V have heard there was no problem with the chips 

• 1995 ftre season began in May when a week after the snow melted five major frres were burning on the FMLA 
• Moose Fire was the largest and effectively eliminated most of the remaining wood within the A WR 
• Hawk Fire. destroyed second and third pass jack pine and black spruce in the timber designated to the 

NorSask sawmill 
• Hillyer Fire destroyed mixedwood timber including big, white spruce that was winter harvesting ground; 

escaped into Weyerhaeuser's FMLA 
• Rare Fire started just east of the Alberta border and spread into Alberta-Pacific's FMA (Graharn Lake) 
• ~stimate the frres will have a 7-10 year impact on fiber supply within the FMLA and are proposing to 

salvage about 10% (one years wood supply) depending on the markets 

• Fire conditions very similar to 1918, when the whole FMLA burned 
• no significant rain until August; were concerned that some of the frres would join together 
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• issues: 
• Is there less of an opportunity for contamination in the pulp when wood is mechanically shredded; what 

happens to the charcoal- does it wash away? r problem with charcoal is its density (it is too light) and the particles are very small; screen meshes are 
too large and centrifugal cleaners are ineffective because there is insufficient weight differences between 
fi ber and charcoal particles 

Millar Western Industries- Boyle, Alberta 

• Operations based in Boy le, about 150 km north of Edmonton 
• operate a sawmill a1 Boyle (softwood) and deliver hardwood to Alberta-Pacific's pulp mill 
• AAC 230.000 mJ 
• last year salvaged burned wood for Weyerhaeuser whlch will help Millar Western when they salvage the 

past summer' s fire damaged stands 

• The major fire in Millar Western's operating area was at Marianna Lake, about 180 km north of Boyle and 
halfway to Fort McMurray 
• initiated by a lighming strike on May 13, 1995; fire wasn't completely extinguished initially and re-ignited 

on May 28th: burned for about a month 
• 140,000 ha burned part of quota area; some along Highway 63, including 14,000 mJ of decked logs from 

previous winter harvesting 
• very hot, intense ftre, and ftre conditions were similar to a large ftre in the 1930's; most of marginal 

softwood was completely consumed and beyond salvage 
• Highway 63 was closed to traffic and Fort McMurray residents were isolated during the height of the fire 
• fire overlapped Alberta-Pacific's FMA 
• estimate about 1.3-1.4 million m3 of timber actually burned: lost all the reserve blocks in the operating area 

and 300-400,000 m3 of future timber harvest 
• some hlgh winds and twisters generated by the ftre also flattened timber stands 

• areas of aspen and poplar were not as severely burned as the softwood areas. and only the first metre of the 
trees were usually burned 

• stands to be salvaged have about 50% of the trees killed 

• Nter the ftre. Millar Western evaluated ftre losses and identified stands for salvage 
• inventoried stands using the most recent photos of area covered by the frre to identify stands with <30% 

burned timber that had a large component of standing green 
• all blocks calor coded according to severity of bum 
• all harvest blocks identified using GPS 

• took sawmill and pulp mill managers out to look at stands and asked them to identify the stems that would 
be acceptable to them 

'>fL trees that were burned or scorched only on the bark. and where the bark was tight were acceptable. also 
burned stems that had not checked 

'f. trees that had evidence of severe burn or cracking were not acceptable to the sawmill 
• wanted to take as much wood as possible to protect the AAC because the company does not have land 

tenure 

• Will be salvaging 155.000 m3 conifer and 38.000 m3 aspen (83% will be assessed a marginal rate for stumpage 
and 17% full rate). as well as 70.000 m3 of blowdown that came down late last August in a different area 
• sterns burned >0.9 m above the ground are deemed ftre killed and are assessed marginal dues 
• Forest Service has allowed Millar Western to carry forward 10* of the annual harvest into next year 

without penalty 
-f average 1.5 trees/m3 with no signs of insect damage yet 
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• Responsible for reforestmg 17Cfc of the area harvested 
• not responsible for reforestation on the area with marginal stumpage although Millar Western will be 

discussing some son of reforestation with the government to minimize any future AAC reductions (posstbly 
through FRJP) 

• Planning to tree-length harvest the salvaged timber 
• a.spen harvest 
~ feller-bunchers will cut high stumps to minimize any burned fiber that could contaminate chips 
• would like A.lberta-Pacific to delimb at roadside so that there is no question regarding the log quality: 

A.lbena-Pacific also have a greater nwnber of delimbers 
• A.lbena-Pacific will send a contract-supervisor to observe harvesting and check on wood quality 

• would like the delimbers delimbing conifer away from those delimbing aspen 
• conifer delimbers will probably be handling more burned stems and there is a chance of charcoal being 

transferred from stem to stem 
• keeping aspen and softwood delimbing separate will minimize transfer of charcoal 

~ A.lbena-Pacific has observed that spiked feed rollers drive charcoal into the stem 
f would like to minimize the chance of charcoal being pushed into the stems with spiked feed rollers by 

avoiding the use of Lim-mit roll-stroke delimbers. or being sure the feed rollers don't penetrate through 
the bark 
• Lim-mit have different feed roller covers that would eliminate the spikes. however, installation 

would not be feasible for the shon period of harvesting required 
• some operators have welded plate between the spikes to reduce spike penetration 

• conifer will be processed conventionally: felled, skidded, and delimbed and topped at roadside 

• Looked at three options to process conifer for length: in the bush. in the logyard or in the mill 
~ mill manager is confident he can get up to 75% recovery from the stems, and minimize any fiber losses 
...... conifer stem utilization: 15 cm butt diameter and 11 cm top diameter: normally cut to a 2.5 cm top diameter 

-~ will run the stems through a ring debarker 
'>f will be installing a reverse feed before the debarker so operator can observe stems, that will be a useful 

addition to the mill even when it is not processing burned stems 
'f A.lbena-Pacific has observed some dark (black) discoloration under the bark that is~ charcoal 

• need to inspect the stem at a time when the whole tree can be seen: cannot take a chance on the unseen side 
having a charcoal defect 
• difficult to do when logs are decked 
• were going to use a Lim-mit delimber in the yard to process the stems prior to going into the mill but 

decided there was too much chance for burned sections on stems to be hidden from the operators view 

• Two options for recovering the blowdown 
• use a small butt-and-top loader to sort and move logs or align them 
• use an Ultimate feller-processor 
• installing a windfall-type felling head is probably not an option because there is not the volwne to justify the 

cost 
• alternative may be to install a cut-off-saw on a butt-and-top loader, however, then a feller-buncher will be 

sitting idle 
• aligning the downed trees with a loader and then cutting off the roots with a buncher, closely followed by a 

sk.idder is the least cost harvesting option 

• Activities to date 
• road construction has begun 
• have run some test logs through the sawmill 
• will begin harvesting aspen stems for a test run for A.lbena-Pacific this week 
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Weyerhaeuser Saskatchewan. Prince Albert, Saskatchewan 

• Operate a Kraft pulp mill, a paper mill and timberlands office at Prince Albert, and a sawmill at Big River 
(about 105 km northeast of Prince Albert) 
• utilize 2 million mJ of fiber each year: 1.2 million m3 from FMLA, 0.3 million m3 from purchase wood 

program off lease, and 0.5 million m3 in purchased chips from small sawmills 
• pulp mill has a full-length and a cut-to-length infeed line 

• full-length stems go through a series of slasher saws (8-ft lengths) and into a drum debarker 
• cut-to-length stems go directly to the drum debarker 

• During the past summer. about 300,000 ha of area on the FMLA was burned, compared to a total loss of about 
200,000 ha for the period 1969-92 
• 15 fires were burning up until June 30th ranging in size between 18,300 to 71,200 ha 
• 1995 burned area represents about 50 times the annual harvest (6,000 ha) 
• probably 5 million m3 of timber that could be salvaged 
• estimate a loss of seven years harvesting production 
• cost Saskatchewan govenunent $80 million in suppression costs 
• assisted fire suppression by GPS 'ing all fire activity 
• will not effect the annual allowable cut for some time because there is an additiona125% volwne built into 

the AAC for forest fires (unless there are more fires in the next few years) 
• SERM (Saskatchewan Environment and Resource Management) has agreed to waive stumpage, but 

Weyerhaeuser will pay full reforestation and utilization fees ($2.30/m3) 

• estimate it will take two years to salvage and process the burned stems 

• Reconnaissance and planning strategy 
• reviewed all the fire areas and identified all the areas within the FMLA that W eyerhaeuser thought they 

could handle within the next two years 
• released large areas that company could not salvage to third parties 

• railroad tie, fence post makers and a small portable mill are interested in an area of small pine and 
spruce where one 8-foot log from each tree could be salvaged 

~ Carrier Lwnber (from British Colwnbia) has allied themselves with Provincial Forest Products 
(Saskatchewan) and will move two portable mills into two frres: plan on harvesting 300.000 m3 in the 
next 18 months 
v are not certain the timber is there 
-/ have a 100 ha area to put the mill, burn slabs in a pit, and air dry the lumber 
./ will have to dispose of ash from burning. but will be minimal provided the slabs are properly burned 
V' bring dried lwnber to Prince Albert for planing and remanufacture 

• Weyerhaeuser is concerned with what will be left after the third party interests leave the area. especially if 
they do not clean-up their sites 
• also concerned that by allowing third parties access to timber they will be taking future timber harvest 

away from Weyerhaeuser 
• do not have the facilities in the local area to handle all the timber that could be available 

r Have harvested 100 loads of hardwood and whatever conifer was present from two frres: for one area only stems 
that were clean were cut: for the second area only removed the portions of stems that had black wood and sent 
in stems with black bark 
.v kept decks and chip furnishes separated 
.J mill pulped furnishes and tested: found there was no problem with quality and no evidence of charcoal 

contamination 
.! do not know how frozen aspen will debark and if the chip quality will be maintained 
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J Ctilization standards and log processing specifications 
a/ have not changed conifer utilization standards unless the tree is totally burned and will be sold to a third 

party; these stems can have a 10 cm diameter top. compared to the normal 8 cm 
• green corufer stems are topped and cut to get a 16-ft or longer pulp log. with the rest a saw log 
• totally burned stems are processed beginning at the butt and cutting 16.5-ft sawlogs for third party mtlls 
• stems with only root wad burn can have some 8.5 ft saw logs manufactured for small mills in addition to 

16.5-ft lengths 

• Harvesting operations 
• operate 24 hours per day. seven days a week 
,I main concern is with detecting charred knots and burned-out boles 

v difficult to see the burned stems during night-shift operations and cannot schedule bunchers and 
delimbers so they only work on green stems at night and burned stems during the day 

tl important to have good quality control at the final inspection 
• have a good road network throughout the areas and did not have to build any new roads to access the fires 

• will only have to build about 20 km of winter road this year 
• have got all the parties together to plan and organize a system of loop roads 
• have a common radio frequency that all parties can utilize for the next 18 months when working in the 

area 
• have not had any major changes in safety management 

• workers are directed to be careful. and to look out for falling tops and branches in addition to watch for 
ground hazards 
• two years ago in the spring a worker was seriously burned when he fell into a stump hole that was 

still burning from a fire that started the previous fall 

• Silviculture responsibility 
• all areas Weyerhaeuser cuts will be reforested 
• are concerned that some of the fringe areas surrounding the fire may not regenerate 

• there are now no longer any adjacent seed sources for many new stands of naturally regenerated pine 
that originated from harvesting operations over the past six years 

• these areas are not the responsibility of Weyerhaeuser to regenerate, but if they aren't growing timber. 
there may be future AAC implications 

• areas that are harvested by third parties will be regenerated. if not directly by the operating company, by 
money from the provincial reforestation trust fund 

• will have to undertake some cleaning and spacing of the fire regenerated stands in the future 
• tree planters will not work within one tree length of burned trees because they are treated the same as a snag 

• small stands of burned trees will be left standing and not regenerated 
• will be good wildlife habitat, especially for the Pilliated Woodpecker 

• Are now harvesting aspen areas that the government has approved for harvest 
• are awaiting SERM approval for additional supplemental areas to harvest 
• approvals for cutting flre salvage areas are submitted in the same way as regular operating plans 

\(m areas where hardwood is harvested. no burned or charred conifer stems will be sent to Weyerhaeuser's mills 
because they have very poor debarking; wood will be sent to: 
• NorSask mill at Meadow Lake where they have successfully debarked burned stems 
• other local small mills that do not chip 
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.f Looked at hogging and chipping the burned wood, and creating power in the Prince Albert mill generating 
plant 
• currently the mill has an oversupply of hog fuel 
• current mill capacity cannot utilize additional timber or hog; mill expansion feasibility study to be 

completed by June, 1996 to determine whether two reserve timber blocks ( 1.6 million ha) should be 
retained, and the type of new facilities required at Prince Albert to utilize the additional timber resources 
from these blocks 
• part of feasibility study is looking at how to handle burned timber, five years from now 

• Issues 
• the administration of the regeneration trust fund makes it difficult to undertake future silviculture work 

• most of the areas that were burned will be regenerated relatively easy and without large costs. however. 
money will be needed for future stand tending 

Little Red River Cree Nation- High Level, Alberta 

• Little Red River Cree Nation (LRRCN) has a similar relationship to High Level Forest Products as Mistik 
Management and Millar Western at Meadow Lake 
• HLFP purchases wood from LRRCN and assists in forest management 
• HLFP are assisting with three levels of inventories: vegetation according to Alberta Vegetation Index (A VI) 

standards, biological inventories of caribou and other species, and a cultural inventory of significant sites to 
the LRRCN 

v Only a small amount of their operating area burned, <5% of normal harvest volume 
.r will only cut green timber this year and High Level Forest Products will salvage burned timber 

• Cultural Inventory undertaken by LRRCN 
• LRRCN has a memorandum of understanding with the Alberta government to develop a management plan 

for a large territory along with their partners 
• LRRCN is putting up the money for the vegetation and biological inventories for three raFP units and 

three LRRCN units and will undertake the cultural inventory for six units at a cost of about $2 million 
• cultural inventory to be done in cooperation with the Tall Creek First Nation 
• three year study to be conducted by Dr. Pat Macormick, University of Alberta, Native Studies Program and 

university students coupled with people of the Cree nation 
• people will be interviewed and sites will be visited to ensure that as well as identifying the historic sites. 

a recorded history of the people will be available to document use panerns 
• imponant to undertake the inventory now because the natives have been on the reserve for less than 40 

years. and memories of their previous bush lives are still fresh in the elders minds 
• the intent of the cultural inventory is not to restrict future land use by other people, but to understand how 

the natives used the land 
• could be used in the future for many other activities, such as eco-tourism 

Alberta-Pacific Forest Industries. Boyle, Alberta 

• Overview of operations 
• pulp mill began operation in 1993 and cost about Sl.3 billion to construct 
• JOint venture partnership of Crestbrook Forest Industries, Mitsubishi Canada Forest Investment. and 

Kanz.aki (now bought out by Oji) 
• mill designed to produce 1500 t of hardwood or 1250 t of softwood pulp per day 
• are committed to completing a feasibility study this year for a fme paper mill 
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• Forest ~1anagement Area (FMA) is located in northeastern Alberta. and borders on Saskatchewan and 
covers 61.000 km2 
• boreal forest: 66% aspen. 13% birch and black poplar. 21st softwoods 
• generally good ground and favorable terrain 
• better snes \well drained to dry) have aspen and jack pine. moderately well drained sites have white 

spruce. and poorer sites (wetter) have black spruce and larch 
• 49% of !and base doesn · t produce fiber for mill: 10% has irnbedded quota holders. 16% reserves for buffers 

and wildlife retention areas. 25% contributes to fiber for the mill 
• mill requires 2. 7 million m3 of wood fiber per year: 2.4 million m3 of hardwood and 340.000 m 3 conifer 

• Over the past two years have been salvaging >600.000 m3 of blowdown from an August. 1993 thunderstorm: 
this is the final year for salvage and has effected how much timber will be salvaged from fires this winter 
harvest season 

• Had two major fires on FMA: one that began at Marianna Lakes (same as Millar Western. Boyle Operations) 
and a second ftre that started at Graham Lake. Saskatchewan and came into Alberta (same as the Mistik 
Management Rare Fire) 
• Marianna Lake fire: lost 1.3 million m3 softwood. and 340,000 m3 hardwood 

• will be salvaging green aspen and poplar timber 
• lost about 180.000 m3 of softwood timber that was planned for harvest in the next three years 

• Graham Lake Fire (spread from Mistik's Rare Fire) 
• area was mainly coniferous with some hardwood stands in north end 
• 15,000 ha burned: 90,000 m3 deciduous and 190.000 m3 coniferous 

• Tremendous resources allocated to fight Marianna Lake Fire 
• estimate a cost of S0.5 million per day for 21 days 
• Highway 63 was a 50- 60 m right-of-way that was used as a fireguard and it was ineffective 

• how practical are fire lines one blade wide? 
• rain put the fire out 

• concern that ftre would spread south into the Janvier/Conklin area of valuable wood and several 
communities 

• tried to contain the ftre within the muskeg areas 

• Salvage strategy is to focus on salvaging timber that will give the greatest return 
• mainly hardwood stands with low intensity burns 
• the large softwood that was lost was to go to Millar Western. however, most of the softwood was of 

marginal merchantability. was burned too severely for salvage and was not allocated to any specific 
!and base 

• Issues 
• If the government of Alberta or Saskatchewan had said they were not going to fight fire anymore, would 

industry have spent the same amount of money as was spent, or would they have done it differently? 
• have to look at the size of the ftre because a ftre may start small. but it can grow to become very large 
• industry thrust is at the initial attack stage 
• large campaign ftres become political, and many people begin to criticize how the fire ftghting is 

managed 
• generally there is a very good initial attack process on fires that is very effective: estimate <1% of ftres 

get away. but when a fire does get away, or when there are so many fires initiated that there are not 
enough crews. and ftre conditions are extreme. the fire can grow in size very quickly 
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• Were thE fires this past summer so severe because the initial attack crews have been very effective that has 
resulted ,n a large fuel loading across the boreal forest? 
• everything burned in Saskatchewan and the northwest in 1918 
• will have to go through a whole rotation to detennine the impact reduced fire has had on fuel loading: 

probabiy take 200 years before fuel loading is significantly effected 
• conditions were at the most extreme top of the fire hazard index and in some cases were off the index 

scale and were classified as explosive in Saskatchewan indicating they could almost start themselves 
• estimate there has been 15 years of drought in the south end of the boreal forest in Saskatchewan: other 

areas have not had significant snowfall and rainfall the past two years 

High Level Forest Products- High Level, Alberta 

• Operations based m High Level. Alberta, located 800 km north of Edmonton. Alberta 
• sawmill requires 1 million m3 per year of coniferous saw logs 
• set-up a Peterson DDC5000 last year in a satellite yard to chip incidental aspen 

• don't have any wood for it this year because the aspen was burned in the fires last sununer: have to 
purchase aspen from other sources 

• both conifer and aspen chips go to Peace River Pulp 
• estimate a loss of 45,000 BDT of conifer chips will be lost because pulp mill will not accept any chips 

with charcoal. or potential charcoal attached 
• are looking at .Utemative sources of aspen 

• Extensive fire season: 153,000 ha and 965,000 m3 gross merchantable volume burned based on HLFP estimates 
• three major fires on the operating area 

• FMU F8 (DF2-11-95) Fire north of High Level: >25.000 ha and 199,000 m3 burned 
• at peak, had 261 men, 12 crawlers and 9 helicopters 

• Margret Lake Fire northeast of High Level (DF1-13-95): 125,000 ha and 666,000 m3 burned 
• very concerned because the best timber in the management unit was downhill of the flre initiation 

point 
• at the peak. had 350 men, 24 crawlers and 8 helicopters 

• Basset Lake Fire southeast of High Level (DF3-11-95): 3.000 ha and 70,000 m3 burned 
• concentrated in the biggest, most valuable timber in the management unit 

• High Level Forest Products and Peace River Pulp contributed staff time for mapping and modeling 
• some observations regarding the ftres this past sununer: have never seen fire bum through an aspen stand 

before; observed fires that burned in unusual directions, such as a fire that started at the top of a hill. burned 
downhill, back uphill, and down again- patterns that are rarely seen: flames reached heights up to 300 feet 

• flres were located in an area where caribou (an endangered species) were radio collared monitored 
• myriad of soils, water and wildlife concerns associated with the salvage operations 

• FGrest Service estimated flres affected 1.5 million m3 gross merchantable volume, however, HLFP estimates 
9f5,000 m3 

• reduction based on HLFP revised utilization ( 19 cm butt and 13 cm top diameters) compared to their normal 
15 cm butt and 11 cm top d.Jameters 
• HLFP decreased their utilization because 

• HLFP expects considerable suncheck and shake associated with the smaller stems that will reduce 
lumber recovery 

• onJy need 850.000 mo timber this year at the mill 
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• Additional flre salvage timber will be allocated to four mills in the La Crete area that have committed to double 
shifting production (240.000 m3) and the ID..FP mill (625.000 m3) in a one-year program; ID..FP will require an 
additional 225.000 m3 of· green· timber to sustain annual production 
• to avotd having outside. third party mills establish footholds in the operating area that could lead to future 

~ut allocations that would decrease volume available to local mills 
• approached all the local mills to ensure that all the burned timber could be processed locally 

• to muumize msect damage and the resulting reductions in lumber recovery 

• Blowdown can eastly occur after a flre has gone through a stand because most boreal species are high rooted. 
with a significant root mass located in the litter-duff layer; when a fire burrts away the top layer there tS little 
support for the root mass and when one tree falls over and hits another. there is a widespread domino effect 

• Looked at several alternatives to increase utilization of burned timber, but found it too expensive (>S4 million) 
to guarantee carbon-free chips. or to establish a portable sawmill near the burn areas (>Sl million to establish 
the basic infrastructure) 

• Basic processing objective is to focus on sorting in order to merchandise stems for lumber and chip production 
so that impact on sawmill production is minimized 
• harvesting strategy: keep as conventional as possible because they cannot get contractors to buy special 

equipment for only one year of work 
• want to emphasize sorting in the bush; stems will be kept tree-length so that current haul fleet of pole 

trailers can be maintained 
• Weyerhaeuser at Kamloops had good success with sorting 
• sorting begirts during layout. where areas of green timber are identified in the cutblock and decked 

separately from burned stands (1st sort), then during harvesting, sorting will occur during felling 
(2nd sort) and delimbing (3rd sort) 

• added additional quality control people to watch log decks 
• want to get contractors and operators used to the concept of sorting green and ftre damaged timber 

• are not going to recover every piece of timber because the mills cannot absorb the gross volume available 
• trees will be classified as to whether they are chippable (green). scorched (<50% of bark colored and not 

burned into the stem) or burned (>50% of bark colored but SOT burned past bark) 
• increases in harvest costs estimated to be approximately 12% over conventional 
• ideal situation would be to process the stems at one time and minimize re-handling; would require 

changing the haul fleet to accommodate 'short' logs. which was not practical for only one year of work 

• Milling strategy (HLFP) 
• estimate there will be about 300,000 m3 of burned wood stored in the log yard that will have to be 

processed 
• plan is to use two dangle-head processors in the logyard to remove the green portion of the burned 

stems. and run the green portions through the mill to recover lumber and clean chips 
• burned sections will be burned in the burner 
• buck green portion into 16-ft lengths to maximize mill production and minimize carbon entry into 

the mill 
• this will be the 4th sort to catch any burned wood; recognize that logyard processor operator doesn't 

have a good view of the stem 

/

•( only mill modifications planned are to remove airborne charcoal particles at the debarker using a 
cyclone system, and maybe to add a water mist applicator to dampen logs prior to debarking to reduce 
dust panicles (mister is not feasible for use during winter. but it is proposed for start-up in the spring, 
1996) 
will send all the black stems through the mill at the same time; will increase debarker pressure 
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quality control will be increased in the sawmill and the planer to identify and eliminate any burned 
woo:l 
anticipate there may be some drying problems in the kiln 
are concerned that sensors at lwnber sorting section may not be able to detect black defects 
• scanners would treat the sensed area as a blank which would result in lwnber being sorted into the 

wrong bin 
• there are currently no scanners available at the trimmer-optimzer that can detect rot and decay, and 

that is what is required if the dark. burned spot is to be detected; research is close. but the solution is 
not available (x-ray detectors are one possibility) 

• processing in the yard to eliminate any burned parts of the stem may be the simplest and least costly 
solution 

• Estimate there are 45,000 BDT of chips available from the burned stems; if 50% of the stems can be recovered 
as a green log. then only 20-25,000 BDT of chips will be contaminated with charcoal. and the remainder can be 
delivered to Peace River Pulp 

• Stwnpage assessment negotiated with the Alberta Forestry, Lands and Wildlife 
• on 97% of timber volume, :m.FP will pay $0.70 per m3 (half) of base rate and will not be responsible for 

reforestation; on the remaining 3% of area (volume), lll..FP will pay $1.40 per m3 and will reforest 
• are concerned with the potential impact of the lost coniferous landbase on lll..FP's AAC, therefore, have 

negotiated with the government to swap about 2,000 ha of backlog areas that have not been restocked for an 
equal area that was burned; the balance of the area harvested is the responsibility of the government to 
reforest and :m.FP is willing to use Forest Resource Improvement Project funds (FRIP) to help; are 
optimistic the government will not allow the harvested areas to revert to an aspen or shrub 

• At the present time, lll..FP are still exploring markets for the chips from burned stems. and if no market is 
found. the chips will be burned 

• Issues 
• Does aspen sucker after a hot burn? 

• yes; generally in the aspen stands, the aspen roots are into the B and C soil horizons, and are protected 
from fire damage; experience at Meadow Lake (Mistik) indicates aspen is suckering 3-4 weeks after a 
fire 

• fire can damage the aspen roots in mixed stands because competition with white spruce reduces aspen 
rooting depth 

• What other challenges do you foresee in sorting in the bush? 
• have never sorted much in the bush before because there was always pressure to haul the timber as 

quickly as possible (only have 75 days to haull.OOO.OOO m3 of wood to the mill between December 1st 
and March 20th); between 300 to 350 truck loads per day delivered to the mill during the winter haul 

• What potential yard problems are foreseen? 
• insufficient yard space to deck logs because log decks must be piled low to accommodate the processor 
• recent modifications to the mill infeed have resulted in not as high mill production as budgeted. and a 

200,000 m3 carryover of timber from last year that is occupying space 

• Is staging the timber an option? 
• yes: but don't want to stage wood because it would result in higher costs. mainly because the summer 

log haul weights are much less than winter weights 
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• Could a processor chac is working in che log yard be modlfied eo reach a high log deck? 
• lhe problem is that lhe processing equipment is only needed for one year. and that is not long l!nough 

to justify any major equipment redesign 
• two conrractors have put processors on lheir butt-and-top loaders to assist with lhe increased 

processing requirements at roadside decks. but it was difficult to justify the est. 5200.000 purchase 
pnce for a processor for a one-year work period 

• Could rhe log decks be plied higher using large. cable cranes or loaders. or by modifying rhe reach of 
com·enrwnal equlpment so lt was longer? 
• during lhe winter. lhe deck surface is frozen and would allow a large crane or loader to build high 

decks: however. in lhe spring and fall. when the surface is not frozen and is probably very muddy. the 
large equipment cannot operate. and there is no way to feed the mill 

• if the logs are bundled and piled high there may not be difficulty in getting the logs om of lhe deck 
with conventional equipment because the log bundles could be rolled 

• Will the mill logyard decks be protected from insect attack? 
• pheromone traps have been used in the past but have been found to attract more insects from outside 

the area than were in the local area originally 
• another idea being considered is to constantly mist the decked logs with water using sprinklers 

• difficulty is that there are ten decks. one kilometer long and it is difficult to get frre hoses saung 
along the length. and to capture water runoff 

• no insecticides to combat borer insects are on the market 
• in 1980/'81 Millar-Western hauled wood into their yard at Boyle during the winter and in May-June 

lhe decked wood was full of sawyers 
• a major problem can occur when trying to sell and ship the insect damaged wood out of the country 
• HLFP's intention is to start sawing the burned wood (that is recovered from the 300.000 m3 decked in 

the logyard) as quickly as they can in April; estimate that there will be about 2-2.5 months of mill 
production on burned wood and this should be completed by mid-May to June before the borers are 
active 

• Would HLFP consider running the burned wood through earlier than when planned? 
• the difficulty is the carry-over volume left in the yard from the previous year that should be processed 

as soon as possible to minimize losses 
• don't want to mix green and burned wood because that could result in all chips being contaminated 

with carbon 
• experience sawing burned wood (only bark burned: no deep burning) at NorSask. Meadow Lake 

showed that the ring debarkers were completely successful in removing the charcoal bark from 
the sterns, and that chips produced from the sterns did not have any evidence of charcoal 

• HLFP is concerned with health impacts of running burned wood through the mill 
• Alberta Health and Safety have recently identified airborne wood dust as a carcinogen. which 

probably means carbon is more serious 
• Millar-Westem's experience showed there was very little airborne paniculate when debarking 

burned sterns 
• experience from other sources that individuals have talked to indicate there is a wide variety of 

experience with airborne particles, from very little to very heavy 
• Weyerhaeuser mill, Kamloops spent about $500,000 to install equipment and devices to meet 

health standards 
• HLFP had a consultant undertake a monitoring study for wood dust and they identified the areas 

of most concern were around the debarkers 
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• What other methods could be used to remove airborne dust particles? 
• Would electrostatic precipitators work to remove airborne charcoal dust particles? 

• charcoal particles are probably very easily charged, and electrostatic precipitators may work very 
well to remove the airborne particles 

• Gagne has had experience using a water spray system that used a high-pressure water pump to deliver 
water to spray nozzles mounted around a log as it entered the mill ;1' • concern has been expressed that using a water spray to reduce dust may lead to fungi problems 

unless a fungicide is added: fungi could infect chips 
• Gagne kept the wet material completely separate from the rest of the wood waste debris in the 

mill 
• had the spray unit mounted just in front of the debarker, and had a large bin constructed under 

the spray and debarker to collect all the wet bark and excess water 
• this material was conveyed into a squirrel cage screen that separated the water from wood fiber: 

wood fiber went into a separate box for removal from the mill and disposal into the burner 
• water-based dust control systems are not effective during the winter when extreme cold 

temperatures would cause all water to freeze 
• dust control may not be required in the winter because many of the logs coming in have snow or 

ice on them that melt and create enough moisture to reduce dust 
• the cyclone dust collection system HLFP intends to install may also probably require some son of a wet 

filter to eliminate the airborne particles 
• HLFP doesn't think so because they will discharge the cyclone dust directly into the burner 
• may have to reassess the situation when the burner permit expires in 2 years 

• What can happen during harvesting that could increase the chance for charcoal contamination of chips? 
• spikes on feed rollers can push charcoal particles into the wood fiber 
• dragging logs over the ground could result in charcoal being pushed into the wood fiber: want to keep 

skidding to snow-covered blocks 

• Is there any space in the sawmill after the debarker where logs could be diverted onto a temporary deck 
with a log-turner (such as used for a Rosser Head debarker) that would afford a better visual check? 

• could also be portable units available that could be used in the logyard (possibly the type log-house makers 
use for trimming logs) 

Planning Challenges When Salvaging Burned Timber 

High Level Forest Products- High Level, Alberta 

• Main emphasis was to determine the amount of fiber that was realistically available for salvage, but not much 
different done in plaruting than is normally done 
• have to be able to get the products that mills want out of the burned areas 

• Had a lot of area to look at in a short period of time. and did not begin really looking at the situation until the 
middle to the end of June, 1995; government was pushing to recover all the burned areas. but 1-il..FP were only 
wanting to salvage the timber that could be merchandised into lwnber and/or clean wood chips: made extensive 
use of photography and aerial reconnaisance to obtain data because the area covered by frre was so large 

• Began with an overview using Phase 3 typing to stratify the areas to get a broad idea of how much volume was 
available 
• used I :30.000 black and white aerial photography 
• irUtial results suggested there was about 1.3 million m:; of merchantable volwne available (included all 

loggable sites and roundwood stands) 
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• 10 get a better idea of how much fiber was economically available. and the potential for lwnber :md chips . .1 

more detailed overview inventory was undertaken 
• needed to develop a system to look at each stand. and detennine its feasibility for harvesting: F1re 

Assessment Table developed to classify timber 
• each fue. dild each rand within each fue was flown and assessed to detennine how much wood was 

.1\ atlable 
• :.ome stands were quickly \1/Titten off without any ground surveys because there was little or no 

merchantable timber left 
• many corufer stands with trees between 15 to 20 cm inside bark dbh were eliminated from harvesu.ng 

because the trees were mostly all burned, and because the stems would be suscepuble to checking. 
shake and splitting 
• represented a loss of about 5% of total area. which caused utilization levels to be changed from 

15 cm stump and 11 cm top diameters. to 19 cm stump and 13 cm top diameters 
• most of the lumber that could be recovered was in stands with diameters between :!0 to 40 cm 1 inside 

bark) dbh 
• government wanted all the roundwood salvaged including timber in the smaller diameter stands 

• initial surveys showed that if HLFP only needed to recover 850.000 m3 for their one year sawmilling 
operation. they could get the best return on their harvest investment by concentrating on the 20 to 40 
cm diameter dbh stands; would also recover some supplementary smaller stems standing within the 
stands because they would fall within the revised utilization level 
• assessment identified about 965,000 m3 available over 6,800 ha 

• assessment showed the Alberta government that the only timber available to olher. new 
operators would be in the small-diameter stands. and these stands would probably be 
uneconomic to recover (estimated to be about 200.000 m3 scattered across 3 fues) 
• HLFP looked at the potential to recover some or all of this small-stem volume using a 

portable mill. but found it uneconomic- the biggest flre had about 100,000 m3 of 
salvageable timber scattered over an 80 km radius 
• Alberta Lands, Wildlife and Forest Service estimated the amount of timber available 

was 1.125.820 m3 after timber occurring on steep slopes was removed. which is about 
15% more than HLFP is recovering 

• volwnes developed were used to plan the harvest for HLFP and four other local operators 

• Undertook a detailed fleld assessment to detennine the wood that would be going to HLFP and Daishowa 
(Peace River Pulp) operations 

• for HLFP cutblocks, wanted to detennine the percentage of burned timber in the stands and the potential 
volume of wood available for clean chips 

• the most heavily burned areas were given to the small sawmill operators because they cut off the outside 
slabs and do not chip wood waste 

• detennined that about 50% of the timber on the burned areas was too black to salvage, 30% of the 
volume could be recovered from burned stems, and 20% of the volume was green sterns 
• color coded cutblocks on maps: green (not burned), orange (burned timber has to be soned or 

merchandised from the stem) and pink (heavy burn damage, not salvageable) 
• used a fleld tally sheet to collect data; when looking over many of the burned areas, crews found the 

degree of burn changed for each tree. where on one tree there was no damage the next only had the 
stump burned and on an adjacent tree there was fue damage all the way to the top; probably because the 
fue wasn't very hot and slowly crept over the ground in different, changing directions 
• not a lot of burned. black stems in stands >20 cm diameter 
• hottest fues occurred in C2 (small conifer) stands 
• stands were averaging 1.6-1.8 trees per m3; these are valuable trees for lumber recovery, but must be 

careful to remove any burned wood flber so that chip stream is not contaminated 
• burned sections of stem will be cut-off and handled as logyard waste 
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• estimate there will be between 200.000 to 300.000 m3 of wood that that will produce charcoal 
contaminated; these chips that must be removed or disposed of 
• Wllikely these chips can be burned or landfllled given current envirorunental policies 
• will be looking at delivering to Peace River Pulp as hog fuel (high transport cost and low value). or 

as use for a low-grade tissue stock, or to another mill in Alberta or western Canada 

• Is there a concern that equipment will be handling both green and burned stems. and that this may result in 
charcoal being spread from the outside of stems to the inner wood portion, or between green and burned stems 
(for example by feed rollers pushing charcoal into the wood)? 
• are trying to address this issue by having the equipment only handle green or burned stems. by having the 

feller-bunchers initially sort the wood 
• the burn areas have been layed out so the green portions are harvested first. then harvest the stems that have 

to be merchandised. and finally harvest the black stems last; green decks will be hauled to the mill as 
quickly as possible to ensure the mill has an adequate supply; burned stems will be hauled at one time to 
ensure it can all be stacked in one area and processed in the yard during one period 

• ln September the burned areas were re-flown and calor aerial photography taken to help better access the areas 
and plan harvest operations 
• color photography was very useful for stratifying the areas, and for identifying areas where field data needed 

to be collected 
• col or photography cost about $4/ha, or nearly double the cost of black and white, but was well worth it 

• most of the costs were associated with getting the plane up because there were a relatively small number 
of photos taken 

• considerable cost savings may have occurred if a joint initiative with the Alberta government could have 
been arranged when they flew their areas 
• found the color photos were also useful for identifying the areas where blowdown occurred after the 

initial black and white photography 
• reviewed some of the stands that were deleted to see if some timber couldn't be salvaged to make-up 

for timber that had blown down, thereby maximizing the volume recovered 

• What are the issues associated with harvesting the blowdown? 
• operators cannot see the blown down stems because they can be buried under a heavy snowfall 
• there is a safety concern if manual methods are used to sever the stem and the stump 
• harvesting costs may increase because recovering blowdown is slower than falling standing trees 
• the blown down stems are probably the best quality because when the fire burned over the ground. only the 

roots of the trees were burned, leaving a stump ball attached to a green stem; these fell over because their 
center of gravity was relatively high, and the branches caused high wind loads, whereas the trees that were 
fully burned remained standing because they had a relatively low center of gravity, and their lack of 
branches minimized wind loads 
• as one tree blew down. others were also pushed over in a domino effect 
• some stands have been completely blown down. with no standing trees left 

• there was little, if any attention paid to blowdown when harvest plans were originally developed 
• contractors were not interested in purchasing any new equipment just to handle a one-year harvest 
• probably just as simple to increase the contract rate S3-6 to offset any increased maintenance costs 

associated with harvesting the blowdown 

• What ume schedule has HLFP looked at to salvage che cimber? 
• want to harvest all the wood on burned areas in one year: planning began in June. 1995 
• will be harvesting the complete 1995-1996 winter cut in burned areas (625.000 m3) 
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• \rere c11/ stands ji.efd checked usmg the field wily sheet? 
• during the initial aerial surveys. stands were spot checked using an initial t.ally 

• this infonnauon used to show the government that trees on more than 97% of the areas burned were 
burned higher than 0.9 metres on the stem 

• completed a transect through nearly all cutblocks to get information on the average tree size and the amount 
of green timber to be harvested 
• rally tot.aled about 5. stems 

• .-\!so looked at reforestation needs during the ground checks 
• minimal sne preparation required apart from piling with a brush rake and burning the piles because of the 

deep burns 
• the F-8 area has traditionally been an area of deep duff and blocks in this area may require ripping or 

mounding because the duff wasn't burned in large patches where the frre went around 
• originally had an agreement with Alberta Lands and Forests to leave standing any green patches >4 ha in 

size. however. ffi..FP want to revise this because there are some larger areas within the frres (probably <2-
3% of the tot.al volume) that are green today, but will probably not be green in the future 
• government maintains that stands >4 ha in size are stable and are not part of ill...FP's landbase: this may 

mean that later. these unharvested stands will be added into the landbase 
• HLFP wants to cut as much as possible so that as much landbase as possible is reforested and put back 

into their landbase 
• HLFP concern is that the islands of green timber that are left will not be cut in the near future. or even 

within the next rotation. and these areas will not be contributing growing stock to the landbase and 
reducing the AAC 

• Other issues identified during the ground surveys that must be addressed 
• erosion may be a concern where pockets of permafrost were identified in the F-7 frre 
• a study of an endangered caribou species is in progress across the area. and harvesting access may create 

increased hunting pressure (both legal and illegal) on caribou; not concerned with the impact of harvesting 
operations themselves on the caribou 
• currently the only access into the area is by a few seismic lines but is very close to a native reserve 
• ill...FP is not directly responsible for the wildlife. but are concerned that should the caribou herd be 

depleted. harvesting will inevitably be identified as the cause, and not a hunting issue 

• Have been successful in negotiating practical, common sense policies from Alberta Forestry. Lands and 
Wildlife 
• ALFS initially required all stream buffers to be permanent. however. this was modified to 15-m operational 

buffers. unless it needs to be wider for specific streams 
• harvesting strategies on operational buffers were developed from conventional harvesting 
• on intennittent creeks, machinery can reach into the buffer as far as they can and extract trees. and can 

drive in and straight out without turning and twisting 

• Have tried to get as many concessions from the government as possible because it seems that costs for 
harvesting burned stands will always be higher than what were projected, no matter how much pre-harvest 
work was undertaken 
• don't really know how much volume will be recovered 
• don't know how well the processing will work. nor what production they will achieve 
• unfair to expect ffi..FP to pay conventional stumpage rates when the harvest operations will not be normal. 

and unfair to expect conventional reforestation responsibilities because HLFP did not really have any 
control over what areas are to be harvested (the fires dictated where harvesting will be feasible) 
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• AI what level have most of the problems that have arisen with respect to government agencies been addressed.7 

• have had to go beyond the local level because the district has been down sizing and off-loading 
responsibilities to industry. and was unsure of how some issues should be addressed 

• have had good support from the regional level 
• Is there any limitation on cutblock sizes on blocks where there are both green and burned timber? 

• have had no limits on cutblock size; objective has been to recover as much timber as possible 
• can add cutting area into the block during field work. if there are areas that have been missed in the 

interpretations 
• are trying to get as many of the roads layed out as possible in the field. but agency staff appear to recognize 

the problems in gening all the work done 
• have developed a good working relationship with the local staff so there is some trust beginning to develop 

Alberta-Pacific Forest Industries - Boyle, Alberta 

• Salvage activities are being undertaken in cooperation with Millar Western; incidental conifer on Albena
Pacific's area is going to Millar Western. and incidental aspen on Millar Western's area is going to Albena
Pacific 

• Harvest planning followed the same format as High Level. and used a combination of aerial and ground surveys 
• didn't go into as much detail as HLFP on the ground surveys 

• Broke the overall area into three small areas 
• south side of Mariana Lake had about 60% overmature poplar and 40% spruce; averaged 2.5 stems/m3: will 

also be salvaging an area that was not in Alberta-Pacific's operating license for the Forest Service 
• preliminary layout of blocks was difficult because there are large areas with no salvageable trees and 

marginal conifer, and big islands of potentially green timber that were burned more severely than could 
be observed from the air 

• lots of butt rot and cat faces on the poplar; bum damage where the fire burned into the cat faces 
• most poplar burned about 1 m up one side of the stem; most spruce burned to the top of the stem even 

though the spruce stem could be beside a poplar that wasn't burned as severely 
• central area had about 75% conifer and 25% poplar: averaged 3.5 stems/m3 

• will be assigning one contractor to this area to harvest the conifer, which is part of Millar Western's 
quota 

• fire scars are not as significant 
• north area is located along a high-grade road and is 1009£- poplar 

• have the option of harvesting the area in the spring 
• least intensive fire and most ftre scars are less than 1 m above the ground 
• using this area as a trial harvest to set rates and log quality (wood) specifications 

• Wood specifications will be modified and will range between accepting some char on the surface of a stem as 
long as the bum hasn't penetrated into the stem, to no char 
• will cut-off the lower portion of the stem about where the ftre scars 'point up' 

• test bucking on a sample of bunches showed that most bum damage into the stem was located below: 
any evidence of bark bubbling indicates the cambiurn was probably cooked. and there is probably char 
under the bark 

• are concerned with burned-out knots. especially at the top of the stem 
• are going to rely on the delimber to cut-out and quality checks to detect 
• feller-buncher operators will leave any trees that have obvious. or potential burned-out knots as wildllk 

trees 
• many opportunities to remove burned sections of poplar stems because Albena-Pacific hauls the stems as 

30-ft lengths. on B-trains 
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• spruce rconifer) terns that are cut are left tree-length 
• will keep any charred wood d~ked separate from clean. green stems. so they can be run through the mills 

in dedicated runs 
• \tillar Western's sawmill will produce chips without charcoal and chips with charcoal in separate runs: 

'.\ill auempt to sell contaminated chips to a roofing plant in Edmonton. but they may not be able to 
.1ecept Jll the chips 

Dunng December. the pulp mill will undertake a pulping trial based on 1000 tonnes of poplar that were salvage 
harvested m late November, 1995 
• trial is to detenmne how much charred bark can the mill accept, and what type of a chip and pulp product 

can be produced: trial will set the log quality specifications for stems salvaged from the burned areas wtth 
respect to bum damage and char 

• people involved from woodlands, logyard, woodroom and technical deparonents 
• can dedicate a portion of the logyard to burned stems that can be accessed by the portal crane 
• will have a dedicated pad for contaminated chips: chips will be examined carefully to determine whether 

they could be pulped; pulp run will be undertaken if the chips are satisfactory 
• Millar Western also very interested in the trial because they want to recover as many clean chips as possible 

• Have three different contractors salvaging timber: ground is flat in all areas and will not affect harvesting; 
feller-buncher operators can concentrate on stem selection and not worry about where their machine has to go 
• one contractor has two Koehring 618 feller-bunchers and will work single shifts 
• second contractor has two feller-bunchers, one of which will work a night shift 
• third contractor has two feller-bunchers, both will work two shifts 
• will have a quality control person continually monitoring harvesting in all areas 

• Use delimbers to process and slash poplar stems; will have a variety of delimbers to test 
• half of contractors have stroke-type de limbers, other half have roll-stroke deli.mbers 
• one contractors will weld bars on the feed rollers of his Lim-mit to reduce the chance of the spikes on the 

feed rollers pushing charcoal into the stem wood, and another contractor is going to replace his spiked feed
roller covering with a cover that has flat bars 

• will dedicate one machine per contractor to only handling conifer which are generally heavily burned, so 
that cross contamination is minimized; this should keep poplar deli.mbers clean 

• Harvesting strategy is to cut poplar stems at the top of fire scars, bunch the green stems, and then cut down the 
stumps prior to skidding; skidder operator can push burned stump sections away because the ground is flat 
• ecosystem management is leaving 15% large woody flber on the site, either as logs or standing trees for 

structure 
• emphasis will be for the buncher to cut as much of the burned portion of the stem off as possible so that the 

delirnbers don't have to process every stem; estimate a 35% reduction in feller-buncher productivity because 
of the increased work 

• ~fillar Western ran a trial during the summer to determine whether they could salvage poplar during the 
summer harvest season 
• laid two skid logs down at the deck for stems to be decked on 
• double cut the stumps 
• found feller-buncher production reduced by 30% mainly because they had to lay the skid logs down 

• main factors that influence production are terrain and understorey retention 

• Why do the high stumps have to be cut? 
• to prevent the skidded logs rubbing against the charcoal, to reduce log breakage when the skidder turns. to 

allow the skidder more maneuverability 
• for structure, the downed material will supplement standing stems that are not salvaged, messy looking is 

good, clean and neat are bad! 
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• Millar Western feels that the hourly production/rate for a buncher and a delimber is similar. however. the 
feller-buncher operator has a bener view of the tree butt (especially during day shifts) than the delimber 
operator 

• How far up the tree can you buck the stem until it is no longer profitable to operate? 
• nobody really knows: traditionally, if the wood was going to a pulp mill, harvesting did not occur in any 

areas that were burned and harvesting equipment had to be washed before it could begin harvesting wood if 
the equipment had been used to harvest burned trees 

• realistically, with the large Alberta-Pacific FMA, there will be fires in future years just as there is blowdown 
• all are good sites for aspen, and aspen suckering has already started 
• concern with the impact harvesting equipment will have on the new aspen suckers. but most people feel 

there will be additional suckering next summer as long as there is enough food left in the roots 
• have found little evidence of aspen regeneration problems even where log decks have been left for 2-3 

years: more regeneration damage associated with the cleaning-up of slash piles after loading 

• Why are the pulp mills so concerned with making white pulp and paper? 
• considering that there is so much burned wood that can (and will) be salvaged, there should be a market 

opportunity to utilize wood chips that have some charcoal 
• mills have to meet their regular, long-term customers needs. and any change in the process that may 

jeopardize meeting their product specifications is looked at unfavorably: products produced from burned 
wood would be short-term because burned timber is not salvaged every year in the same volumes: may be 
opportunities for one mill to specialize 

• Why are pulp mills so concerned with pulping charcoal-free chips 
• it is very difficult to purge a pulp mill of contaminant after a run: it may take a long time to get all the 

charcoal particles out of the system because charcoal particles are held in suspension in the water and much 
of the water is cascaded back through the plant and reused (carrying back the charcoal particles) 

• Peace River mill manager has never run into a problem associated with carbon or charcoal contaminated 
chips 

• in Quesnel, chips would arrive at the pulp mill with fly ash from the beehive burners that were alongside 
the chip storage facilities 
• fly ash would go through the system in quick bursts 
• sometimes the mill would have to stop the water recirculation and purge the system of water along with 

the contaminated pulp; can take hundreds of tonnes of pulp to completely clean the mill of a single 
concentrated chip contamination 

• worst situation is a fire in the pulp mill chip bin: some mills don't even know they have a fire and the 
chips are fed into the system without anyone realizing the potential problem 

• each mill must understand their customer's needs and how sensitive the products produced are to chip 
quality 
• for the Peace River Pulp mill. the hardwood customers (high grade photo-grade papers) are more 

sensitive than the conifer customers 
• Crestbrook at Canal Aats put a lot of effort into handling burned timber from a fire at Premier Ridge. 

several years ago; burned stems brought into the logyard. decked separately and blended into the mill 
• no quality problems with pulp when one burned stem was chipped for every nine green sterns: gradually 

increased the proportion of burned wood going into the woodroom until only burned wood was being 
chipped and there no problems with the pulp meeting specifications 

• tried a number of different things to make sure the mill wouldn't have a problem: some logs were left in 
decks for two years. and when they were loaded to go to the mill. most of the bark fell off: trucks 
couldn't get a nuuimum load weight because the wood had dried out 

• mill was running much slower than the HLFP mill 
• in the past. some of the large Kraft mills in Alberta have utilized burned wood without problems 
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• Finlay Forest Products will attempt to have the de barker-chipper operator observe the logs coming out of the 
double-ring debarker. and if he sees any black on the debarked log he will hit a switch that w1ll redirect all 
the chips produced from that piece and the next piece to the burner 
• must rely on the integrity and skill of one hourly-paid worker to ensure burned chips don ' t enter the mill 
• upper management at Mackenzie has decided to dispose of S3 million worth of chips because they 

~.annat be guaranteed to be charcoal free 
• Fletcher Challenge Pulp has moved out of solid wood and away from pulp. and are now focusing on ftne 

printing papers where high quality is demanded 
• customers demand high quality products and legal liabilities can be high if specifications are not met 
• mill would rather shut down for a short period than risk retribution from customers for a loss of pulp 

quality 
• mill lost a contract to supply Kodak several years ago because minor amounts of plastic showed-up 

in the pulp: have since got the contract back but do not want to do anything to risk losing it again 

Millar Western Industries- Boyle, Alberta 

• Same basic plarming methodology as Alberta-Pacific: ground plots established to begin a data base to modify 
and evaluate future Alberta Vegetation Index (A VI) mapping 
• main concern is to determine the wood-quality specifications Alberta-Pacific wants for the incidental aspen 

and poplar 
• may say that 100% of the poplar stems will be free of charcoal but are not certain it can be achieved 

• will have a better chance of achieving quality demands if there are a number of people looking at the 
sterns and sorting out burned sections when they are found 

• leaving the delimbers to handle all the processing is not realistic because there are too many stems and 
too great a chance for missing burned sections on sterns 

• will be double-cutting stumps to keep the burned. lower portion of stems away from the upper portion of 
the stem that is green 

Weyerhaeuser Saskatchewan - Prince Albert, Saskatchewan 

• Wanted to begin harvesting the timber on the burned areas as quickly as possible: worked with the provincial 
government to put together the salvage plan before the fll'es were extinguished 

• Did two 5.000 m3 test runs of chips produced from burned hardwood stems through the pulp mill 

• Prepared two operating plans for government approval: one for recovering timber on burned areas and the 
second for harvesting green timber. if the tests indicate the burned chips cannot make a satisfactory pulp grade. 
then will leave the burned areas and only harvest green sterns 

• Will che Saskatchewan government pressure Weyerhaeuser to continue with the burned wood harvest even if 
che company doesn't want to salvage burned stems? 

• Weyerhaeuser doesn't need the additional volume and would release the salvage volumes to other 
interested parties 

• it wouldn't be in the best interest of the pulp mill to risk compromising their quality control and markets 
just to obtain additional fiber 

• Will also be felling trees above any burn damage and then recutting the stumps not just to help skidding, but 
also to reduce the amount of waste left on the decking area: any waste would have to be redistributed on the 
cutblock and not burned in deck piles 
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Mistik Management • Meadow Lake, Saskatchewan 

• Have set-up a preliminary plan to salvage each fire 
• Hawk Fire was in an area that had been harvested 2-3 times before and a lot of timber has been removed: 

will set-up 3-4 bush scrag mills and burn the slash; the long-term plan would have 1 or 2 of the scrag mills 
continue to work on the FMLA, probably close to the northern communities so that only rough sawn lumber 
is delivered to the Meadow Lake mill for planing and merchandising 
• will have to watch the fire hazard around the mills when they are operating 

• Hillyer Fire will be harvested using experience from the Deer Fire in the Air Weapons Range: will winter 
harves~ trees will be sorted by bum class; conifer will be sent to two local sawmills and the Mistik mill; 
aspen will also be harvested and sent to Millar Western 

• Mo•. se Fire was the largest (with some timber within the FMLA and the rest within the Air Weapons 
Ran~e); mainly hardwood with a very small amount of incidental conifer; harvesting will be minimized this 
year. and will be reassessed next year 
• most of the timber on the FillA is small diameter, young conifer; have found these sterns are not worth 

recovering after two years 
• bl·~t conifer is within the Air Weapons Range, however. management of the range has changed and they 

do not want anybody operating in the area; must negotiate the harvest through the government 
• esr .mate 1.3 million m3 of aspen potentially available but are not going to take all the aspen this year 

• no due:. were paid when salvaging timber from the Deer Fire, but Mistik. did reforest the area harvested; will 
also be reseeding large areas that were not harvested just to ensure timber will be available in the future 

• Planning has been undertaken in three phases in cooperation with the government 
• phase I identified areas that company was already operating in; submitted to government and approved at 

end of Augus~ the green component in the Moose Fire was harvested immediately after access into the area 
was developed, and the burned component will be salvaged when there is snow on the ground 

• phase 2 identified the harvesting areas for this winter 
• phase 3 identified harvesting in future years 

• Planners u~ed black and white photography (1:40,000 scale) to type stands and develop plans; photos taken 
very soon a.r"ter the frres were extinguished; ground surveyed to check details 
• photos c 1early showed old cutblocks the black spruce-pine stands and the degree of bum that occurred 

• Four bum cl..lSses established for inventorying stands: (0) not burned; (I) stump or rootball burned; (2) lower 
5 m of stem 11umed: (3) more than 5 m of the stem burned 
• Class 0. l and 2 deciduous stands harvested; Class 0 to 3 conifer stands harvested 

• Sterns will he sorted in the decks and stored in the mill yard by bum class: stems that are not burned or only the 
rootball has burned are classified as 'green'; sterns that are burned less than 5 m up the stem are classified as 
·orange' : and stems that are burned more than 5 m are classified as 'black' 

• Actual timber volumes to be salvaged this winter will depend on the demand from the Millar Western pulp mill 
and NorSask sawmill; all wood delivered to mills this winter will come from burned areas 

• How can you -?nsure the contractors will sort to the standards specified and what would you do if somebody 
was Ignoring .he sorring 7 

• when tim~r was salvaged on the Air Weapons Range last winter. one quality control person checked 
roadside d: cks during delimbing for two contractors 

• very succe, .;fuJ. and no problems have been identified by the mills receiving the logs 

• Do contractors ?et paid the same rare for each sort? 
• roadside contractors are paid on a square metre. butt scale sunilar to Weyerhaeuser 
• no extra pay for sorting 
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• Did a trial last sununer where the felled hardwood stems were bunched on skid logs. and then the bunches were 
forwarded to roadside using Cat 980 front-end loaders: estimated an additional Sl.50fm3 cost 
• decided to defer most of the harvest on burned areas until the winter and orliy put in the access and cut any 

green stands prior to snowfall 
• contractors didn't want to rent front-end loaders and park their skidders 
• baseJ on Harry's past e~perience, a lot of wood can be moved with a front-end loader as long as the ground 

is tlat: must also consider the impact of loader on site disturbance if not operating on frozen ground 
• although Saskatchewan has no specific regulations with respect to compaction and rutting. Misnk shuts 

their contractors down if rutting may occur. and will rehabilitate areas where damage has occurred 
• attitude is to do a good job so that a large rule-book to govern harvesting operations is not required 

• How much hardwood salvaged from burned areas has Mis11k sent to the pulp mtll? 
• sent about 135,000 m3 from the Deer Fire to Millar Western that was classed as green; most has gone 

through the system and pulped with no comments from the mill; any mark that was black was cut-off o the 
timber had zero-charcoal; all sorted by the contractors 

• will not be relaxing log-quality specifications so that more timber is recovered 
• will not be salvaging anywhere near all the timber available; for example the stands with a softwood 

understorey where scorching has occurred a long-way up the tree will be bypassed; some green stands will 
also probably be left for wildlife habitat and to protect water quality near streams 
• government is showing a lot of discretion as to what areas are harvested and left; areas that are close to 

access can be left for future harvesting, however areas away from access that would require extensive 
damage to regeneration to harvest in the future will be harvested now. or not harvested at all 

• For a trial. Meadow Lake will be taking some burned conifer butts from W eyerhaeuser because the Meadow 
Lake mill has a better debarker and more debarking experience with burned wood; Weyerhaeuser is bucking 8-
and 16-foot lengths of burned wood off stems and sending the top. green portion to Big River: all chips from 
the burned butts will be sent to Weyerhaeuser's Prince Albert mill 

0 pen Discussion 

• What other stakeholders are involved and what are their concerns? 
• at High Level. a number of small operators, including fence post makers have set-up to salvage smaller 

spruce because of the marginal dues rate; trappers, natives, environmentalists; environmentalists have 
raised a number of environmental issues regarding the impact of the fires on critical species: HLFP are 
concerned that harvesting will create large clearcuts, access into the area, and potential erosion problems 
from exposed permafrost that will raise additional concerns amongst the stakeholders 
• seismic exploration exposed some permafrost in the area about 10 years ago and the companies 

responsible have spent an estimated $1 million repairing the resulting damage and erosion 
• HLFP has not had the same level of discussions with stakeholders as normal operations because recovering 

the burned timber has been considered managing a disaster; the fire has caused the main impact to the 
land base and harvesting will probably not have anywhere near the environmental impacts as the fire 

• some concern raised that one of the High Level ftres took away such large areas of caribou winter habitat 
that much more emphasis will need to be put on managing the adjacent area to replace the habita1lost in 
the burned area; if the habitat and boreal lichen is reduced to the extent the herd cannot feed itself, the herd 
will probably move out of the area 

• at Mackenzie, a number of stakeholders have been identified: 
• fire covered three chart areas (TimberWest, Finlay Forest Industries, and Ministry of Forests Small 

Business Enterprise Program); Ministry of Forests asked TimberWest to prepare a plan to recover as 
much timber as accessible 

• TimberWest proposed to salvage all the areas along the bottom and lower slopes because it had the 
largest and best quality timber. and had the best opportunity for salvage (patches were left out for gullies 
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and scream buffers), and to defer harvesting the high elevation, small trees on the steep. upper slopes in 
case the timber was not required 

• TimberWest and Ministry of Forests put the harvest plan to the Fon Ware Indian Village because the 
village was looking directly into the burned area 
• the first meeting went well with little opposition 
• at the second meeting, where some of the details were to be finalized. the village wanted harvesting 

cut in half (from 400,000 ml in the original area to 180,000 m3) because. officially they wanted the 
areas for firewood. but in reality there were other. non-voiced concerns 

• Ministry of Forests was unwilling to pressure the natives in accepting a plan to recover all the timber 
originally proposed for harvest, and have not addressed the monetary losses that will result if only 
180,000 ml is salvaged (estimate the unpaid stumpage on the timber left standing (at $20/m3) would 
be $4.4 million in direct revenue to the province, and the spin-off revenue (estimated at $200/m3) 

• TimberWest is concerned the standing timber will become an epicenter for disease and bark beetle 
infestation 

• government is supposed to be taking a lead role in receiving input from all stakeholders to derive a 
decision satisfactory to all, but it appears the natives have an unwritten veto over any development 

• What are the main issues native people have with timber harvesting and development? 
• reality is government doesn't want to tackle the issues because the basic problems haven't been solved: in 

many cases government prefer to leave the problems alone and not even talk about them 
• for example. natives are frustrated that agreements that have been made in the past, have not been 

canied through: regardless that everybody agreed on the resolution. in reality nobody is doing anything 
to fulfill the agreement 

• national and regional political native leaders are using whatever they can to put pressure on government to 
expedite solutions; native people's organizations are putting pressure on the bands to stop cooperating with 
'white' people until the issues are dealt with; within the local band, the band leaders will be forced to take a 
more adversarial role if their cooperation with 'white· organizations doesn't provide jobs and opportunities 
for the people 

• until the issues are dealt with and solved, there will continue to be an ongoing and very serious problem for 
logging companies 
• companies like 1-ll..FP, who have taken a pro-active approach with the native communities have been 

successful in keeping management opportunities open 
• fiduciary rights are an extremely important issue to native people, and must be respected by the ·white· 

community 
• these rights were granted to natives in Treaty when their land was given to the Crown 
• gave natives the inherent right that the unoccupied forest land would be managed in such a way as for 

the long-term benefits to native peoples and for their traditional uses of hunting, trapping, berry picking. 
etc. 

• What are the implications or silviculturalliability for free-to-grow and long-term forest managemenr of these 
fire-salvage stands when there are large areas and large timber volumes that are out of phase with 
com·entional management? 
• companies in Alberta are not responsible for reforestation and/or free-to-grow on timber recovered 

according the marginal timber policy. however, if the forest is not reforested, the result will be a nearly pure 
aspen forest, with little conifer 
• has implications for the shon-term and the long-term 

• companies know there will be large areas of similar-aged aspen stands regenerated from the bum areas that 
probably resemble the original stands; if the company reforests conifer stands. then there will be a two-age 
structure (an older aspen component and a younger conifer component) 

• regenerating the burned areas so that a mix of hardwood and conifer is growing is probably a more 
important management decision than the time frame over which harvesting should occur (either salvage all 
the timber in a short-term operation or over a longer time period) 
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• Bob H/ynes rPeace Ri\'er Pulp) summan:ed the canbou study he is undertaking in the High Level Area? 
• mapping the wmter caribou range in northwestern Alberta showed that about one-third of the area is in 

winter range for caribou: Alberta government has listed caribou as an endangered species: has wide 
implications to the forest industry 

• 0nly •,~oay to study caribou is with radio collars because they tend to hide in coniferous cover. occupy variable 
Jensiues. and live spread-out over the landscape 

• hegan the study about two years ago: formed a cooperative group to fund and manage the study with the oil 
and gas industry. timber indusrry. government and various other interest groups such as the Little Red River 
Cree Band: radio collared animals last winter 

• doing some cooperative work with a similar group in the northeast 
• studies to be undertaken include: 

• determining the type of habitat the northern caribou herds utilize: although the herd utilizes the water 
bogs and permafrost areas that are not an issue with timber harvesting. the study will help identify what 
happens in difficult winters with high snow levels when the herds may move out of their traditional 
areas into white spruce and pine stands that will have less snow 

• examining the amount of access into the different habitat ranges. and the cwnulative effects of access on 
adult mortality (using radio collars) and calf recruitment; will have evidence to suppon any relationship 
between access and hunting pressure; should show if the greater amount of packed access trails allow 
greater predation by wolves 

• looking at how the burned areas may affect habitat use and how the habitat has changed (Alberta-Pacific 
is also studying) 
• relatively easy to determine what caribou are eating when the snow is on the ground because 

researchers can examine the holes the animals have dug in the snow; much more difficult to 
determine what caribou are eating in the summer because there is no obvious signs of what the 
animals are eating 

• estimate a population of about 1.000 animals. with 200-300 in the Red Earth range 
• Peace River Pulp Wildlife Researchers have found 

• caribou utilize burned areas for early winter range and travel across the bums to unburned patches and 
residual stands where snow is not as deep in late winter; however. in the winter some caribou live in the 
unburned stands and feed in the burned areas 
• caribou seem to prefer the open areas (lakes. swamps and tundra) where they can see and avoid 

predators; utilize the open space to outrun or out maneuver wolves 
• for unknown reasons, the sununer appears to be when most caribou are taken by wolves in the north 

region (wolves may have better mobility during the summer. the caribou may be more predictable in 
behavior; caribou may be more concentrated especially during the rut and during calving) 

• when the sightings of caribou are plotted many of the animals are observed in open habitats (such as 
bogs and fens) and permafrost 
• attributed to the change in forage resulting from changes in climate over the past 100-150 years: has 

resulted in a 1-2°C increase in temperature that has melted 10-15% of the permafrost 
• southern boundary of caribou in Alberta probably fluctuates over centuries or long time periods 

simply because of climatic changes 
• caribou research in northeastern Alberta has centered on collecting data to provide information on the three 

major habitat areas. and are looking at different issues to minimize duplication 
• the foothills- early studies initiated in the '80's 
• boreal sub-arctic region (Caribou Mountains) 
• central boreal area - caribou hang around bogs and fens. and move into residual timber during hard 

winters 
• Why are caribou on the endangered species list? 

• a nwnber of different answers depending on individual perspective 
• there is not a good animal count for the province: have good data for population in the foothills region 

but not much for northern Alberta; are trying to develop some historical data through discussions with 
native groups 
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• where there is data there has been a general population decline where development takes place (Grande 
Prairie- Hinton area has coal mines. timber harvesting, oil and gas access. human encroachment for 
hunting, native land use pressure) 

• caribou are not very prolific (very seldom if ever are there twin calves born even in a good season) 
• caribou have adapted very well to cold. harsh climates with low productivity habitaiS but do not respond 

in terms of numbers to mild winters. or periods when feed is greater than normal 
• only on the endangered species list in Albena 

• have about 3.000 woodland caribou in Saskatchewan 
• are an indicator species that requires their habitat to be carefully managed 
• Saskatchewan has zoned the province; the nonhern. Canadian Shield part of the province will be 

managed for caribou habitat. and the southern area will be managed for commercial timber production 
and moose habitat 
• natives have said there are very few caribou in the southern region 

• need to recognize thal caribou and moose prefer very different habitats and while fish and wildlife staff may 
try and manage for both in the same area in reality this may be very difficult or impossible to achieve 
• moose like early successional stages. caribou like late stages: moose like fairly dense cover. caribou 

prefer open areas; moose have high densities on good ranges, caribou have relatively low densities even 
on good range 

• a timber harvest plan that creates good moose habitat may result in higher moose populations. more 
wolves to prey on the moose. and fewer caribou because the wolves will prey on the caribou 

• in British Columbia. there has been discussion about the caribou populations in the Mackenzie Timber 
Supply Area; studies are tracking some herds and trying to determine the populations and habitat ranges the 
animals occupy during different seasons 

• there should be more cooperation and more collaborative research between scientists across the northern 
forests (from Manitoba to nonheastem British Columbia) because many of the issues are similar 

Logging Logistics When Salvaging Burned Timber 

Contractor Overview 

• Does anything change with respect to the contractor force when harvesting burned timber? 
• Mistik doesn't plan on changing their contractor force this year, but when timber was salvaged from the Air 

Weapons Range a number of new contractors were employed because of the restricted harvest season: there 
were concerns with the new contractors with respect to safety; for regular contractors nothing changes 

• TimberWest can utilize their current contractors and contractors can double-shift their equipment if more 
work is available 

• Millar Western are reluctant to get additional contractors for only a one-season harvest: want to keep their 
regular contractors busy because they produce good-quality wood 

• Alberta-Pacific estimate it is costing an extra $1.50/tonne when timber is running 3.5 pieces/tonne mainly 
for additional felling time; Millar Western estimates an additional cost of $1.50/mJ when timber is running 
3 trees/m3 for bucking and processing 

• it will take a little time for the contractors to get used to the new log-quality specifications 
• may have to re-educate equipment operators who worked fighting the fire and building fire guards on 

careful harvesting practices 
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Layout 

• Does anything change with layout; are the same layout crews used? 
• HLFP uses the same crews: ground surveys after the fire identified areas of potential concern for future 

ongoing environmental problems that may result either from previous activity or from fire fighting activity: 
concern is that HLFP will be responsible to remediare any damage regardless of whether they were 
responsible for the initiation: also some concern over what may happen if harvesting/management doesn't 
go into areas where there is no topsoil or duff left 
• cat-built fue guards are 30 m wide: fire guards used for access trails by layout crews have deteriorated 

and will need to be rehabilitated. and some will have to be put-to-bed because there wasn't time to do 
the work as part of fire clean-up: Alberta Forestry, Lands and Wildlife have indicated they will use some 
of their money to repair damage around creek crossings (wood debris and soils); some fire guards are 
being used for logging roads 

• will try to ensure any damage that might result in creeks damaging timber is repaired 
• a major concern is that the fire occurred in the Caribou Mountain Range, which is an area where there 

are very strict limits on the activities that can occur within the region; seismic exploration must 
minimize any ground disturbance during drilling and bulldozers cannot blade away topsoil: however. 
because the fue was an emergency, bulldozers and equipment were put into the area and turned loose 
without any environmental considerations: this damage may be far worse than what may happen if the 
fue was left to bum; may mean tha1 future uses of bulldozers building fire guards should be limited 

• fue guards are cleaned-up using excavators; drainage is re-established: course, woody debris is spread 
out over the guard: ditching may also be required 

Safety Concerns That Arise When Salvaging Burned Timber 

• What safety concerns arise when salvaging burned timber? 
• At HLFP all operations are mechanical and operators work inside protective cabs 

• contractors must prepare a simple safety plan when harvesting blowdown tha1 address concerns of 
skidder operators, and that ensures continuous communication with all operators (operators may have to 
radio-in when they leave their cabs) 
• having contractors produce their own safety plans gives them more respect for the safety concerns 

that may exist; easier for the contractor's employees to adhere to a plan the contractor has developed; 
contractors (and HLFP) will have to address the issue of operators working in areas where there will 
be high exposure to ash and dust particles 

• safety and maintenance of machinery will probably be increased as a result of dust accumulations and 
the potential for fue 

• reforestation may be affected by snags if the area is to be planted where harvesting hasn't occurred: will 
keep skidders with planting crews to remove any overhead hazards; on cutblocks, all snags will be cut 
down: areas around the fringes should have most of the large trees removed, or do not contain any large 
trees; snags will be pushed over after skidding using the skidder or scarification bulldozer 

• are using a local person with considerable experience in safety and harvesting to assist the contractors 
develop effective safety programs 

• Mistik isn't doing very much out of the ordinary; experience from working on the Deer Fire showed that 
more effort was put to working with powersaw operators and there was a fue concern as a result of dust 
build-up on equipment; air quality is probably more an issue to powersaw operators who work in direct 
contact with the stems, rather than the equipment operators working in enclosed cabs (as long as the air 
filters are changed regularly) 
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• TimberWest was pushed by the Workers' Compensation Board two years ago to get the contractors to 
develop their own safety rules regarding salvaging burned timber. many contractors didn't have the ability 
to develop a plan so TimberWest developed a safe working procedures template for the contractors to use 
• consider the most hazardous issue to deal with are snags and danger trees that surround the cutblock 

edges that consist of green timber: also any burned trees along one of the mainlines had to be felled. 
except where the road came close to the Finlay River and Ministry of Environment became involved 

• most companies conduct regular safety audits to ensure work practices are safe, equipment is being 
maintained and operated safely and safety equipment is available 

• Is any extra guarding required for equipment working in blowdown areas? 
• ill..FP will check all equipment to ensure the proper guarding is in place and that no protective structures 

are cracked 
• cabs of equipment working in the cutblock should have adequate roof protection for falling objects: will 

have to ensure equipment (such as butt-and-top loaders) not normally working around standing timber have 
adequate guarding 

Harvesting Production Concerns When Salvaging Burned Timber 

TimberWest ·Mackenzie, British Columbia 

• All harvesting is delivered cut-to-length to the mills, however the feller-processor heads do not operate well 
working in burned stands and are sensitive to charcoal: as a result, trees are felled using feller bunchers, 
skidded full-tree to roadside, decked, and slashed into 16-ft lengths using two Hood 24000 slashers 
• one prime contractor (a native corporation) who has two sub-conuactors will salvage the total 183,000 m3 of 

burned timber (also will be delivering 127,000 m3 of green timber to the mill using cut-to-length harvesting 
equipment) 

• blowdown will reduce felling and skidding productivity 
• appears that the timber TimberWest will be salvaging from the burn is the timber that companies in Alberta 

and Saskatchewan are leaving behind 
• are not delimbing because most of the limbs break off very easily (are only allowed to harvest burned stems: 

green stems must be left) either when falling or skidding: mill was faced with accepting a few bolts with 
stubs and short branches if the stems were not delirnbed, or having every log with charcoal punched into the 
wood if the stems were delimbed 
• Mackenzie sawmill have complained in the past of the 'machine gun' marks on the side of the debarked 

stems that were caused by spiked feed rollers on roll stroke delimbers; also have found sand particles in 
planed lwnber that came from the delimber feed-roller spikes punching dirt on the outside of the stem 
into the wood 

• mill infeed rollers are larger. and do not have to be as aggressive as the roll stroke delimber feed rollers 
that are relatively small diameter, and exert high pressure 

• feller bunchers, skidders and slashers operate 20 hours per day; load and haul only during the day 
• feller bunchers do not have to worry about sorting during the night shift because regulations require all 

timber to be brought to the deck 
• all areas that have been identified as riparian zones. or as green timber have been marked in the 

cutblock 
• conversion from stem weight to volwne is about 640 kg/m3 for wood salvaged from burned areas; need a 

higher hauling rate 
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• Have good lustoncal producuon da.ta to set rates; for operations salvaging burned stems. on deep snow v.tth 
some blowdown. estunate the production rate for each machine decreases 15% compared to harvesting green 
timber 
• stump to truck costs estimated to be Sll/m3 based on an average .65m3/stem. ranging from .3 to 1.5 

m3/stem. or 1.54 to 5 stems/m3: in addition TimberWest pays the contractors to build road 
• added an additiona140-bed capacity to the camp so that it now holds 120 beds 

• didn · t know how many extra people it would take to harvest the burned timber and didn't want the camp 
capacity to limit harvesting production 

• Have any unexpecced challenges come up? 
• are being extra careful to harvest the 650 ha burned because it is relatively steep: 25% of ground is 0-20% 

and 25% of ground is 20-50% slope; sensitive clay-loam soils 
• have used Professional Engineers and Geotechnical Consultants assisting with road location on areas where 

the tire was so intense the stumps. roots, and forest soils have all been destroyed by the ftre: concerned with 
drainage and slope stability; TimberWest will be responsible for any environmental damage that might 
occur in the cutblock 

• Government has not relaxed any utilization guidelines for salvage harvesting; for stumpage, the Lumber 
Recovery Factor (LRF) has been reduced 1% and the potential chip recovery from the timber has been 
eliminated (S20/m3); tree that is burned but has no other sign of defect is classified as a Code 1, merchantable 
tree 
• are concerned that government may force the company to salvage the timber that has been left as it 

deteriorates; could mean timber will not be cut for 3 years after the fire, at which time there will not only be 
no chip value but there also will probably be minimal lumber value 

• HLFP. Alberta-Paciftc and Millar Western will both be doing production studies during the winter to determine 
the productivity of equipment working in burned stands 

• Are expecting a general deterioration of timber in the burned area as time progresses; stems begin to check 
with drying and freezing; will probably have only one season to salvage sterns 

Alberta-Pacific Forest Products- Boyle, Alberta 

• Did the same basic inventory as other Alberta companies but did not establish any formal burn classes for 
defming timber; are expecting to incur a production decrease at the beginning of harvesting while the operators 
get used to what is required; will double cut stems with the feller buncher to long-butt sterns 

• 

• stem sizes range from 2.5 to 6 sterns/m3; on small stems there won't be much volume if the stem is long-
butted 

• estimate 5% reduction in skidding production due to less volume recovery from long-butting 
• more time accumulating with the feller buncher to maximize bunch size for skidder 
• estimate a 10-15% production loss in delimbing production due to reduced piece sizes. increased long

butting, and increased soning and trimming of charred stems; have both stroke and roll-stroke delimbers 
• production losses will increase more if absolutely clean. charcoal free stems are required 

Are beginning to wonder whether any char should be allowed on the stem at all; the test harvest and pulping 
trial should show the degree of burned stem the mill can handle 
• are only harvesting the lightly scorched stems. or stems where ground ftres occurred; stands where the trees 

have been severely burned all the way up are not harvested 
• many of the conifers are burned all the way up the stem. whereas some aspen trees growing beside them are 

not touched 
• degree of burn varies depending on the type of ftre and the amount of conifer trees in the stand; are worried 

about the potential for cross contamination when harvesting green stems in stands that have severe conifer 
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stem damage: the more conifer that burned in the stand. the higher the heat and the greater potential for 
heat damage to hardwood stems 

• Initially thought that only the first one metre of stem near the stump would have to be cut-off because of burn 
(mostly on areas where the flre traveled across the ground), however, found some stems were discolored all the 
way up the stem, especially where the flre swirled around: pulp mill has said burned bark is a problem because 
the attached charcoal could contaminate the mill's operating systems 
• need the mill people to help decide what is discoloration. what is char, and how much is acceptable: must 

decide how black is black? 
• looked a several bunches last week to help with decisions; burned or cooked cambium layers indicate 

serious burn 
• bubbled bark usually indicated serious burn damage: may be difficult for a feller-buncher operator to see 

these stems during night shift 
• may have to look at in-woods and portable de barkers if pulp mill rejects all the discolored stems 

• Has three contractors, each with two bunchers, two skidders and a delimber salvaging burned timber in 
different stand types 
• one contractor will run all equipment 24 hours per day 
• one contractor will operate one buncher only during the day and the second buncher will operate both a day 

and night shift 
• one contractor will operate only during the day 
• will have some quality differences as a result of the different operating schedules 
• will probably recover about 30,000 m3 of incidental conifer in the hardwood stands 

• Test harvest area is 10,000 m3 of 100% hardwood located close to a high-grade access road: these are probably 
the least burned stands and if pulp mill has a problem with chip quality from trees harvested in these stands, 
then there will be little potential to salvage any conifer stands that are located beyond summer access 
• will get mill people out to the bush to look at decks and log quality 
• will meet again when the burned wood is chipped to look at chips 

• Provincial government doesn't have funds to regenerate the provincial forest land so it will be left to regenerate 
naturally: will try and negotiate the use of FRIP funds to regenerate the conifer to ensure AAC levels are not 
affected 

• When Albena-Pacific started-up they operated on purchased wood from farmers that contained a fair volwne of 
burned stems that came from fence lines: no problems were identified by the mill 

Mistik Management · Meadow Lake, Saskatchewan 

• Not doing much different from normal practices: are accepting additional up-front costs for development and 
access for the next two years of timber salvage: have an ambitious plan but are uncertain whether the timber 
will all be harvested 

• Do not pay out any more money to contractors unless they can justify to Mistik the reasons for productivity 
decreases or additional costs: experience salvaging the Air Weapons Range showed there was no additional 
costs apart from the remoteness and distance (50 km drive to a single telephone) 
• most stands harvested this winter will run 3-5 stems/m3• 180-200 m3/ha: smaller-diameter stands will be lefl 
• will not be taking any pulp sort out of timber and will go from a normal top diameter of 3.5 inches to 5.5 

inches 
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• hardwood pulp solll<7 in. butt diameter) would nonnally be sent to a Peterson DDC5000. 4-d.rum portable 
chipping plant (would expect to get the same bark content as the mill for hardwoods (1-1.59C ) but 
specifications indicate bark content should be 1%) 
• DDC5000' s bark content is probably related to the conunuous small size of the sterns processed th.at 

have a large ratio of bark to wood: woodroom can run larger diameters through the debarkers th.at have 
less bark to remove and more wood to recover per stem: sending the wood debarked by the DDC5000 
through the mill debarkers would probably not improve debarking 

• Sawmill has only handled green stems or scorched stems upgraded to a green standard 

• ~1ost contraCtors are paid on wood purchased at roadside on a square-metre basal area basis and one contractor 
hauls srump to dump and is paid at the mill based on weight: 

Harvesting Equipment Productivity When Salvaging Burned Timber 

\Veyerhaeuser Saskatchewan· Prince Albert, Saskatchewan 

• Rates are not going up to harvest burned timber but have assured contractors that Weyerhaeuser will not let 
them go broke if they help the company out: past experience indicates no great loss in production: contractors 
may get more volume because there is more wood available: want to recover as much green wood from the 
·orange' classed stems as possible through processing and soiling 
• may need additional money for extra skid ways. decks and loaders due to increased soiling 
• will have to absorb more moving costs 
• have taken on two people for 6 months for quality control and scaling 
• haul rate increases every 50 km away from the mill to pay for increased travel time for parts and travel 
• contractors get $3.30/m3 in addition to regular tree-length to roadside rate for processing wood; paid on 

only the wood processed or if the wood is sorted (i.e. to remove charcoal) 
• S2.30/m3 reforestation rate 
• increased hauling activity may result in additional sanding and grading during the winter 

• Will harvest the hardwood stands the same as previous operators (double cut stems, etc.), but will cut conifer 
stems off at the butt and process with delimbers 

• De limber fleet is 50-50 Denis stroke delimbers and Lim-mits: trend is to increase the number of Lim-mits 

• Do not have any Swedish equipment but are using DP550's on excavator carriers and have just phased out 
some Hahns 
• TimberWest had good success with Hahns removing butt saw logs from sterns 
• there would probably be a strong push to cut-to-length systems at Prince Alben if the mill doubled its 

pulping capacity and didn't want to change the current woodroom 

• Management area is divided into three management units: two units will be working in burned areas and the 
third unit will be harvesting conventional stands to ensure there will be some green wood 

• Have srump-to-dump (paid by weight at mill), srump to roadside (paid on scaled decks on a square metre basal 
area basis) and hauling contractors (paid by weight at mill) 
• have haul configurations that will handle tree length. 16-ft and 8-ft 
• can haul 62.500 lbs on public highways 
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Millar Western Industries- Boyle, Alberta 

• Similar costs as others: average size of burned timber is 2 conifer trees/m3 and 1.5 aspen trees/m3: rates are the 
same as for conventional harvests 
• conifer rate for 2.4 trees/m3 is $9.25 to cut and skid 
• deciduous rate is $8.70-9.00/mJ 
• Alberta-Pacific will pay an additional $0.51/m3 if trees are bucked to about 30-ft lengths 
• additional S1.50/m3 to process at stump 
• pay contractors $0.70/m3 for in-block roads and $1.20-2.00/m3 for road maintenance depending on the area 
• S1.70/tolUle for loading 
• pay one-way moving costs for contractor for block to block moves and both ways for moves between licenses 
• additional $2.00/m3 when operating in blowdown with less than 20% blown down, and $4.00/m3 if more 

than 65% has blown down (there was not very much found in the burned stands) 
• adding an additional scaler to help with quality control 

• Each block layed out, and surveyed with GPS: have found less volume in the burned areas than originally 
thought 

fr • 

• assessed and cruised every stand: each block given a designated fire severity rating so that logs can be 
segregated by code in the logyard 

Mill will be adding a reversing feed deck at the debarker to kick-out severely burned pieces 

f/ • Mill sawed burned timber last winter and found it difficult to get rid of chips @$15/BDU and shipping from 
chip pile 
• chips stored in Boyle. and delivered at a rate of 1 load/day to an asphalt shingle plant and particle board 

plant r r . lost a lot of green chips because the discolored sections were not bucked out of the sterns: expect to have a 
much higher recovery of acceptable chips with the current program 

• Are working closely with Alberta-Pacific to try and share contractors 
• Alberta-Pacific harvests mostly conifer in the winter and deciduous in the summer 
• Millar Western harvests mostly deciduous in the winter and conifer in the sununer 
• Alberta-Pacific doesn't have any long-log trailers and Millar Western doesn't have many/any shortwood. or 

S-train units 

• Alberta goverrunent decision to charge the salvaged wood against the quota was a real setback: originally only 
17'1r of the volume was to be charged (per the marginal timber policy) 

High Level Forest Products • Higb Level, Alberta 

\
M Costs do not appear to be as high as originally projected 
\\ • now estimate a 12% increase in harvest costs 
· • initially forecasted 30-40% decrease in falling productivity 

• Mistik are felling stands and protecting white spruce understorey at Meadow Lake: pay an extra 10'1r 
for the work. of which some is a bonus for doing a good job 

\\ • • hauling may be reduced because there will be less weight on the truck 
\\ more quality control in bush and yard 
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• HLFP had a consultant srudy the feasibility of puttmg in a portable sa~,~;mill to produce cants and send th~ canLS 
to the HiQ.h Level sa\\mill 

~ • dispo~ of waste was a problem 'f:.• not cheap to set-up the mill 
'//• the tunber that would be left in the bush for the bush mills would be small-diameter rre~s scanered O\ er a 
/I \ ~ry wtde area 

\'tilling and Processing Timber From Burned Areas 

\-Veyerhaeuser Saskatchewan· Prince Albert, Saskatchewan 

• Have harvested some charred hardwood stems. and run them through the pulp mill's drum debarker: rwo tests 
undertaken to date show that all the char was removed by the debarker: 

• Weyerhaeuser had two portable Rosser Head debarkers several years ago; found there was a lot of fiber loss and 
a lot of fmes produced as a result of the Rosser Head de barker 
• probably just as easy to square-off a cant and waste slabs 

• No burned conifer stems will be sent to the Big River Sawmill: 

Mistik Management- Meadow Lake, Saskatchewan 

/ ;• NorSask sawmill ran 2,500 m3 of burned conifer stems through mill for a test; have debarked burned stems 
f J with two Nicholson ring debarkers with good success but nobody knows where the charcoal went 

General Comments 

f( Some companies in Alberta (Sundance, Edson) carmot store chips and hog fuel directly on the ground because 
of potentialleachales entering the ground water; must be stored in a shed or bin 
• an environmental group at Rocky Mountain House has suggested that leachates are coming from log storage 

yards 

f • Must re-program drying schedules to minimize degrade that can result when lumber of very different moisture 
{ contents are mixed randomly; or that may result in improper drying and mould developing on 'dried' lumber 

f( • Jogging operations may have to identify dry and green stems, and sawmills may have to separate sapwood 
1 · from heartwood 

( r• HLFP is installing moisture detection meters in their mills at the J-bar sorter 
'(, t• how the moisture levels are set will depend on the species milled 

( 
• may not be able to rune the detection levels to a level that is fme enough to limit drying defects 

• not necessarily a matter of simply sorting by species because some species, such as balsam, has a wide 
moisture content range 

• Does HLFP need a dangle head processor to process the stems in the logyard? 
• not really, but it is the most suitable equipment available on a short-term contract; are also planning on 

having a processor working in the bush in the future 
• alternative may be to use a slasher: affords the operator a good view of the stem and can pile high: a number 

of contractors are available: proven equipmen~ good resale value of equipment 
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• if only a bucking decision is required. then all that may be required would be a bucking saw mounted on a 
butt-and-top frapple, or a windfall felling head; may mean that more pieces are multi-handled which may 
reduce the rec wery of green tunber; Cat 966 front-end loader will deck the bolts 
• if the buck..:d bolts are all cut to 16-ft length they can be fed directly into the mill and bypass the 

optimizing deck 

• Did HLFP look :1 long-butting the burned stems and debarking-upgrading the long-butts in a tumble drum 
debarker like thf t:uji-King? 
• did look at the opportunity but found the invesunent cost was too high, with no guarantee the wood could be 

cleaned-up to produce charcoal-free chips 

• What breakage are mills experiencing in their logyard? 
• 8% at Mackenzie when full-length logs were delivered to the mill; probably about half now with the change 

to cut-to-length 
• 8o/(- at Sundanc~ (wheel loader and crane) 
• 1 *at Millar V. estem, Whitecourt (crane) 
• 2.5% (+/-)at M:ilar Western, Boy le depending on the timber 
• breakage will de ·-.end on how the losses are measured and where; logs that break on a log deck may not be 

counted 

• Heat checking of sterns 

? Forintek studie~· suggest heat checking on spruce stems begins at the top of the flrst cut on the butt-end of 
the second log 
could be caused hy heat being trapped under the canopy during the flre 
after the second and third year, the stems check all the way up the stem as a result of wind 

• Would a better investment be ro put a cleaner in the pulp mill to remove the bark, rather than upgrade the 
chips and loose some additional white fiber? 
• at this stage we only want to give pulp mills options 

• Comments regarding disposing of contaminated chips by burning 
• burner must be ar .::! to handle the volume and heat generated: bee-hive burners are not designed for this 

purpose 
• ffi.FP destroyed a ;umer in 1982 after they burned a large quantity of surplus chips 

• Would an option be ro -:urn the hog fuel in the burner (because it has a higher moisture content and less heat 
value compared to wooJ chips) and burn the chips in the power house? 
• changing the boiler ruel to wood chips would require a complete review of the plant operation and re-tuning 

components to ensure the equipment didn't operate out of range 

• Where are 1he bes1 compromises? How can we equip ourselves for the next fire? 
• answers must come from loggers, sawmillers and pulp mill technical staff 
• field tests. such as ar Prince Albert, are very useful: actual results when handling the larger volumes on a 

daily basis will be in1eresting to follow 

• following the chips ,roduced from the burned sterns to different markets will also be of interest 
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• Ted Szabo commented on two studies he has funded 
• Econotech upgraded chips from burned wood so that very little carbon was left in the chips: results 

suggested that pulp mills could accept these upgraded chips and produce pulp without compromismg their 
quality control 

• the SirncotRamic Pulpwood Sorter has been used to remove discolored chips and rot from an aspen chip 
furni sh 
• some concern raised that the Sirnco/Ramic cannot handle the volume of chips a mill requires. but it can 

Jo a good JOb: can be scaled-up 

Recommendations 

• What could FERIC do to help address some of the concerns with respect to the han:esting of burned t1mber 7 

f 
• FER1C advisory committee identified a project to look at log damage from spiked feed rollers that should 

probably be expanded to look at the additional problems that may occur when spiked feed roUers are 
handling burned stems 

• FER1C should document what is happening with respect to the actual harvesting of burned timber: identify 
what is working, what isn't working?; what are the irnplicatiorts to any changes in process?; if it were done 
again what could be done differently?: what are the impacts of site characteristics on harvesting a 
reforestation? 
• need to ertsure cortsistency in any studies so that a cortsertsUs can be developed from a number of 

companies on how to handle burned wood: not just for sawmills. but also for OSB and pulp mills 
• a meeting will be organized in the spring after harvesting to discuss the experiences companies had actually 

harvesting burned timber 
• may organize an infonnal sub-committee that can get together at different locations to discuss pertinent 

issues related to salvaging burned timber 
• HLFP will be milling the burned timber in April and would be willing to have people observe their 

operation 
• a spring meeting should probably emphasis processing (drying and manufacturing) while still including 

the woodlands people 
• FER1C proposed a study that would look at upgrading chips derived from burned deciduous and conifer 

sterrts, and test the quality of pulp produced from the upgraded chips: Forest Industry Development 
Division, Alberta Economic Development and Tourism is willing to cost-share this project because it will 
produce quantifiable results, and because the problem with respect to pulping burned chips will be an 
ongoing issue as fire will continue to occur in the future 

Additional Information 

• Denis showed a sample of panel board that had been made from fiber collected at the debarker 
• density about the same as MDF 
• have to use a special press to remove the moisture 
• new product, just developed 
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APPENDIX I 

COMPANIES WITH EXPERIENCE HANDLING BURNED TIMBER 

Weyerbaeuser Canada Limited, Kamloops Division- Ray Bibby (604) 828-7717 
• pulp mill processed salvage wood for 9-10 months 
• time is a factor when recovering burned timber 

• small wood recovery was poor because it was processed last and was very brittle 
• good recovery from larger wood that was processed fJ.rst 

• to ensure clean chips, installed a double-ring debarker and a divener for dirty chips 
• estimate a 98% chip recovery 

lr • charcoal problems the mill had to address: 
U • bearings on log decks required more maintenance 
If • an enclosure was built round the debarker to contain charcoal dust 

• mill tour is available 

Timberwest Forest Ltd., Williams Lake Wood Products- Fred Hutchinson (604) 398-3640 
• conventional harvesting practices utilized 
• the recovery of stems depended on the intensity of frre and the heat generated 

• main problem for recovery was where the knots were burned into the stem 
• lumber recovery was good 
• chips produced from the burned stems were run into the burner 

Weldwood of Canada Limited, Hinton Division- Terry Neilson (403) 865-8141 
• recovered and processed 30.000 m3 timber from a frre that occurred 7 years ago. over a two year period 
• the frre traveled quickly through young pine stands and didn't bum the stems very much 
• used conventional feller bunchers, grapple skidders and stroke delimbers to harvest 

• burned catfaces were bucked out at roadside 
• all stems were recovered as pulp wood 

rl ( • good chip recovery 
/ • chips were slowly bled into the green furnish over a 2-3 month period 

Other companies with experience salvaging and processing burned timber: 
• Crest brook Forest Industries Limited- Craig Lodge (604) 426-6241 
• Riverside Forest Products Limited. Williams Lake Division- Don Niqudet (604) 392-4121 
• Nicholson Manufacturing Ltd.- Bill Feyrer (604) 656-3131 

• manufactured a double-ring, counter-rotating ring debarker to remove burned bark and wood from stems 
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APPE~DIX 11 

PARTICIPA~TS 

Alberta-Pacific Forest Industries lnc. 
Box 8000 

Boyle. Alberta 
TOA OMO 

Fa1;: (403) 525-8097 
Dave Lloyd Andy Neigel 

Contract Coordinator Forest Operations Coordinator 
Bus. (403) 525-8053 Bus. (403) 525-8052 

Daisbowa-Marubeni International Ltd. 
Peace River Pulp Division 

Bag 4400 
Pulp Mill Site 

Peace River. Alberta 
T8S 1V7 

Fax: (403) 624-7387 
Don Horutko Larry Jones 

Tectutical Services Director Wood Processing and Chip 
Procurement Superintendent 

Tel: (403) 624-7067 Tel: (403) 624-7499 
Fax: (403) 624-7387 Cell: (403) 557-3465 

Fax: (403) 624-7416 
Bob Wynes 

Habitat Biologist 
Tel: (403) 624-7428 
Fax: (403) 624-7416 

Ti.mberWest Forest Limited 
Mackenzie Region- Woodlands 

Box 310 
Mackenzie, British Columbia 

VOJ 2CO 
Fax: (604 997-2639 

Eric D. Anderson. R.P.F. Steve L. McMullen 
Operations Superintendent Manager. North Division 

Bus: (604) 997-2571 Bus: (604) 997-2521 

Weyerbaeuser Saskatchewan Ltd. 
Ti.mberlands 

Box 1720 
Prince Albert. Saskatchewan 

S6V 5T3 
Fax: (306_1922-1371 

Kun Chesley 
Roads Co-ordinator 
Bus: (306) 953-7393 
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High Level Forest Products 
a subsidiary of 

Daisbowa-Marubeni International Ltd. 
P.O. Box 749 

High Level. Albena 
TOH IZO 

Tel : (403) 926-3781 
Fax: (403 926-2136 

AI Thomton 
General Manager 

Darrel Brewster 
Sawmill Manager 

Lawrence Gervais 
Sawmill Superintendent 

Tom Hoffman 
Woodlands Manager 

Bruce A very 
Silviculrure Superintendent 

Barry Gladers 
Planning Superintendent 

Richard Chemago 
Logging Superintendent 

Stefan Subo 
Forest Care/Environment 

Coordinator 

Millar Western Industries Ltd. 
Wood Products Division - Boyle Operations 

Box 3030 
Boyle. Alberta 

TOAOMO 
Fax: (403) 689-3500 

Jack Demler 
Woodlands Superintendent 

Bus: (403) 689-3030 

Mistik Management Ltd. 
Meadow Lake. Saskatchewan 

SOM 1VO 
Bus: (306) 236-4431 
Fax: (306) 236-4909 

Harry Ward 
District Superintendent 

Little Red River Cree Nation 
Band Office 

Fox Lake. Albena 
TOH 1RO 

Bus: (403) 659-2034 
Fax: (403) 659-3855 

Jorden Johnston 
P.O. Box 1106 

High Level. Albena 
TOH 1ZO 

(403) 926-4697 
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Alberta 
Economic Development and Tourism 
Forest Industry Development Division 

9942 - 108 Street 
Edmonton. Albena 

T5K 215 
Bus: (403) 422-7011 
Fax: (403) 427-5299 

Ted Szabo 
. Manager. Forest Products Research 

Forintek Canada Corp. 
Western Laboratory 

8524 - 81 Avenue 
Edmonton. Albena 

T6COW4 
Fax: (403) 413-9032 

Denis Gagne 
Technical Liaison Officer 

Bus: (403) 413-9031 
CeU: (403) 940-4409 

E-mail: forintek@planet.eon.net 

Forest Engineering Research Institute of Canada 
East Mall 

Vancouver, British Co1wnbia 
Bus: (po4) 228-1555 
Fax: (604 228-0999 

Marv Clarlc Tony Sauder 
Research Director Group Supervisor Harvesting 

Operations 
E-mail: marv-c@vcr.feric.ca E-mail: tony-s@vcr.feric.ca 
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APPENDIX Ill 

WEYERHAEUSER CANADA: FMLA Fire Salvage Wood Processing Guidelines 

Introduction: 

These procedures and specifications apply only to approved operations within fire salvage areas. Where nor 
othe,., 1se speCified in these procedures. the most recent procedures and specifications for green wood (dated 
03105195) shall apply. Those green product specifications continue to apply to non-salvage operarmg areas. 

Our objecrives m ch1s sall·age program are to recover volume for our miUs from trees that have been lose m thiS 
pasr years fires . Producing products for other mills is only a means to our end, and that should be kepc in mind m 
makmg decisions based on these guidelines As well, some of these guidelines reflect SERM pol1cy and our 
objecuve is to meet the intent of those poliCieS. F1eld level dec1sions for "gray" areas should be sought. 

Tree Length Sawlogsi 

• No char in wood is acceptable on sawlogs produce for the Big River Sawmill. or on softwood pulp generated 
for the Prince Alben pulp mill. 

• Trees that have any char greater than 1/3 of the total tree height will be left standing. In addition. all trees 
with charred wood or other significant char defects (i.e. charred cat faces where char likely will not be 
removed by a sawmill debarker) on the butt in excess of .9m (3.0') should be left standing. The following 
exceptions apply: 

1) conventional contractors should fall these trees due to OH & S regulations. They should be brought to 
landing and processed to "Black" Fire Killed Log Specifications (see below). 

2) for road right-of-ways only, softwood trees that are 20 cm (8.0") dbh or greater should be processed to 
"Black'' Fire Killed Log Specifications (see below). 

• For softwood trees greater than 20 cm (8.0") dbh, buck off all charred wood or other significant charred 
defects from the butt to a maximum of .9 m (3.0') above the stump. Where possible. buns should be processed 
before tops to achieve optimum saw log length. 

• Softwood trees less than 20 cm (8.0") dbh. will only be harvested if a minimum 5.0 m (16'6") green sawlog or 
pulpwood piece can be achieved after processing out the char. A butt log may be salvaged to Norsask 
specifications (see below). However, the remaining piece of green wood must meet Weyerhaeuser 
specifications. Pieces of charred wood or other charred defects or Charred bark may be bucked out and left on 
site for these sized trees only. 

• Buck out any charred knots. 

• Harvest saw log trees to an 8.0 cm (3.0") top size. 

• Buck off a minimum 5.0 m (16'6") piece of softwood pulp from the top end of the sawlog leaving a minimum 
saw log top diameter of 10.0 cm (4.0'1. 

• Minimum green sawlog length is 5.0 m (16'6") after char is removed and minimum 5.0 m (16'6") pulp piece 
is removed. If saw log portion will be less than 5.0 m after char IS removed. the whole green portion of the tree 
should be put into the tree length pulp pile. 

• Maximum sawlog length after all processing is 18.0 m (60' J. 

• After char is removed. the saw log must meet normal specifications for rot and defect. If not. it should be put 1n 
lhe tree length pulp pile. 
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"Black'' Fire Killed Soecifications: 

• Weyerhaeuser will not accept "black" ftre killed logs. 

• For Clearwater Forest Products Inc. the following black ftre killed specifications will apply: 

) logs shall be tree length with a muumum length of 5.0 m (16'6") and minimum dbh of 20.0 ... m 
!8.0"). 

0 mmimum top diameter shall be 15.0 cm (6.0"). 

0 ends of logs shall be sawn square and butt flare shall be trimmed. 

0 limbs and knots shall be trimmed flush with the log. 

0 excessive butt rot (more than 50% on the savm face) shall be bucked off; butt rot shall be bucked otf 
to achieve a minimum of 10 cm (4.0") of solid wood around the outside perimeter of the log . 

Short Logs: 

• No shon logs production for Weycan mills is anticipated in salvage operarions. 

• For Norsask Sawmill the following shon log specifications will apply: 

0 logs shall be bucked to measured length of2.5 m (8'4") or 5.0 m (16'6"). 

0 minimum top size for either log length is 15 cm (5.0"). 

0 ends of logs shall be sawn square and butt flare shall be trimmed. 

0 limbs and knots shall be trimmed flush with the log. 

0 charred wood or other significant char defects is not acceptable and shall be bucked out 

0 excessive butt rot (more than 50% on the savm face) shall be bucked off; butt rot shall be bucked off 
to achieve a minimum of 10 cm (3.9") of solid wood around the outside perimeter of the log. 

0 other defects. including catfaces and charred knots. shall be bucked out 

• For Saskatchewan Forest Products Plywood Mill the following shon log (peeler bolt) specifications w1il 
apply: 

0 minimum small end diameter of 20 cm (8.0") inside bark. 

0 logs shall be bucked to measured length of 264 cm (1 04 ") with a tolerance range of 261 cm (I 03"l to 
267 cm ( 105"). 

0 both ends must be flat and square with no bias cuts over 2.54 cm ( 1.0"). Butt flare must be trimmed. 
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0 all knots less than 5 cm (2.0") are accep1able. Knots greater than 5 cm (2.0") depends on the size and 
overall quality of the log; discretion must be used. 

0 cemer rot maximum core rot of 5 cm (2.0'') on logs with diameter less than 38 cm (15.0'); maximwn 
core rot of 13 cm (5.0") on Jogs over 38 cm (15.0") in diameter. Off-center rot is acceptable providing 
the rot does not exceed 50% by volume. Stain is accep1able. 

0 sap rot is acceplable on diameter over 30 cm ( 12.0"), not acceptable under 30 cm ( 12.0"). 

0 hean check is acceptable. Lightning scar and shallow cat face are accep1able. Deep seams. open 
splits. shattered or broken bolts. oval shape and trimmed trees are not acceptable. 

0 1aper is acceplable. 

0 bolts under 30 cm (12.0") diameter must be straight. Bolts over 30 cm (12.0"), determined acceptable 
if a center line drawn from the center of the top to the center of the butt and this line shall not at any 
point be more than 7.5 cm (3.0") from the cemer. Allowable sweep/crook shall be in one plane only. 

• For Newton Logging, the following specifications will apply: 

0 acceptable logs may be black. charred or otherwise unacceptable to Weyerhaeuser or SFPC for their 
products. yet meet the following criteria: 

0 logs shall be tree length with a minimum length of 5.0 m (16'6") and minimum dbh of 20 cm (8.0'"). 

0 minimum top diameter shall be 15.0 cm (6.0'"). 

0 ends of logs shall be sawn square and butt flare shall be trimmed. 

0 limbs and knots shall be trimmed flush with the log. 

0 excessive butt rot (more than 50'k on the sawn face) shall be bucked off: butt rot shall be bucked. off 
to achieve a minimum of 10 cm (4.0") of solid wood around the outside perimeter of the log. 

Tree Length Softwood Pulp: 

• No char on wood or bark is acceplable at the Prince Albert Pulp mill for softwood pulpwood. 

• Utilization of tops from saw logs is covered under "Tree length Saw logs". 

• For full trees that will not produce a sawlog for Weyerhaeuser. the minimum length of green. non-charred 
wood will be 5.0 m (16'). If that cannot be achieved to a 8.0 cm (3.0") top either before or after bucking off a 
log for other operators an/or any char wood or bark from the bun. then the whole tree is to be left in the bush. 

Tree Length Hardwood Pulp: 

• No char in the wood is acceptable at the Prince Albert pulp mill. Charred bark on aspen may be acceptable 
from time to ume based on mill needs and processabilir:y. 

• Harvest hardwood trees to 8.0 cm (3.0") top size where practical: minimum tree length of 5.0 m ( 16 · ). 

• Buck off all charred wood and bark from the butt. Buck out any charred knots or conks . lCpon Weyerhaeuser·~ 
d!recuon. charred bark may be left on the pulpwood tree. with bucking off of charred wood only 1. 

• After processmg for char. if any trees are over 18.0 m (60") . they should be bucked in half. 
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.!.3 \1etre Short Pulpwood 

• ~o :!.5 m 1 8 · ) or short pulpwood less than 5.0 m ( 16 · J w1ll be produced or accepted. 

Footnote: 

Order of prioritY for sah·age of softwood will be: 

I I Weycan sawlog 

2) Norsask or SFPC log 

3) CleatVIater or Newton log 

4) Softwood pulp 

5) Leave on site 

[f a tree does not meet the specifications for the first priority. tt IS then tested against the specificatiOns for the 
second. third. etc . No 2.5 m (8') is anticipated for priorities 1.3 or 4. Therefore. if processing for any pnonty may 
result in something less than 5.0 m (16'6"). then the next lowest priority should be considered to avoid e1ght foot. 
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Mistik Management Ltd. Log Harvesting Soecifications 

• For NorSask Forest Products Inc. 

• Burnt Wood Top ............. 12.5 cm (5") 

Butt .. .... .. ..... 17.5 cm (7") 

• Green Wood Top .. .... ...... . 8 cm (3 .2") 

Bun .. ........... 12.5 cm (5") 

• For Millar Western Pulp (Meadow Lake) Ltd. 

• ASPEN Top .... .... .... . 10 cm (4") 

Butt .. .... ... .... 15.5 cm (6") 

All wood produced is to be "charcoal free" for Millar Western 
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APPE~DIX IV 

Forintek Canada Corp. Western Laboratory Catalog Citations 
27-Jun-95 

PHZe. \1. 1982. BL"R.J'-;'ED FORESTCON"VERTED I:-.o'TO PRIME BLEACHED PULP. SACK KRAFT .-\..~1) 

LC\1BER. :-.:ot published. Pnnce A..lbert Pulp Co. 4p. tll. 433 P68 1982 

Toole. E.R. 1959. DECAY AfTER FIRE INJURY TO SOUTHERN BOTTOM-LAND HARDWOOD$. Ashe\1Ue. 
N.C. Southern Forest Expenment Station. 25p. ill. tables. graphs. bibl. 433 (048.1) F76 1985 

Forintek Canada Corp. Western Region. Library. 1985. FIRE-DAMAGED TIMBER : LIBRARY 
BIBLIOGRAPHY. Vancouver. B.C. Forintek Canada Corp. Western Region. Library. l v. 433 (942) V28 198~ 

Vaney. J. 1984. FIRE SALVAGE: THE AUSTRALIAN EXPERIENCE. Rotorua. N.Z. New Zealand. Forest 
Research Institute. 3p. ill. 433 (942) V28 1984 

Horn. P.J. 1984. FIRE: THE LESSONS FOR NEW ZEALAND FROM AUSTRALIA'S BUSH FIRE DISASTER. 
Wellington. N.Z. New Zealand. Forest Service. 4p. 433(942) H78 1984 

Crosby. J.S. 1977. GUIDE TO THE APPRAISAL OF: Wll..DFIRE DAMAGES. BENEFITS. AND RESOURCE 
VALUES PROTECTED. St Paul. Minn. North Central Forest Experiment Station. 43p. bib. 8--01(77) N811p NC-
142 

Amman. G.D.: Ryan. K.C. 1991. INSECT INFESTATION OF FIRE-INJURED TREES IN THE GREATER 
YELLOWSTONE AREA. Ogden. Utah. Intermountain Research Station. 9p. ill. graphs. bib!. 8--01(792) In8 I:-.1-
398 

Lowell. E. C. 1992. DETERIORATION OF FIRE-Kll..LED AND FIRE-DAMAGED TIMBER IN THE WESTERl\1 
l.JNITED STATES. Portland. Or. Pacific Northwest Research Station. 27p. graphs. tables. 433 L95 1992 

Bankes. T.G.H. 1984. PLANNING AND CONTROL OF WOOD FLOW FOLLOWING A DISASTER. Adela.tde. 
South Australia. South Australian Woods and Forests Department. 4p 433 (942) B22 1984 

Bills. D.J. 1984. POTENTIAL EFFECT OF SALVAGE OPERATIONS ON FORESTRY AND FOREST BASED 
INDUSTRIES. Launceston. Tasmania. Associated Pulp and Paper Mills. 5p. ill. tables. bibl. 433 (94) B49 1984 

Krilov. A.: lngate. J. 1984. RECOVERY OFClllPS FROM FIRE DAMAGED PLANTATION PINE BY A 
~OVEL WATER BLASTING TECHNIQUE. Beecroft. N.S.W. New South Wales. Forestry Commission. 4p. 1ll. 
d.iagr. 433:861.0 K89 1984 

Dieterich. J.H. 1979. RECOVERY POTENTIAL OF FIRE-DAMAGED SOUTHWESTERN PONDEROSA PINE. 
Fort Collins. Colo. Rocky Mountain Forest and Range Experiment Station. 8p. coloured plates. tables. bibl. 
8--01(78) R598r RM-379 
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Record 1 of 5 - TREECD 1939-4/95 

TI: Salvaging fire-damaged timber in Michigan. 
AU: Baumgartner. -DC 
AD: NCFES. USDA For. Serv .. East Lansing. Ml 48823. USA. 
SO: Nonhem-Journal-of-Applied-Forestry.1987 .. 4: 3.149-152: 3ref. 
PY: 1987 
LA: English 
AB: Forest managers were interviewed to obtain statistics on salvage after ftres in Michigan during 1980-83. to 

detennine uses for fire-damaged timber and to identify problems associated with marketing damaged timber. 
The survey showed that salvage is of little concern when appraising the effects of most wildfrres in 1\1.ichigan. 
Guidelines are suggested for wildfrre effects appraisers to use for estimating salvage values. 

DE: Forest-fires: damage-: economics-; USA-: Wisconsin-: salvage-Jogging 
GE: USA-: Michigan-
PT: Numbered-Pan 
CAB : OF Forestry-Abstracts 1988 049-01492: 1 F Forest-Products-Abstracts 1988 011-00528 
UD:9312 
AN: F205313 
DC:OF063: 1F0422:0F047: 1F10 
SM: F-P 

Record 2 of 5 - TREECD 1939-4/95 

TI: Log salvaging and storage operations following the Ash Wednesday bushfues in the South East of South 
Australia 

AU: Gray. -AH: Pfitzner. -RH 
AD: Woods & For. Dep .. PO Box 162. Mt Gambier. SA 5290. Australia 
SO: Australian-Forestry.1985 .. 48: 3.183-192:8ref. 
PY: 1985 
LA: English 
AB: After the frres of 16 Feb. 1983 in SE South Australia. a sawlog salvage operation was implemented that had 

not previously been equaled in imponance and magnitude in this region. The planning of the operation and its 
implementation are described. and the degree of success achieved and how that perfonnance could have been 
rrnproved are discussed. 

DE: Australia. -South-Australia: salvage-logging: storage-: roundwood
GE: Australia-: South Australia 
PT: Numbered-Pan 
CAB: IF Forest-Products-Abstracts 1986 009-01221 
UD: 9312 
AJ\ : F092268 
DC: IF042 
SM: F-P 
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Record 3 of 5 - 1R.EECD 1939-4/95 

TI: Water spray storage of fire-damaged logs. 
-\C: Thomas. -\-1C 
SO: Applla. 1986 .. 39: I. 8-35: 14 ref. 
PY: 1986 
LA: Engl1sh 
.-\13 : A descripuon 1s given of the operations of 4 storage sites to spray 401 000 m3 Pinus radiata damaged by frres 

m \1oum Burr and Penob forest reserves inS . Australia in Feb. 1983. High sapwood m.c .. maintained by usmg 
irrigation equipment. enabled anaerobic conditions 10 develop which prevented fungal and insect attaCk. 

DE: Storage-: degradation-: protection-: water-storage: Pinus-radiata: Salvage logging: Australia.-South-Australla 
GE: Australia-: South-Australia 
PT: Numbered-Pan 
C.-\13: IF Forest-Products-Abstracts 1986 009-02596 
UD: 9312 
AN: F\25522 
DC: 1F042 
SM: F-Reprint/2868 

Record 4 of 5 - 1REECD 1939-4/95 

TI: Recovery of chips from fire damage plantation pine by a novel water blasting technique. 
AU: Krilov.-A: lngata.-J 
AD: Wood Tech. & For. Res. Div .. For. Comm. NSW. PO Box 100. Beecroft. NSW 2119. Australia 
SO: Appita. 1984 .. 37: 5. 387-390: 3 pi. 
PY: 1984 
LA: English 
AB: In a case study on charred Pinus elliottii logs from a fire at Tea Gardens. NSW. two existing barking 

mechanisms (one mechanical and one high-pressure water debarker) were found to be inadequate in removing 
all the charred particles before chipping. A new system was developed which combined a mechanical method 
with ultra high pressure water blasting. A description is given of its operation. and in trials it has already 
produced more than 150 000 t of pulp chips to a specification which permits less than l% of the chips to be 
dirty and allows no burnt bark or other impurities. 

DE: Pinus-elliottii: Barking-; hydraulic-debarking; machinery-: Salvage-logging: Forest-fires; damage-: Forestry-
machinery; salvage-felling-and-logging 

GE: Australia-; New-South-Wales 
PT: Numbered-Part 
C.-\13: 1 F Forest-Products-Abstracts 1986 009-00077 
UD: 9312 
.Au"J: F0569ll 
DC: 1F0425: 1F0422 
SM: Reprint/2655 
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Record 5 of 5 - TREECD 1939-4/95 

TI: Forest fires in South Australia on 16 February 1983 and consequent future forest management aims. 
AU: Keeves.-A; Dougl.as.-DR 
AD: Woods and Forests Dep .. 135 Waymouth St.. Adelaide. SA. Australia 
SO: Australian-Forestry. 1983 .. 46:3.148-162: 10ref. 
PY: 1983 
LA: English 
AB : An account of the meteorological conditions. f11e ignition and flre behavior and spread associated with flres 

which burnt approx. 210 000 ha including 21 000 ha of state-owned conifer plantations with losses of nearly 6 
million m3 of merchantable timber. Extensive government loan capital was provided to finance a massive 
salvage operation before deterioration set in. Salvage logs have been placed in shon-term storage under 
sprinklers or long-term storage underwater in lakes for retrieval over 3-5 yr. Replanting will be regulated to 
provide constant future supplies with wider spacing and heavy thinning on some sites for rapid producuon of 
large-diam. material. Future measures to improve flre protection are discussed. 

DE: Australia.-South-Australia: forest-fires: behavior-: Salvage-logging: Fire-prevention 
GE: Australia-: South-Australia 
PT: Numbered-Part 
CAB: OF Forestry-Abstracts 1984 045-05210 
UD: 9312 
AN: F947573 
DC: OF063 
SM: 
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Recovery of chips from fire damaged plan.tation pine by a 
novel water blasting technique 
ALEX KRILOV• and JACK INGATEt 

SUMMARY 
A new water olast ing techmaue has been developed as ;Jart of a system des1gned to 

satvage cn1ps from f1re damaged ptnes. The complete system was 1nstalled by Australian 
P1nes and Products Lta ;u Tea Garaens. NSW. to aeal w1th the severty charred IOQS resulting 
from a wildf ire wh1cn burnt 5700 hectares of Ptnus elliorri1 p1antat1on 1n December 1979. This 
system has alreaoy prOduced more than 150 000 tonnes of pulp ch1ps to a spec i f icat ion wnich 
perm1ts less than one per cent of chiPS to be dirty and allows no burnt barll or other impurities 
per un1t Shipment. 

The w1der imo1ementat1on of th is new process would result 1n substantial benefits to 
tnoustnes based on the recovery ano util ization ot woOd res1dues. 

The use of high pressure water for log debarking, sur
face preparation or the cleaning and maintc:nance of 
process equipment is a well-known technique. Normally 
pressures of up to 20 700 kPa would be used for these 
purposes. Today, however, ultra high pressure water 
blas<ers , operating at some 69 000 kPa, deliver water at 
speeds of about 400 m/s in jets which are powerful 
enough to blast away most types of surface desposits, 
including concretions, paint, scale and rust. This new 
technique is currently used for cleaning reactor vessels, 
coke ovens. furnace burners, heat exchangers, tanks. 
boilers, sewers, drains and fuel lines . For such purposes 
it has successfully replaced dry sandblasting, which was 
recently banned for health reasons. 

The energy produced by these powerful units can also 
~ used for other purposes. Thus, in the field of pulp 
and paper technology, a new process has been 
developed for cleaning carbon contaminants from fire 
charred logs. By transforming logs with burnt bark, 
burnt wood or both, into material from which high 
quality pulp chips may be made, water blasting has 
achieved an immediate commercial success. This pro
cess is rapidly developing into a major application for 
the technique of ultra high pressure water blasting . 

CASE HISTORY 
The paper describes the water blasting process and il

lustrates its potential by means of a case study con
ducted at a chipmill which has recently been established 
at Tea Gardens. NSW, by Australian Pines and Pro
ducts Ltd. 

The problem 

A wildfire. which burnt with high intensity at t1mes. 
devastated some 5700 ha of Pinus elliowi plantation in 
the Newcastle district of NSW in December 1979. The 
owners Australian Pines and Products Ltd. were anx
Ious to salvage as much of the damaged material as they 
possibly could . A detailed survey was therefore made 
tmmed1ately after the fire to determine the extent of 

March 1984 

damage which it had caused. This survey showed that, 
while a few relatively small pockets of timber were un
touched large areas were severely burnt and in these 
areas the standing trees were extensively damaged. On 
these trees the cambium was often fused to the burnt 
bark, and carbonization occurred to depths of 20 to 30 
mm, particularly in the vicinity of the knot holes which 
result from the characteristic branch shedding habit of 
Pinus elliottii. 

Methods 
The survey showed that to salvage the fire damaged 

· material for chip prodl!ction would require the installa
tion of an unorthodox barking facility, which would 
have to ~ capable of removing all the carbon particles 
adhering to the burnt logs by operating at speeds of at 
least 50 m/min. 

Two existing types of equipment were as~ssed for 
their potential in achieving the production of clean, car
bon free chips. 

The operation of two high capacity mechanical 
debarkers in series was considered flrst. In this system 
the first debarker would remove the burnt bark and 
knot swellings. The second would remove the sunken 
knots and charred pockets. However substantial quan
tities of useable wood would also be removed in this 
process. This system was therefore assessed as being 
unacceptable , as it was doubtful whether economic 
quantities of clean chippable material could be 
recovered from the fire damaged input logs , because of 
the unavoidable wastage at the second debarker. 

A high pressure water debarking system developed in 
Japan was considered next. This system was designed 
essentially for large, sound logs, and it could not attain 
the required feed speed on small pine stems, so that 11 
was also judged as unacceptable . 

' PToncll>al ~Mate~ Sct..,lllt Wood h<:~f\0109Y ...., FO<WII Ra .. art:ll O.VosoO" 
FO<"Uif'\' C........tasoon ol .. SW PO 6o• 100 ~ HSW 211~ 
Full--· o\ppo\&. 
I O.rKIOt Water SI&Stltf"l F"ty lld l!>e Paelhe I-I'9,.,_IT a.-nwoc• NSW 206!> 
F>a~ p<asanted 11 37111 """''"General eo-.te<wnct Mount Game>••• 11!16:1\ 
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In v1e\\ oi the lack of a sattsfa.:tor\ oar\..inl! ;vsrem 
for thts purpose. :1na the urgem ne:!c r.o sah age the fire 
dama2ed umber beiore detenoratton from OIOIOI!ICal 
causes became exceSS I\ e. local nelo '-'as SOUI!ht.- An 
Australian eng1neenng :ompan ~ . ; pec ializing m 
hydraui1cs. was approached wah a request for the 
oc:-.elopmenr of :1 s ~ s tem capab le o i removing bark. dirt 
and carbonaceous mater~a l fr o m fire damaged pine 
stems. 

In cooperauon \l.llh Australian Pines and Products 
Ltd the company quickly developed a technical 
specification for blasting burnt res1dues from the logs 
wah ultra htgh pressure \l.ater jets and tested it by tnals. 
These rnals indicated that mechanical debarkine iollow
ed by water blasting should achieve the desired results. 

Constraints 
ln April 1980 a contract was signed with :1 major 

Japanese organization for the delivery oi ~ 000 ton
nes of wood chips. The contract was in standard inter
national format, with clauses which specified that less 
than one per cent of dirty chips was permitted. and that 
no burnt bark or other contaminants were allowed. This 
contract therefore required the complete elimination of 
impurities, including charred fragments, from the chips. 

The general conditions for the practical implementa
tion of this project were therefore extremely demanding 
technically, as they required the design. fabrication. 
supply and erection of a chipmill which would fulfil this 
specification within a very limited time. As this plant 
was to be used in an operation which was intended for 
the rapid salvage of small pine logs, it had not only to be 
capable of high production rates, but also to have the 
facility for being moved and installed elsewhere when 
the ~lvage work was completed. 

Although the conditions .Jere so demanding, the large 
heavy duty plant, consisting of loading, unloading, 
debarking, water blasting and chipping facilities, con
veyor and water purifying systems, electrical and 
hydraulic supplies and a weighbridge, were constructed 
and installed on site in the extraordinarv short time of 
about t6 weeks. In addition, chip holding stacks and 
ship loading conveyors were erected at the Port of 
Newcastle, NSW, while transport facilities were arrang
ed at the same time. 

As a result of this efficient program of design and 
construction, the chipmill was commissioned in 
December 1980 and was operating at its full rate of pro
duction in February 1981. 

Chipmill oper2tion 
Log input: The chipmill was designed to operate with 
tree-length logs of 100 to 350 mm diameter and a maxi
mum length of 13 m (Fig. 1, 2). 

These stems are loaded onto a 'waterfall' or 'cascade' 
type unscrambler deck consisting of three sections. 
which are controlled individually from a central panel 
(Fig. 3). The feed speed varies from 6.8 m/min on deck 
one, to 18 and 25 m/min on decks two and three respec
tively. A rotating log loader puts each stem separately 
onto the main chain infeed which conveys logs to the 
mechanical debark er. 
Debarking: This is done by an A4 Nicholson machine. 
which is also operated from a central console (Fig. 3). It 
has an opening of 540 mm and a six-cutter debarking 

- -. --~ 

Fie. I - Small P. tiltotru IOJS dama11~ b~ nre a~ the onl~ nl" 

materials used in chippine oper2110ns Jl Tr:a Gardens. 

Fie. 2 - Close-up •ie•· of bum~ IQ~s. 

-----

-· 
----...... 

----

Fit!. 3 - Schem:uic reprhentluun or the chipmtll. 

Apptla Vol. J7 No. 5 
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r1n2 drt\~n b\ a ~6 k \\ electnc motor . Four IS k 'A elec
triC- motors control the debarker ' s other funcllons A 
note,\Orth v feature of th1s machme IS that the .,.. hole 
culler nn2 assemblv can b~ S\\U02 by a separate 2.2 k\\ 
motor for quick se.nicmg or replacement. 

o\s logs passing through the machine may swmg about 
unpred ictably as they leave the cuner nng, they are 
passed into an 'anti-thrash' tunnel whic~ IS fined at the 
output side of the debarker to ensure salety and that the 
debarked logs remain on the conveyor. 
Water blasrmg: Some basic prin~iples of . fluid 
mechanics had to be considered before tt was posstble to 
achie .. ·e the efficient practical application of water 
blasting techniques to the remo .. ·al of material remain
in2 on the logs after their passage through the 
mechanical de barker. These principles govern the 
'cleaning power' which can be applied when such fac
tors as jet velocity, nozzle size, engine power and water 
deliverv volume are specified . These and other factors 
are related to each other by equations. The solution of 
these equations leads to the attainment of a correct 
balance among these factors. which achieves complete 
cleaning of the logs without causing surface breakdown 
of the timber. This equation is of basic importance: 

F = Q VZ (1] 
where 
F = 'cleaning' or impact force (Pa) 
V = velocity of the fluid (m/s) 
Q = fluid mass density 
This equation relates the velocity of the water jet 

delivered through the nozzle, directly to the pressure of 
the fluid and nozzle orifice. it is essential to recognize 
this relationship, because the desired pressure can only 
be achieved by the proper combination of nozzle orifice 
and pump volume. This can be illustrated by the follow
in2 example: 

-Where a TC No. 5 nozzle operating at 53 L/min 
will produce a pressure of 45 500 k.Pa, the same 
volume of water expelled through a TC No. 4 noz
zle will develop 58 600 k.Pa, ie, 13 000 kPa more, 
using the same pump and engine. Most of stan
dard Triplex pumps used in water blasting today 
are capable of delivering 20 to 70 Umin at ultra 
high pressures which range from 27 000 to 69 000 
lcPa, and sometimes reach 83 000 kPa. 
Another consideration of prime importance is the size 

of engine driving the pump. If the engine does not have 
sufficient power, then pressure and volume cannot be 
maintained. This is expressed by another simple but im
portant relationship: 

kW = P. VIC' (2] 
where 
P = pressure at the nozzle (lcPa) 
V = volume of fluid (Limin) 
C' = constant appropriate to the equipment used 

There is always a pressure drop between the pump 
and the nozzle. This depends on a number of factors, 
the main ones being the size and the length of hose used . 
Tables giving the technical characteristics of these hoses 
are available and it is essential to use them, because the 
water blasting process may be a failure if the incorrect 
hose is fitted. 

Another factor of considerable importance in deter
mining the effects of the water blast is the angle of in
Cidence("'), which is the angle of impact measured bet-
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''een the Jet and the ~unace 01 the log In th:~ aGpi iC:! · 
t1on the most effect1'e angle oi InCidence "'as 60 ' 

The appllcauon of these theoreu.:al pnn.:1ples . 
follo"ed b' pracucal tesung enabled water blast1ng 
techn1ques io be Implemented successiully at the Tea 
Gardens plant (Fig . 4) . 

fi&. 4 - General •ir,.· or the ,.·ater btastinc equipment consistinc or 
twin \\'80 ISO \\ aler Bla.urn. 

During the practical testing of the equipm.ent on 
Pin us elliouii, the critical importance of the spacmg bet· 
ween the nozzle and the log was demonstrated. It was 
found that there is an optimum distance for this factor. 
which has to be kept constant during processing. The 
actual distance required varies with the spec1es of 
timber. The need to mainurin this constant nozzle 
distance presented a substantial practical problem, 
because of the variable sizes of the logs and the fast rate 
of feed through the debark er. 

To solve this problem a special piece of eq~ipment 
had to be designed and built . ThL completed structure 
was a strongly made framework sha~d like a deep 
tapered circular bottomless basket wnh heavy d_uty 
metal bars, which are pivoted at the le~:rge end ~ nbs . 
This 'cradle' (Fig. 5) was filCed honzontally m . the 
mouth of the 'anti-thrash' tunnel. The large openmg, 
into which each log is conveyed on leaving t~~ chipper. 
rapidly narrows to a diameter equal to the mtmmum l~g 
size because each bar is held down by a strong m· 
dividual spring. The ends of the bars are slightly curved, 
and eight jet nozzles are attached to them at predeter
mined locations which ensures that whatever the log 
size the water blast strikes the log surface from the op
tim~m distance of 80 mm . ln operation logs are con
veyed to the bottom of the 'bask_et' a~d sections . of 
minimum diameter pass under the Jets wtthout altenng 
the size of the framework . Larger sections force the bars 
apart, but because the springs keep ~hef!! in constant 
contact with the log, the nozzles mamtatn the cor.rect 
distance from the log surface. This simpl.e bu~ ingemous 
cradle system works well in the producuon hne . 

The production line water blasting operation IS thus 
quite straight forward. Debark.e~ logs are conveyed at 
60 to 70 m/min through the antl·thrash tunnel, where 
the eight ultra high pressure water jets blast a"a y a ll 
charred and extraneous material. 

365 
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Fi •. 5 - s~lr :adjuslinl cndlt ror dirrtrUI size IOIS-

The jets are powered by two model \'.'BD 150 Water 
Blasters regulated to provide pressures of ~8 300 lcPa, 
.,.,hich was found to be the most effective value for this 
task. These blasters, which are capable of delivering 
69 000 kPa pressure, are driven by electric motors using 
a three phase 415 volt power supply, although they can 
be powered by diesel. The volume of water used by both 
pumps together averages 227 L/min. 

The ultra high pressure water is projected at a velocity 
of 396 m/s through No. 6 ring-type nozzles, which have 
1.57 mm openings and 15' of fan . These were found to 
be the most suitable type for this process. 

An important feature of this water blasting system is 
that there are safety factors of 3: I on the hoses and fit
tings. and 4: 1 on the nozzles. The jets are regulated 
automatically, and the nozzle safety stop for machine 
pressure is controlled by the operator from the central 
console. 

It is worth noting that practical trials have showed 
that ultra high pressure water blasting has also the 
potential for debarking Australian hardwood species 
which cannot be debarked bv standard mechanical 
methods. · 

Waste disposal and water purification: The waste 
material removed from the logs by both the Nicholson 
debarker and the blasters is deposited by gravity onto a 
wide belt conveyor, which takes it from the mill to the 
waste disposal area. Also the chunks of thick bark are 
collected periodically from under the cascade deck and 
removed toward the central waste pile. All of this bark 
waste is sold in bullc to local contractors for various hor
ticultural uses. 

At the level of the foundations the used water from 
the blasting process flows by gravity into an open con
crete drain which channels it through a series of gratings 
into a sediment trap where the water is freed from large 
pieces of solid waste. lt is then pumped up to a head sta
tion from which it flows slowly through a series of sett
ling ponds down to the main water holding pond. In the 
s.:ttling ponds the remaining dirt and fines soon fall to 
the bottom. The water is finally clarified by the floc· 
culating agent • Actizyme' (additive K) which is added 
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~nod1calh at the rate of 25 kg per mdllon li tres Ji 

' ~ ater used . The total cost of the · .1..cuzvme · " n1cn > 
manu fac: u red locally IS i nsq~nt r:canr. · 

The clean wate r from the matn pond IS then ;:> umpea 
up to a s;oraiZe tank and fed bv uav11v to the ... ate· 
blasters through A.\1F filters. · - · 

Th1s rec~cling system therefore solves the two ;Jro
blems of h11zh water usaiZe and accelerated mach1ner-. 
\\Car . So successful is the recycling process that ..... ater 
losses, monitored over il cons1derable period, have been 
not more than t\~O per cent of the total throughput of 
water . These minimal losses are mainly due to evapora
tion. 
Ch1ppmg : The perfectly clean logs .,., hich emerge from 
the tunnel after the water blasting process are conveyed 
on a three-strand ANZIEL WH 132 lo2 haul chatn to a 
Nicholson 10 knife 2.5 m diameter SOS disc chipper. 
which runs at 400 r/min (Fig. 3) . The chipper disc iS 

driven b .. · two identical 280 kW electric motors . As the 
chipper can accept logs up to 590 mm, it can process two 
or three smaller lo2s at the same time. The claim wood
chips are conveyed out of the mill on a wide plasuc 
coated belt, which dumps them on a pile ready for ex-
port. . 

To operate the chipmill requires only four o~rators: 
yardsman/log loader: line o~rator: quality controller 
and chip loader. There are two shifts of nine hours. One 
hour of each shift is spent on knife grinding and general 
maintenance, the latter consisting mainly of waste 
disposal. The average production achieved is 750 tonnes 
of logs per day. 

In summary, this is a classical mechanical debarking 
and chipping operation, with the additional feature that 
all major sections of the mill are modular, and can easi
ly be identified for dismantling and erection elsewhere . 

CONCLUSIONS 
From all points of view the outstanding results 

achieved in the pine salvaging operation at Tea Gardens 
have made it a resounding success. By the skilful ap
plication of water blasters, which re-utilize some 98 per 
cent of the available water, the purchaser's specification 
allowing less than one per cent of dirty chips and no 
burnt bark or other contaminants per unit shipment, 
was exceeded. During quality control procedures over 
1700 samples showed that 98.2 per cent of perfect chips 
were produced without any screening, and that the con
tamination level was less than 0.00416 per cent. 

This paper shows that managerial ingenuity, good 
sense and the application of a novel water blasting 
technique have rapidly transformed a huge quantity of 
otherwise unusable woody material into first quality 
chips . So far, more than 150 000 tonnes of these chips 
have been sold to Japan as prime raw material for the 
manufacture of pulp. 
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The planning and control of wood flow fol.lowing a disaster 

THOMAS G. H. BANKES• 

SUMMARY 
South Australia has a long expenence m copmg wtth softwooo plantation ftres . both 1n 

the prevention ano control of f1re and satvagmg of fire k1lleo trees . On 16 February, 1983 the 
largest softwooa plantatiOn fires 1n Australia "s hiStory occurrea in South Australia. Extreme 
weather cond itiOns preceaea by a tong period of below average ratnfall meant that South 
Australia was a unaer bOx. Mass1ve fires that swept through the Aae1a1de H1lls ana the South 
East Regton arouno Mount Gamb1er. destroyea t7 500 hectares of Government plantation w1th 
an esttmated t1moer loss of s1x m1lllon cub1c metres. valuea m excess of S100 m1llion. 

Plannmg of proposed salvage operations concentrated upon max1miz1ng the recovery 
of the larger diameter pnme sawlogs destroyed m the fire . Salvage operations were 
tmmeoiately 1mp1ementeo ana mcludec the tmponahon of a large number of logging 
contractors from other Australian states 10 ass1st m harvesung over the initial SIX month 
penod. Sawmills rougnly aoublea thetr prooucucn to absorb as many sawlogs as pcssi~le 1n 
tl"le ltmtted t1me avatlaDie before wooo detenorat1on set tn . In addtticn plannmg was 
tmPiemented 10 place one million cubtc metres of saw1ogs 1nto water storage area~ . Two 
methods were determmea. tmmerston of togs m nearby Lake Bonney and stacking logs in 
abOve ground storage areas unoer continuous water spnnkters. 

The plannea target of 1.6 m111ton cubiC metres of salvaged togs by 30 September, 1983 
was 97 per cent aChieved w•th salvage operations cpnunumg as the second phase of the log 
harvesttng ana log storage program forged ahead. Export opponun1t1es developed for sate of a 
Quantity of surplus logs were also successful. 

BRIEF HISTORY Of RECE:'\T FIRE SALVAGE 
OPERATIONS 

People associated with forestry activities have a . 
natural fear and respect for the inherent destruction 
forest fires can impart. South Australia has a long ex
perience in dealing with plantation rires and the salvage 
operations that follow . Major fires in the last 2.5 years 
include destruction of forest in 1958 (Wandilo), 19.59 
(Kongorong). 1974 (Glencoe), 1979 (Caroline) and our 
most recent and by far the largest on 16 February, 1983. 

Past salvage operations have concentrated on sawlog 
recovery and where possible low grade pulpwood. The 
volume of salvageable logs whilst causing general short
term disruption within the industry has always been of 
manageable proportions. Increased processing levels in 
sawmills had absorbed an acceptable percentage of the 
total salvage logs available. 

In 1979 a fire in the Caroline Forest which destroved 
2912 hectares of plantation up to 18 years of age 
presented salvage problems. The volume of logs was 
moderate and the small diameter and quality was not 
sought after vigorously by industry. The local pulpmills 
were unable to co~ with burnt pulpwood because of its 
effect on pulping for tissue products and generally there 
was an excess of pulpwood throughout Australia -
South Australia was no exception . Recovery of round
wood by preservation was questionable as there were 
conflict ing views on the suitability of fire killed trees for 
these products. The small sawlogs rapidly became blue 
sta1ned (vistbly apparent within three w~ks), pulpwood 
sal vaged was restrtcted to the fire fringe and little 

S4!ptember 1984 

roundwood was recovered. This prompted immediate 
research and trials of the suitability of fire killed round
wood - the result being presented in a paper to the Ap
pita Conference in April 1983. Briefly this work verified 
that fire killed radiata pine was suitable for treatment 
with confidence for up to six to eight months after the 
fire. 

The Caroline fire also emphasized the potential effect 
such an event could have on an industry that has a very 
high degr~ of interdependence and integration. 

THE SCENARIO 
Wednesday, 16 February, 1983 dawned with warm 

northerly winds and a clear sky. Forecasts were for an 
extreme fire danger day and logging operations were 
called off by 9.00 am. Temperatures which eventually 
reached ~re. high winds and low humidity provided 
the basic ingredients for the worst series of plantation 
fires ever recorded in South Australia. Fires which 
started about the middle of the day onwards swept 
throu2h two forests areas in the Adelaide Hills - the 
southern pan of Mount Crawford Forest and a large 
portion of Kuitpo Forest were virtually wiped out. In 
the South East Region the action was even more horren 
dous as major forest fires swept through Mount Burr 
Forest and then Penola Forest as winds backed wester!\ 
with the approaching cold fmnt. 

· "1&~•11•tw; at\0 Wal"1leh"'Q Wa~qer Sout P'I A"'ltr&hl~ WOOCt &1\0 ~OI. il' 
Oeoat1menc 1J!) WaymouU''I SlrHt AOeiiiOC !tOOQ J:uu memoer AQQtll 

Paoer 0't'lef'\1t'O •• Aocuta F'Ottsr lt\C3 WOOG Prooveu G'O\rtl Stm•"'l' - Sc"'..ou urn; 
o• YYoo<S F' •o•s Albu"' No.emo..t ~~ 
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In both reg1ons the maJOr poruon of the de ' astatton 
of the forests occurred in a five hour per1od The 
following table summanzes the total extent or the losses 
1ncurred . 

·"- ''"" \ •kt-.n ., ,., ~ •••• ,,... 1111111\ •• "' 
IM-C'lltn ,.,.. 15 Clll !5 t• l5 (' .. S4 r,. 

-\.\k"la~c Htlh I "~ 1 .60 000 ="' Orxl 110 000 101 000 ~!) OOJ 

Sovtn E.au 6 01: t 6~ .' CO) • J:• 000 : f>9l 000 I '6 1 )OJ 0() OOJ 

<OTALS ~ t 2l '0" 000 .l 6.!1 cn:l 2 s .. : l)'X) I 662 000 110 00:1 

In addition an estimated 2000 hectares of pm•atelv 
owned planrauons o,~,ere burnt m both regions 

POST FIRE PLA!SNI;-.;G 
Although fire fighting activities conunued for some 

days after 16 February 1983 senior staff of the Depart
ment worked on initial information in affected areas of 
Departmental operations during the weekend of 19 and 
20 February in preparation for a special post fire plan
ning meeting to take place on 21 February . 

The agenda for this meeting is worth documenting: 
Statistical review of areas and volumes 
damaged 
Harvesting and Marketing 
-Equipment survey 
-Volume achievements 
-log storage possibilities 
-Costs 

Conversion 
-Volume expectation 
- Product rationale 
-Storage of products 
-Private sector consideration 
- Residues 
- Extra costs 
Employment strategies 
-Numbers by operation 
-Skills 
Liaison with private sector, other Government tn
strumentalities and Local Government 

Briefly summarized the data and decisions which 
emanated from this planning meeting were: 

Damage review 
Initial estimates indicate 3000 hectares in Adelaide 

Hills and 16 000 hectares in South East were burnt. 
Prime salvage from multi-thinned stands (40 years +) 
2.S to 3.0 million cubic metres in the South East and 0.2 
million cubic metres in the Adelaide Hills. Total volume 
to 7 cm may be near 10 million cubic metres. 

Harvesting and marketing 
South East R~gion: Total capacity of existing Depart

mental contractors about 740 000 ml on annual basis 
(sawlogs and veneer logs). 

Ad~laide Hills: Deployment of logging contractors to 
conc.entrat~ on salvage will provide capacity with some 
outstde asststance to log 100 000 m' in six months. 
. ~t was decided to set initial targets of salvage log ac

ttvlty levels for the first six months of: 
-South East Region 1.5 million cubic metres 
-Adelaide Hills 0.1 million cubic metres 

na 
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Storag:: then bc=:am<! tne •. ,;a ;:) ~ Th• e:- ,\ ,;<!:-::~ ·., ~::: 

..:cnstdered · 
- Cnder .,.. atl!r 
- Spnnkkrs 
-Inert atmosphere ;rorage 

Broken dov. n storali!e 1n both re21ons ..:ontemolare.: 
o,~,as 9~0 000 mJ v.Hh 550 000 m' o f sa'' logs proc~ssed b\ 
September 118J . Th1s v.as stage one of the sail age 
operauon. 

Con-..trsion 
ln1ual esumates of 5a\\ io2 ..:on\e rs1on le' e!s 1nd1..:at::d 

that11 appeared pracucai to-con,e:-t up to 600 ()(X) m· .n 
pm·ate and Departmental mills dunng the first 51\ 

momhs. 

Emplo~ment 

Assessment of likely increased emplo~ ment le' el> 1n· 
d icated about 700 addntonal JObs m logg1ng. transpor 
tation and convers ion plants . 

li:aison 
Areas identified as reqUlnng 1mmed1ate d!s..:uss1on 

and information proviSion to were : 
-Private processl'1g plants 
- Logging contractors · 
-Other Government Departments. especia ll y at loca i 

level 
-Local Government authorities _ 

I~ITIAL IMPLEME!"T ATIO:'\ OF SAL \"AGE 
OPERATION 

Immediately following the fire all sawlog operauons 
were suspended for two days and then dear felling of 
burnt trees commenced on an interim plan basis on 21 
February 1983. The strategy was to cut the largest and 
best stands first concentrating on logs over 25 cm . 

A meeting was held with private sawmillers and other 
wood convening industries to determine the level of 
salvage operations they were prepared to sustain and 
check how this met our initial estimates. This was 
followed by meetings with logging contractors to assess 
that judgements on capacity increases were in fact 
realistic and acceptable to each contractor. Each con
tractor was given a target level of production to com
ment upon and adjust up or down depending on his own 
personal assessment of his operation. This illustrated 
that production increases in harvesting operations 
would meet the increased needs of processing plants but 
would not provide much additional volume for storage . 

The balance of the volume required therefore 
necessitated outside assistance. Because of the large size 
of these trees (many had five cubic metres or more of 
utilizable volume) obviously skidder operators would 
provide the best opponunity to assist in the salvage 
operation. Suitable contractors willing to assist in the 
operation were recruited from New South Wales , Vic
toria and Tasmania. It is a matter for the records that 
the availability of these contractors was closely allied to 
the depressed state of the industry and particularly the 
hardwood industry at that time. These contractors o,~,ere 
primarily engaged in logging to produce 12.3 metre 
length logs for putting into storage. 
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~0\1 E fl '\A '\CIAL 1\tP LIL\ TIO'\S OF 
l '\DERTAI\1'\G A LARGE S"'L\ "'GE 

OPER.-\ TIO'\ 
Th~ basiC pnnc1pl~ und~riy1ng th~ financ1al strat~g~ 1s 

.:oncerned w1th the 1mplicauon of acceleraung 
har,estin2 and convers1on of lumber mto stora2e both 
1n roundloe and sa" n form. lt had to be assum-ed that 
market\02 of lumber will not SUbStanuall\ InCrease 1n 
line with ~the mass1ve lift m log production . 

Thr~e basic areas ~o~.ere analysed for provision oi addi
tional fundmg to undertak~ the sal,age op~rauon pro
posed: 
- Loe srora2~ 
- Sa~· n timb~r storaee 
- R~placemenr of bu-rnt plantatiOns 
Total additional costs of S~2 million "ere assessed. 

Financial assistance in the form oi loans to be sought 
from Commonwealth and State Government were 
foreshadowed on:!:! February 1983. DiscuSSions during 
March and early April in Adeia1de and Canberra finally 
reached agreements to pro,·ide loans to finance the 
salvage and storage of logs but only provide very limited 
initial assistance for conversion activities and none for 
reafforestation. This meant that sawmills would need to 
make their own judgements on sawn stock accumula
tion on ruling market conditions. However the impor
tance of the log storage proposals were recognized as 
vital to the future viabilitv of the industrv and an in
crease in storage levels abo-ve 950 ()()() mJ originally pro
posed was supported. 

LOG STORAGE 
Storage of logs on a large scale using inert atmosphere 

techniques was discounted as impracticable in our pre
sem circumstances. Storage of logs was therefore ex
plored both immersed in water, if a suitable lake could 
be found, and alternatively under sprinklers. Only scant 
information is scientifically documented about storage 
of logs immersed in water but what information is 
available suggests successful storage for many years. 
Storage under continuous sprinklers has been scien
tifically tested in both Australia and New Zealand in re
cent years and it appeared that two year storage life is 
achievable. 

Because of the large quantity of logs planned for 
storage (I million cubic metres) and an estimated 
recovery period of up to five years under water storage 
was preferred. This required the identification of an 
area of water, which has th~se characteristics: 
- Basically fresh water 
- Relatively shallow 
- Accessable 
-Acceptable for log storage from environmental 

aspect 
- Relatively close to burnt forest 

Lake Bonney west of the township of Tantanoola 
meets most of these criteria. However roading, site 
facilities. log containm~nt structures ~tc had to be con
structed to enable this storage concept to be developed. 

The aim was to star~ the greater part of the salvage 
logs in Lake Bonney. Subsequent events proved that 
winter conditions on the lake coupled with construction 
difficulties made it imperative to develop backup 
storage facilities at other sites. Without this prov1sion 
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lo22tn2 ac:1' nv could not b~ .:ons1stenth mamtatneo 
thu~ .1e-opardiz1ng the magnnude of log storage planned 
Thus the Lake Bonney log storage facl111~ "as sup
plement~d "nh under sprinkler storage areas as demand 
to absorb harvested volumes was created . 

Log movements were pnnc1pally scheduled as 
iollows : 
Local contractors: Most of producuon scheduled for 
delivery to process1ng plants. Approximately 20 000 
..:ubic metres of sawlogs per week. Balance of logs m to 
storage. ~ to 5000 cubic metres per week. 
Interstate contractors: Producuon of 35 000 cubi..: 
metre~ per week direct into storage. Trucks " ·ere 
diverted to under sprinkler storage during penods when 
Lake Bonney was unable to accept delivenes. 

The salvage operation meant that there was a move· 
ment over, 5 ro 80 km leads, of between 400 and 500 
truck loads of logs per day during a six month penod 
Lake Bonney was accepting up to ~00 truck loads on 
some davs on an extended hours bas1s dunn~t the salvage 
operatio-n: a truck load every three to four- minutes . 

Pulpwood operations continued irom first thinning 
operations in unburnt forest at the sam~ time at a leve l 
of 6000 cubic metres per week. 

In the Adelade Hills logs were placed under sprinklers 
makin2 use of refined effluent water available in the 
outer metropolitan area. Two sites were selected and 
logs stacked and stored on site. Several loads of logs 
which had been under sprinklers for several months 
were recovered and milled in late September 1983 on a 
test basis. Logs milled excellently and although mouldy 
and discoloured visually on the exterior they opened up 
fresh and clean. 

COMPLETIO~ OF STAGE O!'E OF SALVAGE 
. OPERATION 

As stage one of the salvage operation neared comple
tion some of the interstate contractors were withdrawn . 
This was possible after initial· targets were within reach 
and as the onset of blue discoloration of sawlogs, par
ticularly in the small diameters. advanced. 

Comparisons of planned and achieved targets at 30 
September 1983 are: 
Planned 
Region 

South East 
Adelaide Hills 
Achi~ved 

Logged for 
processing 

500 ()()() 
.50()()() 

Logged for 
storage 

1 000 ()()() 
so()()() 

Total volume 
salvage mJ 
1 500 ()()() 

100 ()()() 

South East 650 000 800 000 I 450 000 
Adelaide Hills 45 000 50 000 95 000 
Log salvage operations into storage will continue unti l 
targets are fully achieved or the log quahty precludes 
further storage. 

LOG EXPORTS 
Considerable efforts were spent in developing poten 

tial export contracts for sawn material, logs and wood 
chips. Some of these are on-g01ng negotiations. whils t 
others have finally reached fruition. Exports of wood 
and wood products in a very competiuve scene take ume 
and patience. However achievements to date are · 
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- Expor: of small quanuues of sa"'n ma t ~r1al to 
Ma!ays1a exported through Port Adela1de . 

-~tilling of squared t imber packs to As1a for export 
v1a Portland. 

-Export of quanllites of wood chips. surplus to the re -
qu1remems of local processors. 

These are in1t1aily expected to consume an add iuo nal 
200 000 cub1c metres oi burnt log over the next t"' o 
years. 

FUTURE PL.-\l'~l1'G FOR S.-\L \'AGE 
OPERATIO,...,.S 

History "'ill provide the ev1dence of the success or 
otherwise of the log storage faciliues undertaken in 
South Australia in 1983. However some of the preplan
ning that should be considered for any forest region to 
enable it to cope with a major catastrophe (fire, wind, 
earthquake etc) necessitating high activity salvage 
operations are: 
_:A knowledge of maximum capacity of local proces

sing plants. 
-Continually updated assessment of maximum capaci

ty of existing harvesting organizations. 
- Exploration of potential log storage sites. 
-Assessment of facilities and costs associated with 

developing storage sites . 

640 

-DISCUSSIOn and acceptanc~ Jl ·:-; ~ ;J OS 5 1 D i ~ ..! S ~ _, 

selected storage (acdi!ies at en,Jronme:-~ta l an.: ' oc.:; . 
go .. ernment le .. e\s . 

-Some appre~1auon of fund1ng optiOns 

THE FCTLRE 
Th1s paper attempts to outl ine some of the meredte:-~:s 

to prepare a successful rectpe for a log sal"aie opera-
liOn . • 

The expenence gamed 10 South Austral ia has created 
a pool of expertise 1n log salvage plannmg and log 
storage . The use of log storage factliues even m the 
event of a small salvage operauon opens opuons to m
dustry not previously available. 

In South Australia lo2 availabilitv has been reduced 
by the fires . However the impact of thiS loss Will be 
S120lficanclv lessened bv the abilitv to withdra" h12h 
quality saw.logs from storage areas over the next four io 
five years. This provides ume for action to enable the 
forest and the foresters to recover from the disaster that 
befell them. 

The salvage operations in South Australia ha"e cram
med three years harvesting of sawlogs into six months . 
lt can be described as a desperate throw of the dice -
history will record the extent to which the gamble pa1d 
off. 

Manus.cnpl rec-nwoed lor DUbha11on !l 1 J.& 
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OPERATION WOOD SALVAGE 1 

I
f exrenmenLJitmls Jr~ SUl Ct'SSill l 
~·evcrhaeuser p!Jns to sal\ age do<.e 
10 3'">0.c~:(l cubiC metres of ""ooJ from 

northern Saskatchewan's fue damaged 
foresL~ by ne>.1 summer 

Jack Spencer, Saskat che~>. an 
Tunberlands' Forest Managemenl LKence 
.~greement (FMU.) operauons co-ordtrutor 
says tlus is the fi!SI tune \'t'eyerhaeuser has 
l!led to recover pulpwood and sa~>. logs 
from areas burned by forest fues 

Foresters haven't tried to salvage the 
tunber 10 the past because of the nsk of 

,nnLJmJnJ!:n~ ruiJ' 9.il h chJ:reJ \\ ,_J 
Jnd hark 

B:..~t ti pulp pr-..JucrJ frnm itrt' kdlt'J 
wl.)()d get5 a clean hil l elf hea l! h I.H~r tht< 
fall. Spencer sav~ hanes110g contracwrs 
wtll move mto four dtfferem areas ~>. ·here 

the Ntpekame~>. . HulLer . Late and Cowan 
Fues burned UHS summer 

"\That got people tlunkmg about 11 

(salvagmg wood 1 ~>.as iUS! the unmenstf"\ 
of the fires tlu.s vear The tmpad of other 
flies tn the past I 'i 10 20 years had been 
smaller by compan.son. • says Spencer 

In June. forest flies v.ere sull burnmg 
when Timberlands and pulp null 
employees met IC• dtscuss the posstbtliry 
of us10g ftre -ktl led wood 10 the pulp
makmg process 

Soon after . foresters set up rwo 
hanesung tna !..s fm hardwood (aspenl trees 
10 detemune n •t or1h ho~>. much ""ork 
must be done :o deliver sah·aged 
pulpwood 10 me null hut also ""het he: the 
end procl uc1 "' Li ! meet accept.able 
~t.andards 

In the fust. a han·estmg crev. from 
Ten) Thorns Enterpnses logged and 
deltvered loads of wood wtth blackened 
char sll.ll on the trees bark 

In the second tnal, a crew from Btg 
River's Max ~~tl..son Truckmg Semce lld 

'bucked· ur ,·ut nil Jl l •:-J(t'S ul char 1'<.'1 

haulmg tht logs to the null s wood Jrc.t 
IY>th contractors aiSJJ sal\ aged am 

o;ofrv, ood t srruce or pme) saw log tree·' 
hut the logs had 10 be completely char·lrl 
before they were hauled 10 the Btg RI• er 
sawmtll Sofrwor.x:i ~>.tth more eX1en5t\ r 
damage was sold pm·atelv to an01her 
sawmtll operator 

Combmed. L~e r....c- tnals product>d 
about 16.cr.N cubK metres of aspen 
pulpwood and over 'i .C-:,· cubt( metre, 
of sofrv.·ood logs 

Salvaging \\ood Trid.-y 
Forest ftres are tnn,-. - the\ can bur 

eve!)1hmg m one are-a but lea\e anothe r 
Spa! untouched !US! 3 few feet awa\ 

Spencer says ftres al<.O ha\ e a d.J:erer 
tmpad on hardwood and sofrv. c-od trc:e 

Ftres bum honer and are more 
damagmg m st.and.s of spruce or plf.t' 

because of the trees' h1ghly flar.un.ab e 
needles In aspen st.ands. flies tend to tra ·. 
along the ground. bummg the trees root~ 

but leavmg the acrualtrees nnuall·, 
untouched 

Bryan Thorns, bush foreman for Tern 
Thorns Emerpri.c;es" crew, says some of 
the challenges of salvagmg burned wood 
weren't entliely new to them 

..A. The Btg If Pnnce Aibert ·s pulp mt/1 r.s testmg the use of_{trr?-damaged tr.Jt 

cbarjrpe hardwood to produce pulp tbt.S fall ~i 11 nwel.S the rr::il s quality star.tUi•d! 
u ·t'}'f'rhaeu.ser u.1 /! gc- ahead and sah•age rbo:.LSands c_rtrl.'t"'.! a.:;rr:aged b) i.as: 
summer s _fr res 
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List ·,ear t~e Pru1ce lJ :::-cn o~J 
contncttng companv har.eS!ed DUm l 

poplar and ptne uees from the federa l 
govemmem s atr weapons range near 
\ieadow Lake for Sor5ask Forest 
ProductS !ne 

E.arlv L'lts summer 11-.oms ere';\ oi 
12 men h.m ested trees ktlled bv the 
Stpek.lmew Ftre on the \t'apa\\ e\o..J Road 
He s.ays many of the a..spcn ue--...s had 
blJckened bark only three or four feet up 
thetr trunks. ~orkers s.alvaged !hose uees 
but tud to be careful not to mclude trees 

dut tud suffered any damage to wood 
fibre. 

'herybody wa..s keyed up to watch 
for any problems.· s.ays Thorns 

Har;esting softwood s.aw logs was 
tnckler because at fiiSt glance, some of the 

1 trees looked acceptable but were scorched 
j on the other stde Dunng ramy mghts, 11 

became even more dtffirult to dl.SCem 
9.'hether trees were burned or only wet 
from the rlUl. 

Thorns says the softwood volume 9.'J..S 
less because workers were bemg extra 
ouuous to cut off any charred wood 
However, he th.tnks hardwood volumes 
were dose to normal. 

Chips Await Final Test 
After the fJie-killed logs were hauled to 

the aull's wood area in July, the wood was 

l chipped into two different piles and kepc 

1 
separate from the rest of the rrull's wood 
chip supply. 

Ken Land.ry, assisWU process manager 
o{ wood handling at the pulp mill, says the 
chips have ID •age" for about six weeks 
before being fed into the mill's digester in 
Oclober. A batch o{ pulp will be produced 
from bOOl o{ the trial's wood volumes. 

Landry says the amount o{ char found 
among the delivered logs was !lliruJnal and 

l there has been no sign of char in the wood 
chips. Overai.J, Wdry says even 9.ith the 
extra measures t2.ken to segregate the logs 
and chips, the work was worth it if the 
experiment is a success. 

"From every cubic metre we salvage, 
we're ~ining in two ways We're not 
harvesting additional green trees and we're 

1 recovering wood that would jUS{ end up 
rotting,· says Landry. 

J 

If the pulp null okays the use of 
fJie-k.illed wood, Spencer says lurvesung 

..:ontrlctors ~~otll need 10 s.alvage the limber 
as fast as posstbie before 11 begtns to 
detenorlte 

-Its S!tll a quesuon mark .Jn ho\\ 
long the wood's quality wtll meet our 
speclficHtons for pulpwood and s.a.., 
logs: he s.ays. a 

..&. Over 40 of T1mberlands ' regular and summer student staff pitched in to figbt forest 
fires 1n May and June KrueUrcg (I to r): jody LeBianc, Ron Cbenard, D1gger Pond, 
Darrenjohnson . Mrke Guitard, jackjackson, M1Chelle Mcl.augblln, Kmten SeTVIce, 
Deb Desros•e~;, ]ens A ndmon, Ralph Court Starultffg first row (1 to r ): Cliff jessup. 
Brad Mllchell. Bnan Martin, £d Kn·enke, Kurt Cbesley, Brlan Cbnstensen , jrm 
Bradf~eld, Mark 0/dfield, Elder Bergen, Spencer McDougald, Gerald Sayese, jam le 

Coulter, Don Pawson. Standt11g uco11d row (1 tor): Scoll Boone, Cbns Poilschuk. 
Don M~ebalcbuk, George Kupcbyk, Greg Cumuki, 811/ Patey-Taylor, jack Spencer, 
Larry Chrobot. A/an Dunn, Me/ Cadram, Bob Sutton . Mt.sstrrg: Cbns Tatarlrov. 
Paul Le Blanc Rob Ne1/, MJSbel Daley, Dave StepniSky, AI jurgens, D.ane Roddy 
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Weyerbaeuser Canada's 
Saskatchewan FMLA 
Fire-Harvest History 

Forest Fires h 

Trees Harvested l 
Nearly 300,000 hectares of forest In 
Weyerbaeuser's FMLA arta was burned 
In 1995, almost 50 limes tbe stze oftbe 
company's annual harvest (6,000 ba). 
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Burned forest converted 
into prime bleached pulp, 
sack kraft and lumber 

by MELVIN PITZE, JOHN GORMAN and MARVIN McKAY 

S IMPSOS TIMBE.R CO (Sa,.slcatchewan) 
ltd operates a studmill ill Hudson 
Bay, Saskatchewan. Tbe mill pro

duces 95 million board feet or lumber 
annuallv. 

Undir the tenns of a Forest Manage
ment license Agreement.. Simpson Tun
bet- is also responsible for logging peeler 
bolts for the Saskatchewan Forest Prod
ucu Plant located at Hudson Bav. The 
combined annual consumption of the two 
mills is approximately 540.000 cubic 
meters (224.000 cords) of stud and peeler 
logs. 

Manitoba Forestry Resources (Man
for) operates a single line pulp and paper 
mill at The Pas. Marutoba with an annual 
production of 120.000 tonnes of 
unbleached kraft grocery and multiwaU 
bag paper and 10.000 tonnes of 
unbleached pulp. The pulp mill ba.s four 
batch digesters. rwo pressure knouers. 
and four countercurrent drum washers. 
The screening arrangement is ~·o Inger
soll IUnd c:entrisoners foUov.·cd bv Cow
an secondary and tertiary screens. The 
digester furnish includes both internally 
gener:ued {wood-room and sa"'-mill), and 
purchased sawmill chips. 

The Prince Albert Pulp Company's mill 
at Prince Albert. Saskatchewan produces 
850 adttd of prime bl=ched krait soft
wood pulp. The bean of the mill is iu two 
vessel Karnyr continuous digester fol
lowed by a parallel system of brownstoclc 
washers - diffusion and vacuum drum. 
Alter a six stage bleaching sequence 
(D-CEHDED) the stoclc is cleaned with 
cyclone cleaners. The digester furnish is 
jaclc pine. black spruce. and white spruce. 
Seventy percent of the chips are produced 
by the whole log cluppers in the mill's 

Melvin Pllze. Prin~ AlbeM P\.llp 
Co: John Gorman. Slmpson Tim
ber Co; and Marvin Mc:Kay, Man
lto~ Forestry Reaources. 

woodroom: the remamder are purchased 
from sawmills. 

Woody fire 
On May 18. 1980 (the chy Mt. St 

Helens blew its top) lightning started a 
fue which ultimatelY burned 190,000 
hectares (470.000 ac:i-es) of timberland 
within the Porcupine Forest of Saskatcbe
'll.'&n and Manitoba. 

Fues never occur at a good time. but for 
Simpson Timber. the timing or the 
Woody fire could not have been worse. 
Lumber mark:eu were poor ill 1980 and 
prices were projected to remain low ill 
1981. 

Tbere!ore. the company could not rely 
on the lumber prices to offset the higher 
than normal cost of processing logs 
salvaged from the bum. Nor could the 
company afford to operate ill the bum 

~ \ 

Fig. 1 Remnants of tn. Woooy nre . 
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unless it wa.s able to s.eU the estimated 
SO.OOO odt of chips that would be 
produced from processing that burned 
wood. Thus, from the outs.eL Simpsoo 
Tunber was committed to produce salea· 
ble chips. 

Log salvage at Woody Lake, 
Saskatchewan 

Because or the importan.ce or commcs· 
cial timber, plans for salvage began wb.ilc 
the forest wa.s still smouldering. :u1d 
immediately after the fue was dedarcd 
out, salvage operations began ill Sa.skat· 
chewan. From July or 1980 throup 
Much of 1981, 36 independent loggin! 
contractors harvested approJU.mately 
480,000 cubic metres (200,000 cords) d 
white spruce. black spruce.. and jad:pi.DC 
timber from the devastated area.. 

Sill~ some a.rca.s were lightly burned 
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Flg. 2 Morbaf'1( debaf'1(er. 

and others more severely, logging con
tractors were asked to 50n trees into the 
following three categories: 
l. Green - only green logs. 
2. Root Bum - trees with only the lower 
ponioa affected by the fiJ'e. generally only 
scorched on the outside. 
3. Char - all or nearly all of the stem 
burned. Includes severely burned trees 
with the bark sloughing off. 

la addition to sorting trees as to the 
degree of bum. logging contractors also 
soned peeler logs for direct delivery to the 
plywood plant (Saskatchewui Forest 
Products, Hudson Bay. Sask). 

The yard scalers at Simpsou Timber 
made the fmal detenninatioa as to 
whether a load would be inventoried in a 
~ root bum. or eharted deck. Loads 
with a higher percentage (&cnenlly more 
than 20$) ol sc:orcbcd or charred &op 
were inventoried in the charred piles. 
Loads with a lower perc:eatage ol burued 
logs were inventoried in the root bumed 
piles. 

Of the total wood salvaged from the 
fire. approximately SS$ was classified as 
charred wood and 45$ as root bW"'l. Very 
little green wood was harvested from 
withi.a the bum. 

Char removal with Morbark 
debari<er 

ln hue June of \980, the sawmill began 
a number of test runs to assess the 
potential Cor producing low-char chips 
from wood salvaged from the bum. These 
tests revealed that bark was lbe single 
greatest source of char material Thus. to 
reduce contamination. special emphasis 
was placed on the quality or debarking. 

Recognizing that all burned logs c:ould 
not be property debarked >Aith regw:u 
debarkers. Simpson Timber purch:ased 

and installed a Morbarlc debarker adja
cent to the log soner to upgrade charred 
logs. The debarlcer effectively handled 
logs between 20 and 50 cm in diameter. 
Behind the debarker were three bins; a 
centre bin Cor logs that the operator was 
not able to upgrade and two side bins for 
accumulating logs that were sufficiently 
debarked so they ca.n be processed in the 
mill 

Low-char chips from charred 
logs ~ · 

Badly charred logs were addressed to 
an overllow bin on the studmill's log 
soner system. Pettiboae carrylifts 
removed these charred logs from the bin 
and placed them Cor upgrading on the 
inleed deck or the Morbark debarlcer. 
Upgraded logs were p\accd on the inlecd 
deck ol the sorter system and d.ircc:ted 
into the studmill (Fig. 3.). OwTed logs 
that could GOt be suitably upgraded (e.r. 
logs with eu:essively burned catlaccs) 
were taken from lbe outleed bins of the 
Morbarlc and discarded into a reject pile. 
lt was estimated that sli&htly over one 
percent of the logs sent to lbe mill whlle . 
processing burned wood was either too 
small. too rough. or too severely chatTed 
and had to be written ocr as reject wood 
from the bW"'l. 

Production of muiUwall grades 
of sack kraft at The Pas 

Technical personnel from Manfor ·or 
The Pas. Manitoba collected chip samples 
from separate runs of cha.rred and root 
burned wood Cor laboratory testing. 
Based on the promising results of these 
fint leSt runs. M:anfor purchased enoug.h 
chips from root bum and ch.arred wood in 
August oC \980 to blend with their ov.'Tl 
c:hips Cor oper:Hion:al testing. These full 
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,;:harr.:d lo~ :bps ... lt :J . r. t e~a,h <e~. e : 
Jted !feen dups . · 

Although the qua ut: of these dups "'&5 

s.tusfactory. :here v. :u some concern .... , 1n 
the tug.h oven dnes that had reached ~6~ 
At that level. interceUular water u 
removed and ctup re'>l>·etlln2 ts dlffiC\llt 
There ~o~.·as a nouc~ble red~cuon tn the 
packing density 10 the d1gester and 1 

corresponding lo11•er blov. tonnage. hov. . 
ever. the cool.:in2 condiuons remun~ 
unchanged a.nd the resultant pulp llld 
paper quality v.·as good. 

Sausfied tha.tthe pulp rrull could utiliu 
the chips from the burned v•ood for the 
producuon of unbleached pulp L'ld 

paper. Manfor agreed to purchase th~ 
chips from Simpson Tunbcr. To control 
the amount of char m:ateriU, Manfoc 
established a quality st~oda.rd of JO pieces 
of char per 1500 gram chip sample. All the 
chips from the burned ~~.·ood were used on 
an "u-rcceived" basis 11.ith a minima.! 
amount oC management at the chip pile. 
Quality of premium grades of paper wa.s 
m:Untained througllout the entire period 
or burned 9."ood usage. There was no 
apparent decrease in tensile or t~ in 
either the 80 g or 100 g mulliv.·all gr.1des. 
However. although col as imporUDt a.s 
strength characteristics. there did appe~ 
to be more dirt specs in the paper. 

Simpsoa Tunber began processing 
burned wood on a full time basis in 
January, 1981. For approximately five 
months. the srudmill ran principally oc 
wood from the charred decks and pr~ 
duced about 22.000 odt of chips. Manfoc 
purclu.sed approximately 19,000 odt ol 
the chips produced during that period. 

Char-free chips from root 
burned logs 

Alter p~g all the charred wood. 
Simpson Tunber SUCC'C:SSfully refmed at~ 
operational system roe producing chat· 
free chips from root burned logs. This •-as 
accompumed by running a mix of SOS 
logs from lbe root bum pile (c:ootainin& 
less than 20$ scorched logs) with SOS 
&reen ,...ood. By running the 50150 ~ 
the number o( burned stems t.raveUin& 
over the soner svstem had been reduced 
from 80 or 90$. when the charred lop 
were processed to about S to 15$ ,..ith the 
mix. The reduction or pieces was impor· 
tant because of the number or pieces that 
are handled daily. The hig.h speed elec· 
tronic sorting system sorts an average of 
28,000 Jogs per day. Since the sono:r 
system ba.s two parallel line$, root burn 
wood bad been placed only on one lino: in 
order to give the soner operator the bot 
opponunity to see and reject burned logs 
to the overflow bin. All the logs t:~L:o:n 
from the overflow bin 11.ere pl~ced on the 
in(eed deck o( the Morbark for upg~J· 
in g. 

Recogniz.ing that the sorter <.>peratl.lr 
would not be :1ble to sec or d1vert all th<: 
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Flg. l. SctMm•tlc - Slmpaon Timber Co NwmiiL 

bumed logs to the overflow bin while 
processing the root bum/green mix an 
eltra person (log chaser) was added on 
e:1ch 5hi!L The extra log chaser's function 
was to watch for burned logs on the rwo 
lines that run from the soner to the 
dc:barker. On the small log line, the chaser 
spray painted the ends or the burned logs 
so that the vertical soner could spot ·and 
direct the logs onto the Morbarlc debark· 
er. On the large log line. the: chaser used 
an overhead grapple hoist to remove the 
bumed logs from the: mill. 

Summary of control procedures 
for carbon free chips 

A number of control procedures had 
been developed to remove burned logs 
from the mix of root bum and green 
logs. 
1. The soner operator (Fig.. 3, No. 1) or 
lo& chaser (Fig.. 3 .. No. 2) direct all burned 
logs they observe: to the overflow bin. 
2. If a burned log got by the soner, the 
extra log chaser (Fig.. 3, No. 3) and 
Vertical soner (Fig.. 3, No. 4) operators 
11fould remove the log from the mill 
3. For burned logs that reach the debark· 
en. the opera ton (F"l&- 3, No. S) re-ran the 
log.s through the dcbarker until all carboa 
,..as removed. The log was dumped on the 
s.awmilJ floor il the carbon could not be 
removed. 
4. Al a last point of control. the chip 
l~der (Fig. 3, No. 6) would hold a 
shtpmcnt and notify the sawmill immedi· 
ately if any carbon material was 
detected. 

Prime bleached kratt pulp made 
at Prince Albert 

Carbon p:micles are not only inen to 
the chemicals used m the k.r&ft process but 
are also or the s:une density as the cook.ed 
stock. Consequently, Qrbon parucles are 
n<X destroyed chemic:l.lly in the process. 
nor are they removed by convention:1l 
cleaners . As a resuh. :my c:1rbon p:~rucles 

in the system would cod up in the fJ..Dished 
pulp thereby lo~:ering the grade. 

Prior to the aa:eptance or any chips 
from the bum. personnel from the Prince 
Alben Pulp Company \isited the studmill 
to scrutinize their operation. Satisfied 
that the chips produced were free of 
carbon particles. in May of 1981 the pulp 
mill purchased 700 odt of these chips for a 
full scale: operational tri:ll. These chips 
were blended as normal with 70~ of the 
pulp mill's woodroom chips during the 
trial. A careful examination of the result
ant machine pulp had shown no evidence 
or carbon particles. Routinely, pulp is 
graded for dirt every 20 minutes. Sheets of 
pulp arc placed ontq a ~t box, weued, 
and the din speclc.s are siz.ed and counted. 
Some are removed and sent to the 
laboratory for identification. 

Encouraged by the resulu ol the trial. 
the Prince Albert Pulp Company agreed 
to purchase chips from root burned logs 
from Simpson TLmber with the under· 
standing that they would be continuously 
.. oa trial" and monitored closely by the 
pulp mill. Ally indicatioo ol a carbon 
problem with the chips could result in an 
immediate ces.satioo or their use. 

To date there have been three separate 
minor incidents when a single din specie 
on a sheet of finished pulp was identified 
to be carbon. There was no evidence that 
it came with the chips produced by the 
Simpson Tl.l1lber Company. The char· 
removal techniques employed were very 
sua:essful. Some or the carbon-free chips 
that produced prime bleached pulp were 
made from badly scorched logs at the 
expense or eXCCSSIVe fibre losses through 
the Morbart debarker. Even with burned 
chips being used, the pulp mill produced 
record levels of very clean. prime 
bleached pulp . loveotones of root burned 
logs were proJected to last unulthe spnng 
of 1982. By then . :1n esum:1ted 26,500 odt 
of chips from the: root bumed logs wtll 
h:~ve bc:c:n blended v.1th green ctups :1nd 
purch~ by Pnnce Albcn Pulp. 
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TABLE I. Summation of estimated 
production statistics from the Woody 
bum. 

Logs ulvagecl Ccublc metres) .. 480.000 
Log usage (cub•c metres) 

For lumber .... . •........ . 350.000 
For plywood ... . •......... 125.000 
ReJected • • . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 5,000 

Lumber production (MBF)• . . . . 78,300 
Plywood production (cubic metres) 

49.500 
Chip production (odt) 

From charred logs . . . . . . . . . 23,500 
From root burned logs . . . . . . 26.500 

"MBF - MIWon board IHt 

Lumber recovery and quality at 
Hudson Bay 

Due to numerous musk.egs :10d swamps 
that typify the Hudson Bay region. the 
studmill was not able to accumulate a 
sufficient inventory of burned I~ to 
process OD a fuU time basis until the 
muslcep were frozen and winter log 
deliveries were weU underway. 

Since the fire began in May of 1980. 
checking was alre:1dy ad\·anced in most o( 

tile c:b.arred logs when processing ~an in 
January of 1981. Fortunately. by sorting 
logs and processing the most severely 
burned fU"St, the studmill was able to 
mi.nimiz.e the loss in solid wood recovel')· 
and lumber grade. Accurate comparisons 
are not :1vailable but it was esti.m:lted that 
surface lumber recovery fell by up to 10% 
when processing charred wood and 5$ 
when processing root bum logs. · 

Lumber grade decreased by about ooe 
percent for both the clwred and root 
burned logs. Surface and end checking oa 
the charred logs caused most of the 
estimated one percent drop in lumber 
grade. Over-drying lumber also ac
counted for some of the downfall in grade. 
Worm holes in the root burned logs, 
caused by the white-spotted sawyer beetle 
larvae (M Moclaamw Sp). only became 
prevalent a yur alter the fJ.re. Even then. 
lumber with numerous wonn boles "A'lS 

generally down graded because of the 
problem of customer aa:eptance, not 
because the lumbc:r was orr grade. 

Summary 
Due to the positive attitude. determina

tion. and close co-operation of wood
lands. logging. and manufacturing per
sonnel Siropson Timber had been able to 
salvage almost 482.000 cubtc metres 
(200.000 cords) or stud and peeler logs 
from the Woodv bum. 

Salvaging th'e bum was expensive 
because of the increased log,g.tng costs. the 
purchase of the Morbar~ debarker. the 
add itional sawmill personnel required 
and the los.s of revenue due to the re:JCCl 
wood th:11 was wriuen off. Ho"'·ever. the 
willingness of both Manior :1nd the Pnncc 
Albc:rt Pulp Comp:~ny to use the ch1ps 
from the: burn en:1bled Stmpson Timber 
to offset the htgh cost or the ~lv:lgc 
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L.:-2.5 s.1ha2.ed from the bum .... 111 
:ont;bute to -the manu(actunng of an 
esumated 240.000 adt of prune bleached 
pulp. 100.000 t of prerruum muluv.aU 
i!Ildes of s.1ck k..raft. 49 500 cub1c metres 
~(plywood. and 78.300 rrulhon board feet 
of lumber by March of 1982. 

To date. the salvage has lfllllated the 
st!.,1culture of appro:umately 6.000 hec
tares (14 .000 acres) of devastated forest 
area in Saskatchewan. Along V.lth scari!
Icauon. Simpson Timber has planted over 
1.8 rrullion seedlings m the area.. Both the 
pro~ince of Sasutchewan and Simpson 
Timber plan on conunu10g reforestation 
by planung an adcliuonal 12 million 
seedlings in the area to ensure the 
perpetual harvest of our natural 
resources. 

After successfully using cb..ips from 
burned logs as supplied by Simpson 
Tunber to manuf3cture quality paper. 
Man! or has begun to use burned log chips 
from file killed areas in Manitoba.. 
Throughout the past year, 16.51 oC its 
1a•ood usage originated in fU'e killed 
forests. 

Wood fibre i.5 a renewable resource. but 
with the increase in the number of files, 
and the increasing demand for, and 
b..igher costs of paper products, more 
efficient use of the forests .is becoming a 
necessity. The salvage was a success in 
Saskatchewan but a similar feat may not 
be as feasible in other areas. Every 

90 Brunswick Blvd. 

circumstance snould ~e JUOg-:d on 1ts o.,., n 
ments. 
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Resume: 0u a r~ quatre c:cuts 
quatre-vin&t aWle ~trcs cubes CD biDots 
dans le !C'U Woody CD 1980 CD Sas.katcbe
wan, Ou a reus.si a~ UDe !abriatioa et des 
coatr6lc:s de qu.alit~ ri&oumu; l me:Der l 
biea la tral:l.slormation du boU b~ CD 

sciqc:s de qu.ali!C et ea copealllt pour de la 
plte krait blanchie de ri:siDcux de baute 
quali!C et du papic:r fort pour uc:s l parois 

-~~-tip~~~~------···-·-. . . 
This paper- WSS-.s& (AUC'D( 191ll - W.S.L No. 
2US (C·ll(C·ll OOC 161.0 (711.4) -.-as pi'CSC'DICd 
a1 ljlc 63rd Amlual MeniAl ol !be W oodl&Dcis 
Sccotioa. CPPA. bdd iA Mocua!. MM'Cilll-24, I m: 
aDd also a1 !be "Lb Amlual Mcc11n1 ol lhc T ccbAic:&l 
Sectioa. CPP A. bcld iA Moa ua1. 1 aauary 16-29. 
t91l. . 
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e Encloud control gears: hand wheel lock: gep lndicetot. 
• Spece with motor 9' x 2' x 2'; flexible coupling & 

guard. 
• Delivery new units from stock. Precision built. 

H.J.G. Me LEAN L TO. 
P.O. Box 202, 
Brantford, Ont. 
NlT 5MB 
IS 191 753-4221 
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THE EFFECT OF CHECK DAMAGE ON 

LUMBER RECOVERED FROM FIRE-KILLED TREES 

by 

T. Szabo and J.B. Kasper1 

ABSTRACT 

Drying checks in fire-killed white spruce and lodgepole pine, 

evaluated a year and a half after a fire, accounted for a value loss of 

$11.32 per Mfbm for spruce and $1.32 per Mfbm for pine dimensinn lumber. 

1 Research Officers, Forest Products Laboratory, Ottawa and Vancouver, 
respectively. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Sawmill operators in Alberta are frequently confronted with 

the problem of salvaging large quantities of fire-killed white spruce 

[Picea gLauca(Moench) Voss] and/or lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta Dougl.) 

trees. If the trees are accessible and the burned area is not too large, 

the salvage operation can be completed promptly with little or no wood 

deterioration loss. However, during an extremely severe fire season, 

some fires may reach enormous size. Under these conditions, salvage must 

be extended over more than one operating season. 

In 1968, during the last two weeks of May, mo~e than a million 

acres of forest land were burned in Alberta (1). The Slave Lake fire 

(Pig. 1), one of the largest at 350,000 acres, confronted quota holders 

with many problems of salvage, including the progressive deterioration 

of fire-killed trees. 

A cooperative study of Alberta Forest Service, Alberta Forest 

Products Association and Canadian Forestry Service was organized to 

investigate the extent of deterioration. The objectives of this atudy 

were to assess: 

(1) The deterioration of standing trees a year and a half after the 

fire; 

(2) The effect of deterioration on the market value of manufactured 

lumber. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The study area was selected in the Slave Lake burn, along the 

18th baseline approximately 25 miles south of the Slave Lake townsite 

(Fig. 1). Two pure stands, one of white spruce of average height 94 feet 

and one of lodgepole pine averaging 69 feet in heigh~were selected for 

study. 
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These stands were classified as having received a moderately severe 

burn - i.e., bark charred throughout the full length of a bole and 

smaller twigs only partially consumed, with the outer bark not deeply 

burned- using Skolko's Fire-Killed Timber Classification (2). 

The sample selected consisted of 67 white spruce trees 

averaging 15.5 in. d.b.h. and 42 lodgepole pine trees averaging 11.0 in. 

d.b.h. (Table 1). 

The trees were selected to represent a range of bark damage 

to assess the value of this feature as an indicator of degrade. Visual 

estimates of bark retention were made for standing trees and logs. The 

extent of defects- i.e., stain, decay, borer holes, checks and rot

were measured and the appropriate scaling deductions made. 

Spiral grain was assessed by estimating the angle of deviation 

from the vertical axis of a tree. The sample trees were bucked into 

16 ft. log lengths (85%) or shorter log lengths (15%) according to 

individual tree characteristics to insure maximum utilization of each 

tree. 

Logs were scaled for both gross and net fbm and cubic-foot 

volumes, using the International 5/16" log rule and the Alberta cubic-

foot log rule, respectively. Deductions were classified according to 

cause. 

The logs were processed into dimension lumber and boards at 

a portable sawmill with a circular headrig which had a capacity of 

25 Mfbm per shift. The lumber products were followed through the mill 

and identified by log and tree origin using a number code. 

The green lumber was transported to Edmonton where it was 

air dried. At the end of May, 1970, the air-dried lumber was planed. 
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Each piece of lumber was double graded- i.e., (1) as it actually was 

and ( 2) as it would have been had checking, stain and worm holes not 

been present. Grading vas done by an Alberta Forest Products Association 

grader according to the normal grade specifications. The data collected 

were compiled and analyzed separately by species to assess the effects of 

degrade on quality and lumber recovery for each species. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The nature of the fire and field observations of fire-killed 

stands indicated that checking would be a serious cause of degrade in 

this study. Therefore, evaluation of data vas concerned principally with 

checking effects since the occurrence of stain, sapwood decay and insect 

damage was minor. 

Scaled volume and lumber recovery data are given in Table 1 by 

tree d.b.h. and in Table 2 by log position. The large difference between 

gross and net scale (Table 2) is analyzed in Table 3, which indicates 

that checking in spruce was responsible for 90.8% of the cubic volume 

deduction; while in pine it was responsible for 60.3% of deductions. The 

scaling results show that of the two types of checking found, spiral check 

caused more damage ~han straight check in both species. The number of 

checks usually ranged from three to five for spruce and one to three for 

pine (Fig. 2). The maximum depth of checks in spruce was twice that of 

pine. The maximum check depth occurred in the upper portion of the first 

log and/or in the lower portion of the second log of both species. 

The heavy check damage in spruce was associated with bark 

retention after felling of only 48%, whereas felled pine had a bark retention 

of 73%. 
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The difficulty of scaling these defective logs is apparent 

when the net scale is compared to actual lumber recovery (Table 2). 

Ho~ver, the distribution of lumber grades in Table 4 indicates that, 

of the lumber recovered, there was a high percentage of Standard and 

lower grades (spruce 84%, pine 72%). This required marketing of the 

material as Utility and better. In this report the value of the 

dimension lumber was established by assigning a value to each grade and 

width based on the f.o.b. mill prices quoted in Madison's Canadian 

Lumber Reporter for May 29, 1970. 

The width distribution for the dimension lumber was: 

white spruce 

lodgepole pine 

2 x 4 inches 

27.2% 

41.0% 

2 x 6 inches 

33.3% 

33.3% 

2 x 8 inches 

39.5% 

25.7% 

Analysis indicated that check in lumber was the limiting 

factor in grading for 60% of the spruce and 13.3% of the pine. Stain 

and insects, which can often cause heavy damage in fire-killed timber, 

were only minor contributors (apruce 1.9% and pine 0.4%) in determining 

grade. Butt rot was the major factor -in determining pine lumber grades, 

but as this was present before the fire it was not considered further. 

In order to assess the effect of checking on dimension lumber 

quality, the value lost because of grade drop was calculated for all 

dimension lumber which had check (Table 5). The value loss was $11.32 

per Mfbm for spruce and $1.32 per Mfbm for pine. 

Because the sample was taken on the basis of whole trees, 47% 

of the spruce logs produced were cull. These cull logs occurred most 

frequently at the first and second log positions (73.5%). Even if these 

logs had been left in the woods, the value loss based on the non-cull 

logs would have been $4.69 per Kfbm. 
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There were no statistically significant relationships between 

the value of lumber recovered per cubic foot of log volume and character

istics of logs or trees, such as top diameter, bark coverage and check 

depth. Therefqre, on the basis of the trees sampled, it is not possible 

to predict the expected loss for individual logs or trees. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. Checking in trees caused by drying after the fire was responsible 

for a value loss of $11.32 per Mfbm for spruce and $1.32 per Mfbm for pine. 

2. Maximum check depth occurred in the top portion of the first log 

and/or the bottom portion of the second log. 

3. Total check depth increased with top diameter, but was reduced with 

increasing percentage of bark retention on logs. 

4. Spiral checks were more frequent and caused more damage than 

straight checks. 

5. Lodgepole pine was more resistant to bark loss than white sprue~ 

6. Application of these results to future fire-killed timber must be 

done with caution, even if the burn type is the same, because the effect 

of season of fire, weather, insects, sap stain and rot could alter the 

value lost. 
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D. B. H. 
class (in.) 

8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 

c:: c::l 

No. of 
trees 
sampled 

3 
2 
4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
3 
1 
1 
3 

CJ c:: 

TABLE 1. DESCRIPTION OF SAMPLE TREES 
BY 1-INCH D.B.H. CLASSES 

No. 
of 
logs 

6 
3 

10 
12 
15 
13 
20 
17 
17 
17 
20 
20 
19 
12 
4 
4 

10 

WHITE SPRUCE 

Average gross 
tree volume 

(fbm) 

32.7 
41.0 
71.5 

107.5 
111.4 
154.6 
186.2 
230.4 
245.0 
282.2 
390.4 
386.6 
452.6 
540.7 
524.0 
592.0 
545.7 

Average gross 
tree volume 

(cu. ft.) 

6.5 
7.4 

13.0 
19.0 
20.8 
25.0 
31.5 
38.1 
40.0 
46.7 
62.3 
62.4 
71.7 
83.7 
83.4 
90.3 
81.2 

Average lumber 
recovered per tree 

(fbm) 

34.7 
31.4 
68.9 

117.5 
115.7 
126.8 
194.6 
226.8 
221.9 
256.5 
366.4 
371.6 
426.8 
575.3 
548.4 
615.3 
508.3 

c::J c:::J c:::J CJ c:J c:::l t:::::l c:=J r--i 

Lumber 
recovery 

factor* 

5.3 
4.2 
5.3 
6.2 
5.6 
5.1 
6.2 
6.0 
5.5 
5.5 
5.9 
6.0 
6.0 
6.9 
6.6 
6.8 
6.3 

,..._ 

CO 

,............., 
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D.B.H. 
class (in.) 

8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

No. of 
trees 
sampled 

6 
5 
1 
6 
6 
6 
3 
3 

TABLE 1. DESCRIPTION OF SAMPLE TREES 
BY 1-INCH D.B.H. CLASSES -- CONT'D. 

No. 
of 
logs 

11 
10 
21 
18 
16 
18 
6 

14 

LODGEPOLE PINE 

Average gross 
tree volume 

(fbm) 

37 .o 
49.0 
73.1 

100.7 
109.8 
123.2 
151.5 
217.7 

Average gross 
tree volume 

(cu. ft.) 

7.0 
9.6 

14.1 
18.5 
19.7 
22.1 
26.1 
36.2 

Average lumber 
recovered per tree 

(fbm) 

31.1 
40.2 
68.7 
90.4 

103.9 
117.7 
135.0 
211.6 

,-- -) 

Lumber 
recovery 
factor* 

4.4 
4.2 
4.9 
4.9 
5.3 
5.3 
5.2 
5.8 

* Lumber recovery factor • The board feet of lumber recovered per cubic foot of gross 
tree volume. 

!....-..! 1---J 

..0 



TABLE 2. SCALED VOL~ffi AND LUMBER RECOVERY BY LOG POSITION 

No. of Ave. log Log volume* Log volume** Lumber Lumbert 
Log logs top diam. (fbm) (cu. ft.) recovered recovery 
Position sampled (in.) Gross Net Gross Net (fbm) factor 

WHITE SPRUCE 

1 67 13.1 8221 1681 1205 252 7481 6.2 
2 66 11.1 5404 1357 890 229 5291 5.9 
3 54 9.2 2964 1135 530 206 3001 5.7 
4 30 7.9 1025 471 222 101 1239 5.6 
5 2 6.5 40 18 10 4 46 4.6 

~ 
0 

I 

Total 219 17654 4662 2857 792 17058 6.0 Ave. 
'"0 
~ 

00 , 
....... LODGEPOLE PINE 00 

l 42 9.2 2223 1366 359 218 2051 5.7 
2 40 7.6 1349 783 249 144 1211 4.9 
3 30 6.2 544 263 132 63 561 4.3 
4 2 6.5 39 8 9 3 35 3.9 

Total 114 4155 2420 749 428 3858 5.2 Ave. 

* Scale based on 5/16-inch International log rule. 
** Based on Alberta cubic-foot log rule. 
t The board feet of lumber recovered per cubic foot of gross log volume. 

r::::J c:: '---- CJ t=j CJ CJ 'CJ Cl c:::l c:::J c::D ~ r-.,_ .--, ....----
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Log 
position 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Average 
Total 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Average 
Total 

TABLE 3. 

- 11 -

SCALING DEDUCTIONS BY LOG POSITIONS, BASED 
ON PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL CUBIC FOOT VOLUME 
DEDUCTION FOR EACH LOG POSITION 

Checking % 
Straight Spiral Rot % Crook % 

WHITE SPRUCE 

34.3 53.2 9.9 2.6 
35.8 55.9 4.1 4.2 
45.0 50.0 5.0 
47.1 52.9 
78.3 21.7 

37.3 53.5 5.9 3.3 

LODGEPOLE PINE 

27.0 27.4 42.7 2.9 
25.0 42.9 24.3 7.8 
27.0 30.1 34.8 8.1 

100.0 

27.7 32.6 34.1 5.6 
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Volume 
deduction 
(cu. ft.) 

953 
661 
324 
121 

6 

2065 

141 
105 

69 
6 

321 
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Top 
diam. 
(in.) 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

No. of 
logs 

8 
16 
24 
21 
16 
29 
14 
27 
11 
21 

4 
14 

2 
7 
3 
2 

Total volume 
(fbm) 
% of volume 

02 

-
-
-

0.9 
-

0.4 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

15.0 
0.1 

TABLE 4. 

1-inch boards 
13 14 

3.8 -
1.5 -
2.3 0.8 
1.5 -
1.0 -
1.6 0.7 
0.6 0.8 
1.0 0.3 
- 0.7 

0.6 0.2 
- 3.3 

0.6 o. 3 
1.1 -
1.0 0.8 
- 0.7 

3.0 -

160.4 86.6 
0.9 0.5 

......__ r-"-1 
~ c:: c:::J c::::l 

DRESSED-DRY LUMBER GRADES RECOVERED 
BY LOG DIAMETER CLASSES 

LUMBER GRADES (%) * 

2-inch dimension 
15 Const. Stand. Util. Econ. 

WHITE SPRUCE 

1.9 13.5 24.1 56.7 -
- 19.2 31.0 39.0 9.3 
- 24.5 23.7 40.7 8.0 

0.5 11.8 34.0 48.8 2.5 
0.4 17.2 48.1 25.8 7.5 
0.8 16.9 36.9 39.4 3.3 
- ll.2 39.5 41.3 2.2 

0.3 20.0 36.0 38.9 3.5 
0.4 1.9 35.9 57.3 3.8 
0.3 7.4 43.3 40.9 6.4 
- 11.2 40.4 45.1 -
- 10.1 40.6 42.6 5.8 
- 10.4 59.3 21.7 6.0 
- 22.1 33.9 38.2 2.9 
- 22.4 24.9 43.2 8.8 
- 15.8 27.3 43.5 10.4 

44.3 2,414.7 6,398.9 7,036.0 817.6 
0.3 14.2 37.5 41.2 4.8 

!C:J ~ CJ "---' ~ c=l ~ c::::: 

Cull 

-
--
-
--

4.4 
-
-

0.9 
-
-

1.5 
1.1 
-
-

84.6** 
0.5 

,---, -

Volume 
fbm 

138.9 
271.6 
647.9 
850.2 
769.9 

1784.3 
948.7 

2369.4 
1132.4 
2464.5 
521.9 

2199.2 
357.2 

1473.7 
689.9 
438.4 

17058.1 
100.0% 

,...--...-, ,............_, 
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TABLE 4. DRESSED-DRY LUMBER GRADES RECOVERED 
BY LOG DIAMETER CLASSE~ -- CONT'D 

LUMBER GRADES (%) * 

1-inch boards 2-inch dimension 
Top 
diam. 
(in.) 

No.of 
logs 

12 #3 #4 -15 Const. ~t~ Utll. Econ. Cull 

LODGEPOLE PINE 

~ 8 - - - - 21.6 14.9 
6 30 - - - - 19.7 29.2 
7 17 - - 1.3 - 11.5 53.5 
8 25 0.6 1.7 0.7 0.5 9.8 42.7 
9 9 - - - - 33.3 35.9 

10 14 - 2.8 3.3 - 31.0 26.7 
11 4 - 2.9 - - 49.1 11.3 
12 5 - - - 1.9 43.9 30.9 
13 2 - - - - 17.5 7.5 

Total volume 
(fbm) 4.7 44.5 36.6 12.0 967.3 1,226.5 
% of volume 0.1 1.2 0.9 0.3 25.1 31.8 

* Based on total lumber recovered for each diameter class. 
** Cull lumber resulted from machining damage. 

41.2 22.3 -
34.3 16.8 -
28.2 5.5 -
31.2 12.8 -
26.7 4.1 -
19.5 16.7 -
22.9 13.8 -
19.5 3.8 -
45.0 30.0 -

1,065.2 500.7 -
27.6 13.0 0.0 

Volume 
fbm 

80.7 
548.6 
362.0 
805.0 
342.0 
816.0 
271.2 
418.6 
213.4 

3857.5 
100.0% 

~ 
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Grade 

Const. 
Stand. 
Util. 
Econ. 

Const. 
Stand. 
Util. 
Econ. 

TABLE 5. 

Potential 
recovery** 

(Mfbm) 

12.4 
2.2 
1.6 
0.1 

1.5 
0.9 
1.0 
0.4 

- 14 -

ASSESSMENT OP LUMBER VALUE LOSS DUE TO 
CHECKING* 

Actual Grade Recovered as % Input 
Const. Stand. Util. Econ. 

19.4 

WHITE SPRUCE 

35.6 
87.6 

41.8 
9.6 

97.7 

Average Value Loss/Mfbm 

LODGEPOLE PINE 

65.2 24.2 10.6 
100.0 

100.0 

Average Value Losa/Mfbm 

3.2 
2.8 
2.3 

100.0 

100.0 

• Based on dressed-dry lutlber grades with and without checking. 
** Based on grade distribution ignoring fire-induced damage. 

Piret 
Loss 
$/Mfbm 

14.56 
3.28 
0.58 

11.32 

3.36 

1.32 

t Price f.o.b. mill based on prices published in Madison's Canadian 
Lumber Reporter, May 29, 1970. 
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Slave Lake 

* Study Location 
~ 
~ Fire Location 

thabaska River 

Scale 
' . 
0 6 miles 

Fig. 1. Location of 1968 Slave Lake fire in central Alberta. 
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Fig. 2. Cross sections of white spruce trees at 18 feet 
above grouna line. 
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Appendix VI 

Simco/Ramic Pulpwood Sorter 

Rob McNicol, A.Sc. T. 
Product Manager 
Oebarkmg and Ch oppong Machmery 

CAE Machinery Ltd. 
3550 Lougheed Hwy. 
Vancouver Bntosh Columboa 
Canada VSM 2A3 

Tel 16041 299-3431 
Fax 16041 299· 1310 
Res 1604 1 826·8565 
Dor ect l604 1 268-1636 

A.J. (AIIan) Chorney 
Product Specoahst 
Debarking and Chipping Machinery 

CAE Machinery Ltd. 
3550 lougheed Hwy. 
Vancouver. Brit1sh Cotumboa 
Canada V5M 2A3 

Tel 160-tl 299·3"31 
Fax 160-tl 299·1310 
Direct 160-tl 268·166-t 
Cel 16041671·1U6 
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S/MCO/RAM/C 
CORPORATION TaA-e contiDI O(\ our pulp chip quaJj(\. 

Introducing the Simco/Ramic Pulp\\OOd 
SOI'ler. \n eye so keen it can gire ~ou an 
entirely ne\\ lerel of product perfection. 

\s logs go through your chipper, the qualit~ 
of the chips produced is determined b~ factors 
be\ond your control. 

Control can now be yours because 
Simco/Ramic. a leading manufacturer of 
electronic optical-sorting machine11 for the 
past decade. has dereloped a re\olutionary 
pulp\\ood sorter for the pulp\\Ood indusll~. 

rhe Simco/Ramic Pulp\\OOd Sorter has 
been skillfully designed to perform efficient!~ 
in the pulp'' ood industry's e~treme em iron
ment. In operation. the continuous tream of 
\\OOd chips. \\ith mers and unders screened 
out. is fed e\ enly to the sorter. The sorter 
uses a Simco/Ramic \1sion system and 
powerful electronics to identify bark. rot and 
trash and trigger the remmal system to shoot 
out the um,·anted material "ith a precise blast 
of air. 

It's so accurate that it can gire ~ou a \\hole 
ne\\ le\el of premium qualit) chips. Chips that 
''ill command higher prices than ~ou\e 
ewerienced before. Chips that you used to 

semi to liner board applications can lw 
upgraded and sold at premium grade prices. 

\nd it has been proren in field te~ts c1t a 
major Oregon \\·hole log chip ~ani. Formam 
months it has dazzled operators "ith its 
reliability and performance and its potential 
to contribute to profits. 

The SRC Pulp\\Ood Sorter can be config
ured as a single unit handling I 0 to 1-t bone 
d11· units per hour. Or as a dual unit at 20 to 
28 bone d11· units per hour. Bark rem mal 
efficiency raries from 70 to 85 percent 
depending on incoming bark content le\t'l ami 
\Oiume. This means that chips coming in \\ith 
a ten percent bark content "illlem e the 
sorter\\ ith onl! a 2.5 percent bark content. 
Or if the chips coming in hme 2.5 percent 
bark content. the sorter can rem me up to 85 
percent leming less than 1/2 percent bark 
content in '' ith the acceptable chips. 

The potential is enormous. For e\ample. 
\\ ilh the SRC Pulp\\OOd Sorter it is possible to 
chip logs \\ithout first debarking them. 

For technical specifications. just turn O\ er 
this Oyer. For a \ideo or more information. 
just call 503-776-9800. 
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'' SRC J n - The Machine VLSion Company 

-- A Special Presentation Jot! ... 



SHAKER 

SRC Pulpwood Sorter 

OPERATOR INTERFACE 

PROCESSING 
ELECTRONICS 

CAMERA 

(Patent Pending) 

CAMERA 
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Figure 1 
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Sunt11tary of Perfonnance: 

"WoodPres. "0 1993, Simco/ Ramic Corp. 

High capacity: 
• Up to 50,000 lbsl hr throughput, wet weight 

• Up to 300 BDU I day producing high quality pulp chips 

SRC is able to achieve these throughputs by using a patented high 
speed produd stabilization system. 

Excellent defect removal efficiencies: 
• Up to 85% total bark content removal 

• Up to 75% total rot content removal 

• Up to 90% accuracy in brightness sorting 

Very low yield loss: 
• 2 1 I 2% bark content in equals less than 1% bark content 

out with less than 2 1 I 2% total fiber loss. 

• 11 I 2% bark content in equals less than 1 I 2% bark content 
out with less than 1 I 2% total fiber loss 

-----------



Sununary of Benefits: 

Proven reliability: 
• SRC has nearly 500 systems operating in various 

applications around the world. This heavy duty system is 
constructed to provide years of reliable, high 
performance operation. 

Designed flexibility: 
' 

• This SRC system is designed to handle all of your sorting 
needs, from removing bark and rot, to reducing foreign 
materials or sorting for brightness. 

Lower operational cost : 
• Low utilities consumption 

• Low preventive maintenance costs 

• Environmentally friendly and safe 

Very high value inveshnent 
• Low initial capital investment compared to significant 

value generated and savings realized 
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''' SRC VISION 
The Machine VISion Company 

SRC PULPWOOD SORTER, HOMER, ALASKA 

COMPANY: Circle DE Lumber Co. 

SPECIES: SITKA SPRUCE 

CAPACITY: 45,000 to 50,000 Green lbs/hr 

VOLUME: 300 units per 24 hour day 

INCOMING BARK RANGE: 2o/o to 6% 

OUTPUT, Bark level after sorting: .4o/o to . 7% 

TOTAL LINE FLOW REMOVED: 4% to 8.5% 

TOTAL "GOOD" CHIPS REI\10VED: 1.5o/o to 4o/o 

A \'ERAGE FINISHED BARK CONTENT: < 1 o/o 

AVERAGE FINISHED YIELD: > 95% 
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''' SRC VISION 
The Machine VJSion Company 

SRC PULPWOOD SORTER, Kankaanpaa, Finland 

COMPANY: Pojhois Satakunen Massahake 

SPECIES: White Birch, (whole tree chips) 

CAPACITY: 30,000 to 35,000 Green lbs/hr 

VOLUME: 80 to 100 units per 8 hour shift 

INCOMING BARK LEVEL: So/o 

OUTPUT, Bark level after sorting: 1 o/o 

TOTAL LINE FLOW RE1\10VED: 10% 

TOTAL "GOOD" CHIPS REJECTED: 6o/o 

AVERAGE FINISHED BARK CONTENT: <1% 

AVERAGE FINISHED YIELD: > 70o/o * 

,.. Includes all avers, fines and bark removed in the "Massahake Method". 
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l 
Small Diameter 
\Yhole Birch Trees 
used for Pulp Chips 

Rear view of Facility, 
Storage Bunkers for J Chips, (first 2)and 
Bark in the third 

Bark Storage pile, 
sold during winter 
months 

} 

On site Chipping 
and l\'Ietering of 
Chip flow to the 
Massahake Process 



\lassahake l\1ethod: 
Screening, Air separation, 
grinding to remove 
attached bark and sorting 

limo Hartikainen of 
>S\1 and \likko Ahonen 
,f YTT showing quality 
hips produced 
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D 
SRC Vision u 
Pulpwood Sorter 
in action 
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VTT Technical Institute Installation 
in Jyvaskyla, Finland 

(tree tops, limbs, small trees) 

Typical Input from Forest 
(tree tops, limbs, small trees) 

(before chipping) 
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Pulp 
Chips 

Plywood 

60% 
Accepts: High Grade 

Pulp Chips 

SRC VISION 

Massahake Method 

Magnet 

Chipping 
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